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The purpose of this study was to understand the nature of Korean bilingual 

children’s out-of-school literacy practices. Four Korean-English speaking bilingual 

children and their parents were participants in this qualitative multi-case study. The 

children were between seven and nine years old and attended public schools. The families 

lived in and around a large city in the Southwestern of the United States. In the city, there 

was a well-established Korean community. 

Data collection was conducted through multiple methods. The duration of the 

study was approximately four and a half months per child, staggered across eight months 

of data collection. Parents were interviewed twice regarding literacy activities with their 

child, the focal child’s experience of schooling, their perspectives of family’s language 

use, and their expectations for the child. Participant observation was also conducted at 

each child’s home to examine her/his literacy activities and interactions with family 
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members. The children and parents were also informally interviewed throughout the data 

collection. Children’s writing, drawing, and crafts were collected. The children and 

family members were also invited to participate in a video project in which they video-

recorded and took pictures of their activities for two months. Data were analyzed through 

constant comparative approach, activitysetting analyses, and grounded theory approach. 

The findings suggest that the focal children engaged in parent-guided literacy 

activities and self-chosen literacy activities. The parents provided extensive support for 

children’s academic achievement and learning to read and write in Korean. These 

activities were derived from parents’ experiences, beliefs, parenting practices familiar to 

Korean parents, and expectations for their children’s future. Children’s self-chosen 

literacy activities varied widely. The children drew on various resources from their social 

and cultural worlds to participate in an imaginative world and imagined future. Therefore, 

Korean bilingual children’s literacy activities situated in the current moment and space 

were always globally connected to other times and spaces. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The growing population of culturally and linguistically diverse students is now a 

global issue as families and individuals migrate more and more frequently due to jobs, 

education, and family issues (e.g. international marriage) (Luke, 2003). Thus, it has 

become an increasing concern of schools and educational researchers in countries around 

the world to devise better means of serving culturally and linguistically diverse students 

at school (Hornberger, 2002).  

Multicultural and multilingual students and their parents often bring conflicting 

and contradictory perspectives on education and ways of using language in interaction 

with others from those that the society in which they currently reside value (Au, 1981; 

Corson, 2001; Heath, 1983). In order to understand multicultural and multilingual 

children’s literacy practices involving a variety of cultural artifacts, researchers have 

investigated these practices not only within the children’s homes and community but also 

at school. Research has examined some of the ways in which cultural artifacts from 

family and community shape multilicultural and multilingual children’s literacy practices 

as well as their discourses (Compton-Lilly, 2003; Sarroub, 2005, 2009). Furthermore, 

research has investigated the ways in which multicultural and multilingual children 

appropriate, modify, and internalize cultural artifacts from their local context (Dyson, 

1997, 2003; Marsh, 2005, 2006; Wohlwend, 2009, 2011). 
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Among multilingual and multicultural immigrants in the United States, 

individuals with roots in Korea represent the 7
th

 largest immigrant group (Terrazas, 2009). 

According to Terrazas, approximately 1.5 million individuals who identified themselves 

as Korean in response to the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2007 American Community Survey 

(ACS) resided in the United States in the year of 2007. Approximately one million of 

these were born in Korea. Whether this number includes students who come to the United 

States only to attend school is not clear. Of Korean foreign-born immigrants, 28% moved 

to the United States in 2000 or later and 180,000 crossed the U.S. customs border in 2010 

alone. California has the highest percentage of Korean immigrants (N = 319,000 or 31% 

of foreign born Korean population in the U.S.), followed by New York (N=100,407 or 

10 %). Texas has the sixth highest concentration of Korean immigrants (N=47,648). 

Although the number of Korean immigrants has decreased across the United States in 

recent years, Texas along with a few other states experienced a slight increase between 

2000 and 2008, with nearly all coming from South Korea.  

Although many international families with children were considered middle class 

in Korea, they sometimes fall into the poverty category once they move to the United 

States because of their limited income relative to the number of family members (Baker, 

2007). Approximately 26% of Korean immigrants lived in poverty in 2008 based on the 

federal poverty definition. Yet, Korean immigrant adults are usually quite highly 

educated. In 2007, for example, 51.3 % of 850,000 Korean born adults age 25 and older 

living in the United States had at least a bachelor’s degree, and only 9.5 % did not have a 

high school diploma. Thus, though they may be poor by income standards, the education 
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level of most Korean immigrant families would place them in middle or upper middle 

class status levels.  

Thus, it can be said that individuals with roots in Korea have become a significant 

immigrant group in the United States in recent years. Korean immigrants have often been 

portrayed in media as model immigrants because they seem to adjust easily to the new 

cultural and linguistic context they encounter. High educational aspirations of Korean 

families along with their high educational level seem to provide strong support for the 

children in these families to adjust well to American school schooling, even though the 

parents are often not familiar with U.S. school systems and curriculum. However, Korean 

immigrant families are as complex as other immigrants in terms of their current and past 

socioeconomic status and immigrant status, and this is true even when looking at families 

of international graduate students studying at U.S. universities.  

From the perspectives of bilingual and biliteracy research, the research on young 

Korean bilingual children’s home literacy experiences can provide interesting insights for 

several reasons. Because Korean is different from English and its writing system, though 

alphabetic in principle, uses different symbols from English, the challenges children 

encounter in learning to read and write Korean and English present particularly 

interesting issues. Second, although Korean immigrant parents are nearly always 

relatively highly educated, their schooling experiences and social practices rooted in 

Korean cultural beliefs about education are different from those that their children 

experience in the United States. Korean parents may incorporate practices that may 

conflict or match with those valued at school in a new society. Third, by virtue of coming 
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from a country and culture that is generally technologically advanced, the particular 

literacy tools that children in Korean immigrant homes are likely to encounter, regardless 

of the income of the family, may afford a researcher a look at how young children in the 

21
st
 century become digital natives.  

 Despite these attractive reasons to study Korean bilingual children’s home 

literacy experiences, the research is still limited, with a few notable exceptions (e.g., Kim, 

2004; Kim, 2011; Ro & Cheatham, 2009). Some studies addressed bilingual children’s 

literacy development as they participate in home and school practices (Kim, 2004; Ro, 

2001; Solsken, Willett, & Wilson-Keenan, 2000). Others have discussed parents’ 

perspectives about their children’s schooling and language development in the United 

States, with Korean immigrant families and bilingual children represented as only one of 

many culturally and linguistically diverse groups. Research on Korean bilingual 

children’s out of school literacy practices may add to the previous literacy studies on 

other cultural and linguistic groups while providing an opportunity to learn from 

multilingual and multicultural immigrants’ experiences by comparing results with those 

of other studies on other cultural and linguistic immigrant groups. To reiterate, the claim 

is not that this research is needed simply because Korean children’s biliteracy practices in 

the home have not been studied extensively previously. Rather, my claim is that any 

study of immigrant children’s biliteracy development and practices benefits from a 

detailed and particularized look at what such children do. Findings can then contribute to 

an understanding of the factors that impinge on biliteracy development, adding to the 
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tapestry of insights about immigrant children as well as all young children’s literacy 

development. 

Research Questions 

The focus of this study is on the literacy practices in the homes of children who 

represent contemporary Korean immigrant families who use two languages in their 

everyday lives. I examine their use of artifacts in various literacy activities in the home 

while they learn to develop biliteracy in English and Korean as well as investigate their 

interactions with family members in their literacy acquisition in two languages. Thus, my 

guiding research questions are as follows:  

1) How do Korean-speaking bilingual children engage in literacy activities at 

home?  

2) How do children and the family members use Korean and English in various 

literacy activities? 

3) How do Korean bilingual children use tools for literacy activities at home? 

Conceptual Underpinnings 

This study is guided by Activity Theory and the New Literacy Studies (NLS). 

Based on these two theoretical frames, the concepts that were important to this study 

include: 1) cultural mediation; 2) literacy practices, literacy activities, and multimodality; 

and 3) global-local nexus in literacy practices.  
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CULTURAL MEDIATION 

The first line of work that informed this study is activity theory. Activity theory 

conceptualizes human learning as occurring in activity systems in which activity is 

object-oriented and socioculturally mediated by cultural artifacts and community. 

Cultural mediation contributes to individuals’ development of new skills, personalities, 

and perspectives. Through activities, individuals also contribute to changes in cultural 

environment over time.  

In this view, activity is mediated by tools (Cole, 1996, 1999; Engeström, 1999; 

Vygostky, 1978). Tools have both material and ideal dimensions that regulate human 

actions in activities. The materiality of tools affords or constrains activities as their 

physical attributes allow (Holland & Cole, 1995). Thus, the materiality brings external 

changes in activities (Vygostky, 1978). At the same time, tools create meanings and also 

hold meanings that are socially, culturally, and historically accumulated (Vološinov, 

1994; Wertsch, 1993). Such ideal aspects of tools can be differently taken up from their 

originally intended meaning by the participants’ motives and previous experiences 

(Bomer, 2003). Material and ideal aspects of artifacts are constantly in flux (Engeström, 

1999). In other words, all tools have material aspects that change external human 

activities but that also have embedded meanings that influence our thinking and mind 

(Vološinov, 1994; Vygostky, 1978). 

Activity theory attends to the dimension of time in human cognitive processes in 

activity. Activity is always connected to the past and the future. Cultural dimensions in 

activity provide historically accumulated meaning and knowledge. Activity is also 
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connected to the future because it is object-oriented. According to Rogoff (2003), 

artifact-mediated activities are collaborative among individuals across time and space in 

several ways. Because cultural artifacts are the results of previous human activities over 

time, the use of artifacts in activities involves collaboration among generations or 

between the designers or previous users of artifacts and later users. In this way, the past 

and future meet to influence the present.  

LITERACY PRACTICES, LITERACY ACTIVITIES, AND MULTIMODAL LITERACIES 

Literacy practices are social practices around written texts. According to Barton, 

Hamilton, and Ivanič (1999), literacy practices are not directly observable because they 

encompass comprehensively individuals’ internal and social processes as potential. As 

individuals interact with one another around and through written texts, they share their 

feelings, values, and attitudes. Through literacy practices, people build relationships and 

establish their identities. Literacy practices are derived from events mediated by written 

texts. Therefore, literacy events are events in which texts are mediating human 

interactions (Heath, 1983). In this study, I employed literacy events and literacy activities 

interchangeably to refer to observable bilingual children’s activities mediated by texts in 

various modes. 

Multimodality is another concept that is important to this study. According to 

multimodality perspectives, language is one of many modes that grant affordances for 

creating meanings (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2002). According to this perspective, literacy 
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is making meaning through the various modes. The modes can be organized in certain 

patterns based on the goals, intentions, and needs of the meaning makers.  

GLOBAL-LOCAL NEXUS IN LITERACY PRACTICES 

As people’s international migration and the distribution of cultural and physical 

goods have been increasing on the global level, “local literacies” situated in a particular 

place have now moved from the original context and have been recontextualized in a new 

place while transforming people’s experiences and relationships (Brandt & Clinton, 

2002; Luke, 2003). In short, the global-local nexus creates hybridity in literacy practices. 

On one hand, the globalization through people’s acts of international migration creates 

cultural hybridity as people negotiate differences in ways of utilizing literacies. Thus, 

new forms of knowledge and ways of doing things are created in the process (Kearney, 

1995). On the other hand, globalization through the dispersion of material/cultural/media 

resources has raised scholarly concerns about the idea that globalization as a new form of 

cultural colonization is accelerating homogeneity in culture rather than promoting 

heterogeneity (Marsh, 2005). However, it has contributed to hybridization in literacy 

practices through global and local nexus (Marsh, 2005).   

Multicultural and multilingual children of immigrant families cross geographical 

and cultural borders while experiencing diverse ways of using literacies. As they cross 

borders, they transform, reorganize, reconstruct, and renegotiate their thinking, values, 

experiences, and identities (Luke, 2003). Through the (re)negotiation, multicultural and 

multilingual children create new, hybrid ways of doing literacy practices (Medina, 2010). 
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According to Gutiérrez, Baquedano-López, and Tejeda (1999), hybridity is a construct to 

understand diversity in learning contexts like multicultural and multilingual children. The 

concept of hybridity represents various types of literacies (e.g. in-school literacies or out-

of school literacies) that are emerging across contexts (Leander, 2001). In other words, 

local and global literacies merge and intersect. Multicultural and mutilingual children 

continuously negotiate and challenge conflicting and contrasting meanings embedded in 

artifacts across social spaces (Manyak, 2001; Gutierrez, Gutiérrez, Baquedano-López, & 

Tejeda, 1999). Multilicultural and multilingual children’s discourses and language use 

represent their dynamic transcultural and translinguistic experiences (Manyak, 2001; 

Medina, 2010). In addition, children also synthesize the ways that school value and the 

ways of doing literacy practices in them homes (Gregory, 2001, 2005; Kenner, 2005; 

Obied, 2009). 

Overview of Literature 

This study is situated in the literature that addresses bilingual children’s literacy 

experiences from sociocultural, multimodal, and multiple literacies perspectives of 

literacy learning at home. I review the literature considering the following aspects: 1) 

children’s bilingual and biliteracy development; 2) immigrant parents’ support for 

bilingual children’s home literacy experience; and 3) bilingual children’s out-of-school 

literacy experience.  

Building on sociocultural, sociolinguistics, and semiotics perspectives, research 

on biliteracy development has addressed bilingual children’s language and literacy 
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development occurring across two languages. In many ways, young bilingual children’s 

writing development patterns are similar to those of monolingual children (Serrano & 

Howard, 2007; McCarthey, Guo, & Cummins, 2005). Yet, there are interesting 

differences. Bilingual children’s skills and strategies for reading and writing acquired in 

one language can transfer to literacy activities in the other language (Kim, 2004). As they 

use two different languages and writing systems, bilingual children develop linguistic 

awareness and flexibility in using both languages (Kenner, Kress, Alkhatib, Kam, & Tsai, 

2004; Reyes & Azura, 2008).  

Regarding culturally and linguistically diverse children’s resources from home 

and community, literacy researchers have closely examined the ways in which children’s 

literacy experiences beyond the school context influence their learning at school. Some 

researchers found that children’s literacy practices are often under the influence of 

popular culture that is distributed through radio, TV, and toys (Dyson, 1997, 2003; 

Ranker, 2007; Wohlwend, 2009, 2011). Children often appropriate semiotic resources 

from popular culture and recontextualize them in their writing as well as in interactions 

with their classmates during play and writing activities. Past experiences with literacies 

as well as their parents’ perspectives guide children’s attitudes toward reading and 

writing (McCarthey & García, 2005; McCarthey, et al., 2004).  

Literacy research has often discussed young multicultural and multilingual 

children’s literacy practices in relation to their families and communities. Heath’s (1983) 

classic study in this area examined the ways in which parents interacted with children 

through literacy practices while teaching children the ways of speaking and behaving. 
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Some researchers also found that parents’ concerns and expectations for their children 

guided parents’ strategies to do literacies at home using their heritage language (Worthy 

& Rodríguez-Galindo, 2006). Others focused on the interactions among siblings to 

examine the ways in which siblings blended school literacy practices and the ways of 

doing things that their parents value (Gregory, Long, & Volk, 2004).  

Researchers have also focused on adolescents’ literacy experiences, providing 

comprehensive discussions of culturally and linguistically diverse students’ literacy 

experiences, in outside school contexts. Some researchers explored the ways in which 

adolescents’ consumption and appropriation of popular culture for their independent 

literacy practices in the home setting (Black, 2005). This line of research has highlighted 

that multilingual and multicultural adolescents outside the classroom continuously draw 

on a variety of literacy resources from popular culture, media, and their peer community 

while applying the skills and strategies they learned from school literacy practices (Yi, 

2005). 

The discrepancies between multicultural and multilingual families’ ways of doing 

literacy practices and those valued at school have often been discussed in educational 

research (Au, 1981; Corson, 2001; Gutiérrez, Morales, & Martinez, 2009; Heath, 1983). 

Educational scholars and teachers have tried  not only to understand culturally and 

linguistically diverse children’s literacy experiences outside school contexts (Heath,1983; 

Sarroub, 2005, 2009), but also to find ways to help culturally and linguistically diverse 

children negotiate these discrepancies as they learn school-sanctioned literacies (Manyak, 

2001).  
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Literacy researchers have identified the ways that multicultural and multilingual 

children bring a variety of funds of knowledge from home and their community (Moll, 

Amanti, Neff, & González, 1992; González, 2005). Such funds of knowledge include 

cultural and linguistic resources that they gain from their experiences as they participate 

in activities valued by their family and community members (Gort, 2006; Kennedy, 

2006). When valued and recognized by teachers and schools, multicultural and 

multilingual children learned to negotiate different ways of using discourses as 

participated in literacy practices valued in school (Gutiérrez, Baquedano-López, & 

Tejeda, 1999).  

My study particularly built on this work focused on bilingual children’s home 

literacy practices to examine the nature of contemporary Korean bilingual children’s 

literacy experience at home as they interacted with their family members and as they 

developed their language and literacy in both languages. 

Overview of Method 

The focal participants of this study were four early elementary school Korean 

bilingual children who were able to use both Korean and English in home literacy 

practices. The setting of this study included the children’s homes in a midsized city 

located in the Southwest of the United States.  

For the purposes of this study, I used a combination of multi-case study and 

participatory approaches. Data collection included formal parent-interviews, participant 

observation with video-recording and field notes of children’s literacy activities at home, 
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and collection of children’s artifacts (e.g., drawing, writing, crafts, etc.). The children 

were invited to be co-researchers, videotaping activities at home and compiling images. 

The duration of the study was approximately four and a half months per child, staggered 

across eight months of data collection.  

Data analysis was continuous and recursive throughout and after the data 

collection period. I constantly compared and contrasted incidents while writing analytic 

memos. In order to examine key incidents in depth, I employed activity setting analysis.  

Importance of the Study 

My goal was for this study to deepen and broaden the discussions on culturally 

and linguistically diverse children’s literacy practices by focusing on their out-of-school 

literacy practices in the following four ways. First, examining an individual child’s 

literacy practices in the home context can provide an understanding of each child’s 

unique “linguistic and cultural-historical repertoires” (Gutiérrez & Rogoff, 2003, p.22) of 

literacy experiences in an out-of-school context. An individual child’s repertoires are also 

directly related to her/his ways of learning and her/his ways of interpreting the world. 

These ways of learning and world-views, then, contribute to shaping and reshaping the 

child’s dispositions as a person. 

In addition, this study may bring a fresh perspective to the discussions on the 

ways in which children participate in literacy practices by focusing on their use of 

physical and psychological tools available in the home. According to Roskos and 

Twardosz (2004), resources for literacy practices have rarely been explored in family 
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literacy research even though resources are integral parts of human activities. Each 

family’s ways of organizing, utilizing, appropriating, and modifying tools are unique 

(Gadsden, 2004). Focusing on children’s uses and creations of artifacts in home literacy 

activities was meant to expand the field’s understanding of culturally and linguistically 

diverse children’s funds of knowledge that they gain from their family.  

A participatory approach adds another dimension of the importance of this study. 

A participatory approach has long been suggested by educational literacy researchers as a 

pedagogical tool to allow students to become aware of their own practices in their homes 

and communities as well as to have control over their own practices (Egan-Robertson & 

Bloome, 1998; Heath, 1983). However, it has rarely been used as a methodological 

approach in research (Oldfather et al., 1999). In the meantime, children’s geographers 

who work closely with children in order to understand their various experiences with the 

world often emphasize the constructive potential of a participatory approach in doing 

research with young people (Alderson, 2000; Gallagher, 2009; Tisdall, Davis, & 

Gallagher, 2009). From their perspectives, a participatory approach can minimize power 

relations between the adult researcher and the young participants. Building on these 

stances from a participatory approach, this study contributes to bringing an alternative 

methodological possibility in educational literacy research.  

Overview of the Dissertation 

Chapter 1 has provided the purpose of the proposed study with guiding research 

questions and introduction to the study. Chapter 2 will include the literature in the areas 
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of activity theory, the New Literacy Studies and multimodality, and multicultural and 

multilingual children’s out of school literacy practices. Chapter 3 will present the method 

for this study including participants and setting, data collection, and data analysis. 

Chapter 4 will discuss the findings from case studies. Chapter 5 will addresses cross-case 

analysis of the findings from case studies. Finally, chapter 6 will conclude this 

dissertation discussions and implications. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Overview 

In this section, I will discuss the literature that informed this study theoretically 

and empirically to pursue my research questions. Three lines of literature are critical to 

this study: 1) Activity Theory; 2) the New Literacy Studies; and 3) research on bilingual 

children’s literacy experiences. The following questions guided my review of literature.  

1. What do sociocultural theories tell us about the mediational roles of artifacts 

in human activities?   

2. How do the New Literacy Studies conceptualize literacy practices? 

a. How do the New Literacy Studies provide conceptualization of young 

children’s literacy experiences?  

b. How do literacy scholars define the changes in literacy practices 

according to the globalization in social practice?  

3. What does literacy research tell us about bilingual children’s literacy 

experience? 

a. What does literacy research discuss biliteracy development?   

b. What are the social influences on bilingual children’s out-of-school literacy 

experiences discussed in literacy research? 

c. What does literacy research tell us about children’s out-of-school 

literacy experiences in relation to cultural artifacts?  
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Based on these questions, the following section is structured into five sections 

based on the above guiding questions: 1) Cultural Historical activity theory and 

mediation of artifacts; 2) the new literacy studies; and 3) bilingual children’s biliteracy 

development and experience in out-of-school settings. 

Activity Theory Perspectives 

The first line of work that informs this study is activity theory. Founded on the 

sociocultural theory of human cognition by Vygotsky, Leont’ev and Luria, activity theory 

is a theory of the activity structure that are constructed and developed from the 

interaction between individual and collectively and historically conducted activities (Cole 

& Engestrӧm, 1993). Therefore, Activity theory conceptualizes the complex and 

systematic interconnections of individual, object, socio cultural context (e.g. division of 

labor and community), and cultural artifacts (e.g. tools, rules, etc.) in activity (Sannino, 

Daniels, & Gutiérrez, 2009). According to this view, activity is object-oriented and 

socioculturally mediated through cultural artifacts and community. The following section 

addresses cultural mediation, the dimension of time in activity, and individual learning in 

activity.  

CULTURAL MEDIATION 

Individuals’ actions in activity are mediated by sociocultural dimensions. Cultural 

mediation regulates and constrains human actions. Cultural mediation contributes to 

individuals’ development of new skills, personalities, and perspectives. Through 

activities, individuals also influence the changes in the environment over time. Therefore, 
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cultural mediation is bidirectional process between individuals and the social and cultural 

conditions. Among social and cultural mediations, activity theory scholars particularly 

pay attention to mediational role of cultural tools.  

Cultural tools and activity. Artifacts are material objects that have been created 

and modified through human interactions while regulating and guiding human activities 

(Cole, 1996). In this sense, artifacts include tools for particular human activities (e.g. 

table, pencils, cups, computer, etc.) and the products that humans create and modify 

through the use of tools (e.g. artworks, books, picture, etc.). Artifacts as tools can be used 

for producing and creating in human activities. Artifacts as products created by tools can 

also function as tools in different ways from primary tools. Tools that are used in human 

interactions are also artifacts that are produced by humans for activities. Tools preserve 

particular ways of doing activity and initiate other activity (Cole, 1996). In addition, tools 

include not only physically tangible tools, but also psychological tools such as sign, 

symbols, skills, strategies, and others that are devised for facilitating human activities 

(Kozulin, 2003).  

Mediational role of tools. The mediational role of tools in activity is fundamental 

in Vygotskian theory of learning (Vygotsky, 1978). Tools have potential for changing 

people’s physical and psychological activities. Tools regulate and change human 

behavior. As a result, they also contribute to cognitive development in terms of the 

emergence of consciousness and the (re)construction of knowledge for activities (Wells, 

2007). In other words, tools can bring physical and external changes or implements in 

activity; and they also mediate cognitive dimensions of human beings in an activity (Cole, 
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1996; Engeström, 1999). The mediation of tools is a collaborative process. First, it is a 

socially instigated process. According to Vygotksy (1978), external operations become 

reconstructed and internalized through interactions with others after the constant and 

repetitive participations in an activity involving a particular tool. Expanding Vygotsky’s 

emphasis on the localized interpersonal process in learning, Wertsch (1993) 

acknowledged that broader social dimensions influence individual cognitive development 

in tool-mediated activities. Broader social /cultural/institutional expectations and forces 

influence people’s use of artifacts in human activities (Williams, Davis, & Black, 2007; 

Rogoff, 2003).  

Material and ideal aspects of tools. Tools have both material and ideal aspects 

(Vygotsky, 1978). On the one hand, material aspects of artifacts are related to physical 

appearance of a tool. It affords particular ways of manipulating artifacts for activities 

while constraining activities (Rogoff, 2003). According to Bomer (2003), “affordances” 

of artifacts are “invitations that a tool can issue to a user (p. 226).” Physical appearance 

grants certain functions. Therefore, they allow people to use artifacts in particular ways. 

The ways of using a certain tool are collectively, historically, and culturally defined as 

people use a tool in social interactions over time. Regarding an ideal aspect of artifacts, 

Vološinov (1973) asserted that ideological meanings are embedded in tools. Ideological 

meanings enable tools to become signs to reflect and refract something outside the 

material forms. The meanings embedded in artifacts have ideological values according to 

a particular view of the world. Tools as signs are collectively created and modified by 
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individuals through consciousness and interactions (McDonald, Le, Higgins, & Podmore, 

2005).  

According to Engeström (1999), tools cannot be clearly categorized by external 

and internal functions because one artifact can have both material and ideal aspects when 

used in human activities. Instead, material and ideal functions are constantly intertwined 

and transformed as individuals use artifacts in activities for various purposes. While 

Vygotsky (1978) clearly distinguished between tools and signs, he also implied that an 

object can function both as tool and sign. Vološinov (1994) further discussed that tools 

can be turned into signs with ideological meanings. Whereas a consumer good itself 

cannot become a sign, it can function as a sign for an intentional purpose in a particular 

context (Wells, 2007).  

Tools in the literacy learning environment. Observing a K-2 multi-age 

classroom, Bomer (2003) investigated children’s use of physical tools for classroom 

literacy practices. Bomer indicated that affordances and constraints of tools in a 

classroom were bounded by sanctioned motives intended by the teacher and the 

expectations of a larger society. Within in this classroom, the children were expected to 

learn to use tools for intended purposes. However, the children did not always use tool as 

expected by their teacher: they used tools for other purposes (e.g. pencils for sword 

fighting, markers for body ornaments); and they brought more meanings to tools than 

those that the tools were intended to have in the classroom. Meanings the children 

generated originated from their past experiences with tools at home or outside the 

classroom. The students seemed to be more drawn onto the materiality of artifacts rather 
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than to develop the sense of signs, symbols and intended meanings as expected by the 

teacher. Bomer concluded that children brought different motives to several layers of 

contexts of the larger society and that children’s agency guided them to choose the uses 

of tools for a certain context.  

TIME DIMENSION IN ACTIVITY  

According to activity theory, culture is a central foundation of activity, and object 

is also integral part of activity. It attends the dimension of time in human cognitive 

processes in activity (Cole & Engestrӧm, 1993). Artifacts, rules, and community hold 

human knowledge that has been historically accumulated by prior generations. In 

addition, human activity is always future-oriented in that it has object or goal. In this 

sense, individuals’ moment-to-moment actions, therefore, is situated in the past, present, 

and future. According to Cole and Engeström (1993),  

“… only a culture-using human being can ‘reach into’ the cultural past, 

project it into the future, and then ‘carry’ that (purely conceptual) future ‘back’ 

into the present in the shape of beliefs that then constrain and organize the present 

sociocultural environment of the newcomer (p. 21).”  

Our present actions in activity in order to achieve our future goal are mediated by 

cultural tools, rules, and community that have been socially and culturally constructed 

over time. In addition, our culturally formed future is shaped through our culturally 

mediated experiences.   
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According to Rogoff (2003), tool-mediated activities are collaborative among 

people across time and space in several ways. Because cultural tools are the results of 

previous human activities over time, the use of tools in activities involves collaboration 

among generations or between the designers or previous users of tools and later users. In 

addition, ideality of tools is related to past human experiences with artifacts. According 

to Cole (1996), “tools carry within them successful adaptations of an earlier time (in the 

life of the individual who made them or in earlier generations), and in this sense, combine 

the ideal and the material… (p. 90).” Current material forms of tools are both based on 

the historical use of tools and current purpose of activity. Thus, cultural and historical 

meanings are sedimented in tools.   

Building on activity theory perspectives, Gregory, Long, and Volk (2004) 

discusses how past, present, and future are related to literacy practices of multilingual and 

multicultural families. Focusing on Bangladeshi immigrant families in London, she 

pointed out that literacy practices at home are situated both in the past and future of the 

families. Adult family members who have prior literacy experiences syncretized family- 

and community-valued skills and strategies with school-valued literacies. These skills 

and strategies are from the adult family members’ knowledge accumulated from their 

experience. The families’ teaching heritage language and cultural practices is also 

situated in past and future at the same time in that the families hope for their children’s 

respect for the families’ tradition. In addition, the family members’ support reflects their 

wishing to be part of the new social and cultural world. Gregory, Long, and Volk’s study 
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speaks to this study in understanding complex literacy experiences of immigrant families 

as well as their wishes to keep their tradition and to get adjusted to a new society.  

CULTURE AND INDIVIDUAL LEARNING 

According to Gutiérrez and Rogoff (2003), an individual from one group has 

often been considered to have homogenous features with other members from the same 

group. Because the regularities of cultural groups have been treated as static and 

categorical ways of understanding individual’s learning styles, this view has rather 

hindered us from understanding individuals’ unique experiences. Cultural-historical 

theory leads to see both aspects of individuals’ learning and development as well as the 

ways cultural communities organize their lives in understanding individuals’ engagement 

in dynamic practices of different communities By focusing individual child and his/her 

family, this study explores how differently individual bilingual child experiences literacy 

practices at home and how his/her family provides unique support for his/her linguistic 

and cultural development in a home setting.  

The New Literacy Studies 

 LITERACY PRACTICES 

 In relation to the notion of literacy, this study is aligned with the New Literacy 

Studies. The New Literacy Studies is based on the assumption that literacy is ideological 

rather than autonomous (Street, 1984). From the traditional perspective or autonomous 

perspective, literacy is a set of skills to influence human cognition apart from social and 
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cultural contexts (Street, 1995). Therefore, literacy practices are deeply connected with 

peoples’ ways of life and the cultural ways of utilizing written texts (Barton, Hamilton, & 

Ivanič, 2000; Street, 2005).   

Because people use literacies with different goals in different domains, there are 

multiple ways of using written texts (Street, 1997). There are multiple literacies 

associated with various domains. Literacy practices at one domain have different 

purposes, styles, and structures from those at another domain. According to Gee (2011), 

these domains are associated with discourse communities in which people interact with 

one another through literacy practices while sharing their thoughts, beliefs, values, 

attitudes, feelings, and experience. Therefore, literacy practices are differently organized 

and configured by institutions within these domains.  

Heath’s (1983) ethnographic study highlights the notion of multiple literacies and 

literacy practices. Focusing on the literacy practices and language socialization in three 

communities in Piedmont, North Carolina (Trackton, Roadville, and town), Heath found 

that people in three different communities engaged differently in interacting with other 

people, learning language, and using literacies in different domains of their life. Heath’s 

study highlighted that literacy practices were deeply embedded in cultural and historical 

contexts of different communities.  

Although the New Literacy Studies changed the view of literacy by connecting it 

to human social practices, it centralizes written texts and language. It also mainly focuses 

on the local aspects of literacy practices although literacies are constantly relocated as 

people move physically and virtually (Barton, 2001; Street, 2005). This view is 
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considered somewhat limited especially in explaining literacy practices in a 

contemporary globalized society resulted from the rapid and constant changes in the 

society and the world (Bearne, 2009; Jewitt, 2008; Prinsloo, 2004). Therefore, literacy 

scholars are trying to broaden the perspectives of the New Literacy Studies as they 

discuss the changes in the society and the world due to technology, migration of people, 

and distribution of various cultural artifacts. Two constructs are particularly useful for 

this study in order to understand contemporary young bilingual children’s unique 

experiences in their childhood: 1) Multimodality perspectives and 2) global-local nexus.  

MULTIMODAL LITERACIES  

 Because human social practices often include various texts in other modes rather 

than written texts (e.g. sounds, images, color, etc.), the focus of written texts only 

provides the limited view on human social practices. Therefore, Jewitt (2008) stated that 

“it is not possible to think about literacy solely as a linguistic accomplishment and that 

the time for the habitual conjunction of language, print literacy, and learning is over (p. 

241).” Considering how children learn through various types of modes, literacy 

researchers call for the scholarly attention to multimodal aspects in children’s meaning 

making experiences (Bomer, 2009; Siegel, 2006). As for the multimodal nature of 

children’s literacy activities, children do not only employ multiple modes and materials 

in their meaning making processes but also make multimodal signs (Kress, 1997).  

Built on semiotic theory of communication, a multimodal perspective provides a 

view that literacy is meaning making in social practices through the various modes. These 
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modes include music, sound, image, writing, speech, body posture, and others (Hodge & 

Kress, 1988). Language is one of many modes that can be used as resources for meaning 

making. Like language, other modes also have affordances. Each mode has a potential 

way of expressing and representing meanings (Kress, 1997). The affordances associated 

with each mode can be organized in a specific and logical way. In meaning making, 

people employ available semiotic resources for their own goals in a certain context, 

considering the affordances that each mode can grant (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001). As 

people use semiotic resources repeatedly, they find patterns and regularities in use of 

modes. People also seek to transform and create modes according to needs of the society. 

Multidoality provides a valuable construct for this study in understanding children’s 

meaning making in their activities that do not necessarily employ written texts or written 

language but do involve various other modes.  

Bilingual Children’s Literacy Experiences 

Bilingual children involve in various home literacy activities that involve both of 

their language and various resources. These literacy activities are critical in bilingual 

children’s lliteracy development not only in the society’s main language but also in the 

language of their families. Participating in literacy activities also involve socialization 

process in which bilingual children learn to behave, act, talk, and think. Therefore, 

children’s interactions with their family members guided bilingual children to acquire 

literacies that the family and community expect them to acquire. Bilingual children also 
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engage in multimodal literacy practice through various popular cultural resources and 

multimedia in their self-chosen activities.  

In this section, I discuss literature on bilingual children’s literacy experiences 

outside the school context focusing on the following four areas: 1) Children’s biliteracy 

development; 2) home biliteracy environment and resources; 3) parents’ role in bilingual 

children’s literacy practices; and 4) bilingual children’s engagement in popular culture 

and multimedia.  

BILINGUAL CHILDREN AND BILITERACY  

Home is a fertile ground for children’s literacy development. For bilingual 

children, home provides contexts for developing their literacy not only in the language of 

the family but also in the major language of the society. Therefore, understanding the 

nature of bilingual child’s literacy development is essential for understanding their home 

literacy experiences. This section is organized in the following way: 1) theoretical 

background of bilingual literacy development; 2) bilingual children’s biliteracy 

development; and 3) bilingual children’s linguistic awareness and flexible use of 

linguistic features from two languages.  

Theoretical backgrounds of bilingual literacy development. Research on 

bilingual children’s literacy development is based on three major sociolinguistic 

theoretical perspectives: 1) the framework of continua of biliteracy; 2) language and 

literacy acquisition as language socialization; and 3) Hallidayan perspectives on semiotic 

systems. First line of theoretical framework is based on the assumption that language and 
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literacy acquisition occur bidirectionally across two languages (Hornberger, 1989; 

Hornberger & Skilton-Sylverster, 2003). The continua of biliteracy framework pays 

attention to complex interrelationships between contexts, media (e.g. languages), content, 

and individual level literacy development. According to this view, biliteracy development 

occurs through the mediation of both first and second languages, oral-written language 

skills continua, the complex influences of micro (e.g. home and personal) and macro (e.g. 

society) contexts, and different ways in which individuals experience two languages 

across different contexts (Hornberger, 1989; Horberger & Skilton-Sylverster, 2003; Moll 

& Dworin, 1996; Reyes & Costanzo, 2002).  

The second line of theoretical perspectives considers language socialization 

through which members of discourse communities acquire the ways of speaking, 

interacting, and thinking as the discourse communities value through interactions with 

other members of discourse community (Hymes, 1962, Gumperz, 1974). In this 

perspective, children’s learning to read and write in both languages as a language 

socialization process reflect social/cultural ideologies of language and views of literacy 

from different discourse communities (Heath, 1983).  

Finally, Hallidayan perspectives on language highlight that writing systems are 

semiotic systems for constructing and negotiating meanings. Based on Halliday’s social 

semiotics, Kress (1997) indicates that children’s actions and engagement with social 

worlds are basically multimodal. Therefore, they actively construct and negotiate 

meanings by organizing and reconstructing socioculturally shaped representational 

resources (Kenner & Kress, 2003; Kress, 1997).  
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Children’s biliteracy development. Research has shown that young bilingual 

children’s literacy development occurs across two languages while they experience two 

languages simultaneously (Buckwalter & Lo, 2002; Dworin, 2003; Kenner et. al., 2004; 

Moll & Dworin, 1996). Based on children’s phonemic awareness, developmental spelling 

patterns, and word recognition revealed in their writing, researchers discussed that young 

bilingual children go through similar development patterns in writing in their second 

language, English as their counterpart monolingual English speaking children 

(Buckwalter & Lo, 2002). Their first language writing development also matches with the 

developmental patterns with monolingual counterparts of their first language (Serrano & 

Howard, 2007). For example, Spanish-English bilingual children’s Spanish writing 

developmental patterns are similar to those of monolingual Spanish-speaking children’s 

(Moll, Sáez, & Dworin, 2001). Regarding children who start to learn their second 

language after they acquire their first language competence develop in some degrees, 

researchers focus children’s grammatical, syntactical, structural, and rhetorical 

development in children’s second language writing (McCarthey, Guo & Cummins, 2005). 

Older bilingual children’s writing development in English surpasses their first language 

writing development as they develop their literacy in English. Researchers point out that 

social expectation from the U.S. school, their engagement in American culture, and few 

opportunities to develop their first language literacy would result in relatively rapid 

growth in English literacy compared to their first language literacy (Buckwalter & Lo, 

2002; McCarthey, Guo, & Cummins, 2005).  
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Examining an emergent Korean-English bilingual child’s writing practices from 

the kindergarten level to third-grade level, Kim’s (2004) four-year long longitudinal 

study discussed how a child who had learned to read and write in their first language 

before learning another language developed their literacy skills in another language  as 

he learned to negotiate meanings in both languages. Her study discussed that bilingual 

child’s social and cultural contexts enabled and constrained his control of genres as he 

learned to use two languages for different purposes and contexts. In addition, Kim 

pinpointed that biliteracy development is not a separate or compartmentalized process in 

either language as skills and strategies acquired in one of the languages strengthen and 

complements the development in the other language.  

Children’s linguistic awareness and flexibility in using both languages. 

Bilingual children are aware of differences and similarities in features, structures, and 

purposes of two writing systems (Kenner et. al., 2004; Reyes & Azuara, 2009). 

Children’s understandings of two writing systems are complicated and sophisticated as 

they learn to read and write in both their language at home and the main language of the 

society. Bilingual children at the kindergarten level are aware of differences in two 

writing systems in terms of spatial framing, linearity, and directionality. They also 

understand that two writing systems have equivalent functions for meaning making for 

different contexts (Kenner & Kress, 2003). In their use of writing systems, children tend 

to distinguish and defend the boundaries of two writing systems. They purposefully 

choose each writing system in order to convey intended meanings for their audience in an 

appropriate context. Children develop their ways of distinguishing two writing systems 
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on the basis of pedagogical resources from their community language schools, parents, 

and their regular classes (Kenner et al., 2004).  

While children make a clear distinction between two writing systems in their 

writing practices, children also try to seek connections between two writing systems 

(Kenner et al., 2004). Instead of being bound by the rules that govern each writing system, 

children combine two writing systems in one text, and transfer from one system to the 

other in order to represent intended meanings in their writing (Kenner & Kress, 2003). By 

recognizing writing systems as semiotic systems, children can use these systems to make 

meaning to their advantage by incorporating the features of both writing systems into 

their writing.  

As they develop literacy skills, bilingual children flexibly and strategically use 

linguistic features (e.g. syntactical features, lexical items, and idiomatic expressions) in 

their writing (Gort, 2006). Children tend to use the rules of one written language when 

they write in the other language. The rules include both linguistic elements (e.g. syntax, 

phonology, and semantics) and conventions (e.g. graphophonemic relationships, 

orthography, and print conventions). Children’s application of the rules of one language 

to the writing in the other language is critical process of bilingual children’s writing 

development.  

In addition, children draw not only on their knowledge of two languages, but also 

communication experiences in both languages from informal and formal settings (Gort, 

2006). While some of the children use both languages when writing texts in either 

language, children tend to use their first language in writing in second language in order 
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to monitor their writing processes and check meanings (McCarthey, Guo, Cummins, 

2005). Young bilingual children transfer writing skills from one language to the other and 

use their two languages selectively and strategically in their writing practices (Martínez-

Roldán & Sayer, 2006). However, considering that bilingual children have relatively 

limited opportunities to read and write in their first language because of the monolingual 

oriented school environment, it is questionable how much second language literacy skills 

could contribute to children’s first language or home language literacy development 

(McCarthey & García, 2005; McCarthey et al, 2005).  

BILINGUAL CHILDREN’S HOME LITERACY EXPERIENCES  

Children’s literacy in out-of-school settings involves their interactions with a 

variety of resources for literacy that mediate their meaning making and designing process. 

Not only environmental print (e.g. print on products) but also children’s books are 

popular media used in interactions between parents and children (Heath, 1983; Purcell-

Gates, 1996). Literacy researchers closely examined the ways in which culturally and 

linguistically diverse children’s literacy experiences with various resources from outside 

the school context influence their learning at school. Children’s literacy practices are 

often under the influence of popular culture distributed through radio, TV, the Internet, 

and toys (Dyson, 1997, 2003; Marsh, 2005; Wohlwend, 2009). Children often appropriate 

semiotic resources from popular culture and recontextualize them in their writing and 

talking as well as in interactions with their classmates during play and writing activities 

(Dyson, 1998, 2003; Wohlwend, 2009).  
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Parents’ involvement in bilingual children’s literacy learning. While literacy 

research examined how young children participate in a variety of literacy practices 

outside school, young children’s out-of-school literacy practices are often discussed in 

relation to families. As Gadsden (2004) indicates, “family cultures often influence – if 

not dictate, in many instances – the ways that individual family members think about, use, 

and pursue literacy and how they persist in educational programs” (p. 409). Family 

literacy practices are integral part of young children’s out-of-school literacy practices. 

Interactions with family members play a critical role in shaping literacy experiences of 

children in out-of-school environment (Gadsden, 2004). Literacy researchers pay 

attention to how family members scaffold children’s literacy learning and how family 

cultures shape children’s experiences with language and literacy. Some studies have 

examined the ways in which parents interact with children through literacy practices 

while teaching children the ways of speaking and behaving (Heath, 1983; Taylor, 1983).  

Parents’ beliefs and values in home literacy practices. Literacy researchers 

have examined a variety of literacy perspectives and practices of immigrant families. The 

ways immigrant parents arrange and organize literacy practices in their homes are based 

on their values and beliefs about literacy practices, their past literacy experiences, their 

views about their immigrant status, and their expectations and concerns about their 

children (Andrews & Yee, 2006; Li, 2006). With the desire for their children’s academic 

success in an English dominant society, parents try to provide their children the most 

extensive opportunities possible to support their academic achievement by teaching them 

basics of reading and writing in English or by helping with their children’s homework 
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(Compton-Lilly, 2007; Worthy & Rodríguez-Galindo, 2006). Parents also draw on the 

family members’ knowledge, resources from the community, and the social networks to 

support their children’s academic learning at home (Semingson, 2008). Parents also 

combine family- and culture-related literacy practices with school-related ones as they 

support children’s competency of academic literacy (Volk & de Acosta, 2003).  

Immigrant parents’ ways of interacting with their children around literacies may be 

consistent with or disparate from literacy practices sanctioned by the school or the larger 

society, depending on parents’ familiarity with school instructions in the particular skill 

areas (Anderson & Gunderson, 2000; Xu, 1999). 

Teaching a heritage language. Research found that immigrant parents who 

spoke a language other than English in an English-dominant society are concerned about 

their children’s loss of a heritage language as the opportunities for using a heritage 

language decreased (Ro & Cheatham, 2009; Worthy, Rodriguez, Assaf, Martínez, & 

Cuero, 2003). In order to encourage children to keep learning a heritage language, parents 

employed a variety of strategies (Andrews & Yee, 2006; Worthy, & Rodríguez-Galindo, 

2006). Some taught their children how to read and write in a heritage language 

themselves (Maguire et al., 2005). Other parents made use of outside sources such as a 

community center, personal tutoring and heritage language schools (Ro & Cheatham, 

2009). Parents also required the children to communicate only in a heritage language in 

the home (Worthy et al., 2003). Providing materials such as books or popular media is 

another strategy that immigrant parents use in order to motivate their children to continue 

learning a heritage language and to support children’s biliteracy development (Ro & 
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Cheatham, 2009). Parents expect that maintaining a heritage language would help 

children respect the ways of thinking and behaving as their family value (Schecter, 

Sharken-Taboada, & Bayley, 1996).  

Research often shows that learning to read and write in a heritage language is an 

integral part of culturally and linguistically diverse children’s out-of school literacy 

practices (Gregory, 2001; Maguire et al., 2005; Sarroub, 2005). For example, 

Bangladeshi-British children in William and Gregory’s (2001) study engaged in formal 

literacy practices not only by learning to read and write in Bengali in a local community 

center but also by attending Qur’an classes. Focusing on a Korean bilingual child, Ro and 

Cheatham (2008) discussed that the child’s parents employed various resources from the 

community to support the child’s Korean literacy development. 

Parents’ involvement in children’s learning to use written language. 

Culturally and linguistically diverse children’s literacy experiences at home are unique 

depending on their families’ cultural and religious backgrounds (Andrews & Yee, 2006; 

William & Gregory, 2001). Concerning the varied ways of parents’ involvement in 

children’s learning to use written language, literacy researchers have discussed how 

culturally and linguistically diverse parents incorporate their own experiences with 

literacies (Street, 1984; Heath, 1983). Heath’s (1983) work on literacy practices of three 

communities signaled that the families of each community had varied ways of using 

literacy as well as ways of interacting around literacies. Heath particularly emphasized 

that the school valued different ways of using literacies and ways of behaving, thinking 
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and speaking around written language from those valued by the communities of Trackton 

and Roadville.  

Researchers found that parents’ concerns and expectations for their children 

guided parents’ strategies to do literacies at home by using their heritage language 

(Worthy & Rodríguez-Galindo, 2006). Even before a child starts schooling, parents 

scaffold children’s use of written language in various ways. Parents provide various types 

of mediation in order to scaffold children’s reading and writing (Aram, 2010). They help 

children make connections between oral language and written language, understand 

orthographic rules, and remember and write letter shapes and spelling (Robins & Treiman, 

2009). In addition, parents encourage children to remember rules and conventions in 

written language by providing an appropriate guide (Neuman, 1996; Neuman & Roskos, 

1992; Sénéchal, LeFevre, Thomas, & Daley, 1998). 

 When parents mediate children’s use of written language in reading and writing, 

parents often bring their own knowledge about written language, past experiences, and 

perceptions about the use of written language (Compton-Lilly, 2003, 2007). Thus, parents’ 

ways of interacting with children can by varied depending on their experiences and 

perspectives. Parents’ constant involvement in children’s literacy learning contributes to 

shaping children’s understandings of and attitudes toward reading and writing while 

providing them not only with scaffolding to use conventional literacy but also with 

ideological messages about writing (Taylor, 1983).  

At home, therefore, children negotiate with other social forces and expectations 

from their family or community which may be different from expectations from schools 
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(McCarthey & García, 2005; McCarthey et al. 2004). Research on multilingual children’s 

writing in a school context has implied that parents’ perspectives of writing embedded in 

their experience and culture can influence children’s writing experiences at home while 

shaping their attitudes and perspectives about writing. In addition, bilingual children’s 

native language classes also influence their views of writing (McCarthey et al. 2004). As 

bilingual children experience two writing systems, they become aware of differences and 

similarities in directionality, mechanics, spaciality, rules, and grammar of two writing 

systems (Kenner, 2005; Kenner & Kress, 2003). 

Siblings’ interactions in literacy practices. Siblings’ interactions during literacy 

practices have also been extensively discussed in the research on multilingual and 

multicultural families’ literacy practices. The ways in which siblings shape literacy 

environment for one another have been the major focus in this line of literature. For 

example, Gregory (2005) examined Bangladeshi families in the United Kingdom. Kenner 

(2005) focused on Chinese, Arabic and Spanish bilingual children in the United Kingdom. 

Volk (1999) explored a Puerto Rican Spanish speaking kindergartner and his siblings in 

the United States. Although siblings of each household in these studies had a unique way 

of interacting with each other depending on their families’ traditions, values, and beliefs 

about using and learning literacies, the findings from this line of literature pointed to 

similar aspects in siblings’ interactions around literacies regardless of their cultural and 

linguistic backgrounds.  

First, older siblings took the lead in directing younger siblings’ learning. Volk 

(1999) highlighted that older siblings acted like a teacher by evaluating and confirming 
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younger siblings’ responses, by providing information, and by prompting for a correct 

answer. Second, older siblings and younger siblings co-constructed a meaning making 

process in an interactive way as the teacher and students do. For example, older siblings 

supported younger siblings to perform at higher levels in doing homework. Both older 

and younger siblings negotiated each other’s preferences in activities as well as meaning 

together by directing, repeating, and clarifying while engaging in activities around 

literacy. Prompts for learning came from both older and younger siblings.  

Furthermore, siblings provide various resources for learning. In relation to 

bilingual children’s learning of two different writing systems, Kenner (2005) found that 

older siblings supported younger siblings in learning about conventions and rules of the 

written systems of their heritage languages, and that the siblings collaboratively 

negotiated and made meanings using two languages. Thus, younger siblings appropriate 

the discourses on writing systems as well as the flexible and creative use of two writing 

systems. Finally, older siblings synthesized their family ways of teaching and engaging 

with literacy practices and the ways that their teacher employed in school teaching. Thus, 

older siblings were often described as cultural and linguistic brokers for younger children 

in that they introduce the ways of interacting around literacy in the ways valued both at 

home and at school (Kenner, 2005). 

Discrepancies between home and school. The discrepancies between 

multilicultural and multilingual families’ ways of doing literacy practices and those 

valued at school have long been recognized in literacy research (Au, 1981; Corson, 2001; 

Gutiérrez, Morales, & Martinez, 2009; Heath, 1983). Educational researchers and 
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teachers have tried not only to understand culturally and linguistically diverse children’s 

literacy experiences outside school contexts (Heath,1983; Sarroub, 2005, 2008), but also 

to find ways to help culturally and linguistically diverse children negotiate these 

discrepancies as they learn school-sanctioned literacies (Manyak, 2001).  

Literacy research has highlighted that multicultural and multilingual children 

bring a variety of funds of knowledge from home and their community (Moll, Amanti, 

Neff, & González, 1992; González, 2005). Such funds of knowledge include cultural and 

linguistic resources that they gain from their experiences as they participate in activities 

valued by their family and community members (Gort, 2006; Gutiérrez, Baquedano-

López, & Tejeda, 1999; Kennedy, 2006; Moll, Amanti, Neff, & González, 1992). When 

valued and recognized by teachers and schools, multicultural and multilingual children 

learned to negotiate different ways of using discourses as they participated in literacy 

practices valued in school (Gutiérrez, Baquedano-López, & Tejeda, 1999).  

Outside the school, family members provide fundamental scaffolds for children’s 

learning to use written language. Parents’ supports are often based on their own past 

experiences with literacies and education, their perspectives, their current status in the 

society, and their expectations for children. Culturally and linguistically diverse parents 

are particularly concerned not only about children’s adjustment to the school culture and 

their academic achievement but also about children’s continued use of heritage languages. 

Parents’ ways of interacting with children around texts are often the combination of 

family’s ways of interacting and those of schools. Interactions with siblings also provide 

various learning experiences for children. Siblings co-construct meanings in literacy 
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practices while broadening the range of resources for each other’s literacy practices. 

Older siblings, like parents, often merge their family’s ways of interacting with each 

other and teachers’ ways of interacting with students. Thus, examining children’s literacy 

practices in interactions with their families will expand understandings of children’s 

engagement with artifacts for literacy practices and their identity (re)construction.  

Research on multilingual and multicultural children’s home literacy practices 

provided understanding on how family members support children’s school literacy 

practices and family valued ones. However, research on Korean speaking children’s 

home literacy practices is still scant. Studies on Korean speaking children’s literacy tend 

to focus on literacy development both in heritage language and English. In addition, the 

interactions between children and their family members are often examined to understand 

their code-switching. Investigating Korean speaking children’s interactions with their 

family members may be able to provide an understanding of the ways that family 

members address family- and community-valued literacy practices and school-valued 

literacy practices in their interactions.  

CHILDREN’S OUT-OF-SCHOOL LITERACY EXPERIENCES 

The role of interests in children’s literacy activities. Motivational aspects are 

critical in children’s literacy practices in out-of-school settings since their knowledge and 

experiences are driven by their interests and motivation (Kress, 1997). Classroom literacy 

researchers have found that young children’s interest and motivation lead them to 

integrate a variety of resources from popular culture that they encounter in their homes or 
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in other out-of-school contexts (e.g., Dyson, 1997; Marsh, 1999; Ranker, 2007; 

Wohlwend 2009).  

Whereas young children’s out-of-school literacy experiences are often discussed 

within the context of family, research on adolescents can provide insights on how 

children’s interests guide their literacy experiences outside the classroom. Concerning 

students’ out-of-school literacy practices, more studies have examined multilingual and 

multicultural adolescent students’ literacy experiences than young children’s. 

Researchers who have focused on adolescents’ literacy experiences have provided 

comprehensive discussions on culturally and linguistically diverse students’ literacy 

experiences in outside school contexts.  

Some researchers have explored the ways in which adolescents’ consumption and 

appropriation of popular culture for their independent literacy practices in the home 

setting (e.g. Black, 2005). Online communities and new technologies are other literacy 

tools for multicultural and multilingual children not only to make networks for 

friendships but also to explore new ways of expressing themselves with various semiotic 

resources while executing their knowledge of languages and culture (Black, 2005). In 

addition, adolescents’ peer culture provides a rich resource for literacy practices with 

which they can communicate with their peers while establishing close relationships 

(Moje, 2000). This line of research pinpoints that multilingual and multicultural 

adolescents outside the classroom constantly draw on a variety of literacy resources from 

popular culture, media, and their peer community while applying the skills and strategies 

they learned from school literacy practices. 
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In relation to multilingual and multicultural children’s out-of-school literacy 

practices, Yi’s (2005) study examines Korean adolescent English language learners’ out-

of-school literacy practices. The adolescents in Yi’s study often chose to engage in 

literacy activities either in Korean or in English across various genres using a variety of 

printed and online resources. Their previous literacy experiences in Korean influenced 

their choice in types of literacy activities in English. Yi’s study shed light on the aspect 

that multilingual and multicultural children’s out-of-school experiences involved both 

languages according to their preferences in language use in literacy activities.  

Mediation of popular culture in children’s literacy practices. Several studies 

conducted in a classroom setting provided a window into young children’s out-of-school 

literacy experiences with other social and cultural world than their family members and 

community. As popular media is so pervasive in contemporary children’s life, its 

mediation in children’s literacy learning has often been discussed as critical literacy 

experience outside the classroom contexts (e.g. Dyson, 1997, 2003; Ranker, 2007; 

Wohlwend, 2009, 2011). Through close observation of children’s interactions during 

writing practices in kindergarten through second grade classrooms, Dyson (1997; 2003) 

highlighted that young children often appropriated and incorporated popular cultural 

resources in their oral or written composition during class writing time. Popular cultural 

resources from local radio shows, TV shows, animations, and movies provided topics, 

storylines, characters, features of characters, plots, symbols, dialogue, narration, music 

and sounds. By recontextualizing and modifying these resources, children created 

fictional stories that were different from the original sources. Furthermore, Dyson also 
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indicated that popular cultural resources provide a scaffold for young students as they 

began to learn school sanctioned literacy practices in that they provided accessible 

resources for children to make meanings in school sanctioned forms.  

Ranker’s (2007) case study focused on an eight-year-old second grade boy’s 

appropriation and recontextualization of features and multimodal resources of video 

games in composing stories. Ranker found that the focal student who used to be a 

reluctant writer was motivated to write stories when allowed to incorporate multimodal 

resources from various types of popular culture into his stories. He appropriated a variety 

of textual tools such as designs, formats, story plots, and characters from a range of 

popular culture texts including comic books, his favorite cartoon shows, and video games. 

The focal child’s writings and drawings also showed that he had good understandings of 

appropriating elements from popular culture in his writing, as well as creativity to 

integrate different textual resources into his writing and drawing to create his own stories. 

Wohlwend (2009, 2011) further expanded the discussions on the mediation of 

popular culture in children’s literacy practices. Focusing on a kindergarten classroom that 

served linguistically and culturally diverse children, Wohlwend (2011) examined the 

ways in which gender discourses and expectations attached to franchised toys and 

popular media mediated children’s discourses and behavior during literacy practices and 

play. Gender discourses embedded in popular cultural artifacts (e.g. characters, 

storybooks, toys, etc.) led children to shape the ways they negotiated storylines as well as 

characters in writing and play. In their writing and play, children acted out character 

actions and talk by appropriating identities ingrained in popular cultural artifacts. 
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Children also improvised, challenged, transformed and revised their actions and talk 

while creating new storylines in literacy play. 

Children’s motivation and interests guide their engagement in literacy practices. 

Children encounter a variety of types of literacy activities that involve a range of tools 

including social writing genres, popular culture, and popular media. While children have 

liberty to choose tools and types of literacy practices, their choices are influenced by 

family and community expectations. Thus, culturally and linguistically diverse children 

learn to negotiate differences and similarities in the various ways of using literacies 

through their interactions with family members. 

Although this line of research provides insights about children’s out-of-school 

literacy experiences, only a few studies examined children’s use of literacy resources at 

home (e.g. Marsh, 2005; Pahl, 2005). In addition, children’s own out-of-school literacy 

experiences without their parents’ major involvement have rarely been investigated in 

literacy research. However, as several studies imply, contemporary young children 

extensively engage in popular culture and digital literacies. By focusing on children’s 

literacy activities that they involve at home with and without their family members, this 

study may be able to understand how contemporary young children experience literacies 

with various popular cultural materials and digital technologies.  
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CHAPTER 3  

METHOD 

Overview 

The purpose of this study is to examine the nature of Korean bilingual children’s 

out of school literacy experiences, the influence of the family members, their use of two 

languages, and children’s use of tools in home literacy activities. Therefore, I posed the 

following questions: 

1) How do Korean-speaking bilingual children engage in literacy activities at 

home?  

2) How do children and the family members use Korean and English in various 

literacy activities?  

3) How do Korean bilingual children use tools for literacy activities at home? 

In this chapter, I will discuss decisions about research design purposefully chosen 

for serving the purpose of this study. Then, I will describe participants, settings, data 

collection techniques, phases of the data collection, and data analysis. Finally, I will 

account for reflexivity as a researcher, and ways to establish trustworthiness in this study.   

Decisions about Design 

In order to address the research questions, I chose multiple-methods approaches 

(Mertens, 2009) drawing mainly from the multi-case study and participatory research. In 

this section, I will describe how each approach supported this study and in what ways I 

used data collection methods from each approach.  
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MULTICASE STUDY APPROACH 

I chose a case study approach with the assumption that meanings and 

interpretations of human experiences are not fixed but contextualized. From this 

perspective, each bilingual child’s experiences in literacy practices are unique because of 

the different sets of contextual factors that influence her/his ways of representing and 

interacting about experiences (Dyson & Genish, 2005). The case study allows researchers 

to explore multiple variables of social units (e.g. school, classroom, person, etc.) in 

understanding phenomena. Thus, the case study enables rich and insightful descriptions 

of phenomena (Merriam, 2009).  

The case study approach allowed me to explore particularities and contextual 

factors which will lead an account of a phenomenon with rich details (Cresswell, 2007; 

Dyson & Genish, 2005; Merriam, 2009; Stake, 2005). Focusing on individual children 

through the use of case study approach, I was also able to examine individual bilingual 

child’s unique literacy experiences involving two languages and her/his ways of 

interpreting the experiences. As for a multi-case study approach, Stake (2006) indicated 

that examining multiple units helps researchers find both common characteristics and 

contrasts across the units. Researchers can also make compelling interpretation across 

multiple units (Merriam, 2009).  

PARTICIPATORY APPROACH 

The choice of participatory research approach is based on my belief that each 

child is a competent social actor with regard to her/his literacy practices, learning, and 
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interactions with family members. In addition, her/his position as an insider of the family 

could provide rich perspectives of experiences with two languages that I, as an outsider 

of the family, could not fully capture or understand. In addition, child’s life with the 

family occurred at home. In order to gain access to a child’s home, it was crucial for me 

to recognize each child’s and her/his family members’ agency in participating in this 

study.  

From a participatory research perspective, collaboration with children in the 

research process is a way of enabling children to express their views of and experiences 

with the world. Children can bring their own knowledge about and views of the world to 

the research process (Tisdall, Davis, & Gallagher, 2009).  

Furthermore, researchers have emphasized that participatory research is related to 

equalizing power relations between researchers and the participants. Concerned about 

marginalization of children’s perspectives in research, researchers who advocate 

participatory approaches in doing research with children also acknowledge the 

advantages of inviting children as co-researchers (Barker & Smith, 2001; Barker & 

Weller, 2003; Gallagher, 2009; Kindon, 2003; Morrow & Richards, 1996). According to 

Bowd, Ozerdem, and Kassa (2010), participatory research can help socially, culturally, 

and politically marginalized people to reflect on their experiences (Bowd, Ozerde, &Kass, 

2009; Mertens, 2009). Bowd, Ozerdem, & Kassa (2009) further highlighted, "people 

have their own local, community based, knowledge systems that researchers from 

universities [....] have not fully tapped” (p. 3). While participating in the research process 
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as co-researchers, children can have a sense of control over the research project to some 

degree (Schäfer, & Yarwood, 2008).  

With respect to the relationship between literacy research and a participatory 

approach, literacy researchers have well recognized pedagogical values of engaging 

students in research projects on their own language and literacy experiences in their 

homes and communities (Heath, 1983; Bloome & Egan-Robertson, 1998; Mercado, 

1998). One of the major purposes of this approach is to embrace students’ experiences 

with language and literacy practices (Curry & Bloome, 1998; Heath, 1983). Literacy 

research has also highlighted the values of students’ participation in research as a part of 

a literacy curriculum. Young students’ experiences are valued and recognized within the 

school curriculum as they participate in exploring their use of language and literacies in 

interactions with family and community members (Zenkov, 2009).  

Participatory research often originally intends to empower socially, culturally, and 

politically marginalized people to be conscious of power relations surrounding 

themselves (Heron & Reason, 1995; Shäfer & Yarwood, 2008). Although I partly 

borrowed the approach, this study was not necessarily designed to be emancipatory in 

nature in that I did not intend to make participating children aware of power relations in 

society. Instead, I hoped that it could provide an empowering venue through which 

children could express their views and opinions about their experiences with the world 

(Bowd, Özerdem, & Kassa, 2010).  
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Participants and Setting 

In this section, I will introduce participants and setting of the study. First, I will 

start with explication of how participants were recruited for this study and the broader 

setting of the study in which the families were located. Then, I will describe each focal 

child and her/his family, their home, and the relationship with the communities.  

RECRUITMENT OF PARTICIPANTS 

For this study, I looked for children with the following criteria: 1) children whose 

parents are fluent in speaking Korean; 2) children who have lived in the United States 

more than one year; 3) children who are between seven and nine years old; 4) children 

who engage in reading and writing in both English and Korean in their homes; 5) and 

children who show interests in and willingness for participating in this study. 

Keeping these criteria in mind, I looked for my participants through my social 

networks in the Korean community and a Korean Heritage School at which I volunteered 

in two classrooms for early elementary students. I had known two of the five families 

through my social networks as I had taught at the Korean Heritage School before this 

study started. The mothers of the two families were teachers at the same school. Although 

we taught at different grade levels, we had known for more than three years. Another two 

families were recruited from Korean Heritage School. I sent my consent form to the 

children’s homes as I volunteered in two classrooms. The last family was introduced to 

me by one of the mothers participating in this study. Five children and their family 

members agreed to participate in the study, but four families remained in the study.   
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I have known two of the families through the Korean heritage school because we 

used to teach at the school. The mothers had known that I am interested in bilingual 

children home literacy practices and their development of two languages. When I invited 

the families to the study and discussed the study with them, they gladly agreed to 

participate in the study.  

In order to look for more participants, I sent out a consent form to two classes of 

the Korean heritage school for early elementary students. Two families agreed to 

participate in the study. However, one family decided to withdraw from the study 

because the family had to make an extended visit to the child’s grandparents in Korea 

after the study had been conducted for one month. As I continued to search for 

participants, all of the mothers tried to help me by introducing other families whose 

children were between seven and nine years old.  

All of the mothers of the focal children tried to help me find more participants by 

introducing other families whose children were between seven and nine years old. As I 

continued to search for participants, I also accompanied one mother to several places. 

Because she had established a wide social network in a Korean community through her 

job and knew people in various socioeconomic circumstances, I was able to talk to people 

who were working at grocery shops and restaurants. However, the children of these 

parents were older than the group of children in whom I was interested. In addition, 

another mother introduced me to some families at her church and they introduced me to 

several other families. Although some of these families initially showed an interest in 
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participating in this study, all but one decided not to participate in the study after they 

listened to the details of the research process.  

PARTICIPANTS 

Four Korean speaking bilingual children whose age varied from seven years old 

to nine years old and their family members participated in this study. The focal children 

were in between first and third grades: One was a first grader, two second-graders; and 

one third-grader. There were three girls and one boy. All children attended public schools. 

They were also able to speak, read and write in both Korean and English. Four focal 

children were Hyunah (All names are pseudonyms), Jungwoo, Sejin, and Soyoon.  

 

  
Hyunah Jungwoo Soyoon Sejin 

Age/grade 

level 

Eight years old / 

Second grade  

Nine years old  

/Third grade  

Seven years old / 

Second grade  

Seven years old / 

First grade  

Father 

(age/job) 

Early 40s / 

Graduate student 

(doctoral) 

Early 40s /  

Undergraduate 

student  

Mid 30s / 

Engineer 

Early 40s / 

Engineer 

Mother 

(age/job)  

Early 40s / 

Graduate student 

(masters)  

Early 40s / 

Office Assistant, 

teacher at a local 

Korean school 

Mid 30s / 

housewife 

Early 40s / 

housewife 

Siblings 

(age)  

An older brother 

(12 years old)  

 

None Two younger 

brothers (Six 

years old and 

two years old)  

An older brother 

(10 years old)  

Yrs. in the 

US 

4.5 years 10 years 5.5years 5 years 

Table 1: Demographic information of the participants 
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Hyunah’s and Jungwoo’s families came to the United States for academic 

purposes. Hyunah’s parents were in the graduate programs at the time of the study: her 

father was in a doctoral program, and her mother in masters program. Both parents had 

had professional jobs in Korea: Hyunah’s father used to be a research associate in a 

chemical company; her mother a teacher. Jungwoo’s parents originally enrolled ESL 

program to prepare for further degrees. Jungwoo’s father continued to study for 

bachelor’s degree; Jungwoo’s mother wanted to pursue a master’s degree, but she 

decided to discontinue her higher education after Jungwoo was born. Currently, 

Jungwoo’s mother worked as an office assistant at Korean Community Association of the 

city and a teacher of Korean Heritage School. Soyoon’s and Sejin’s families came to the 

United States because of their father’s jobs. Soyoon’s family had to move to the United 

States because her father was assigned to work in a branch of the company in the city. 

Soyoon’s mother used to teach at an elementary school before she came to the United 

States. Sejin’s family also moved to the United State because her father got a job at a 

company located in the city. Both Soyoon’s mother and Sejin’s mother stayed home to 

take care of their families.  

Only Jungwoo was born in the United States, and three other children were about 

two years old when their families came to the United States. Hyunah’s and Jungwoo’s 

families were on the student visa, and both families were considering both returning to 

Korea and staying in the United States after their parents complete the degrees.  

Soyoon’s and Sejin’s families were on permanent resident status. Thus, they had a plan to 
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stay in the United States for a longer term. Table 1 shows the demographic information of 

the focal children and their family members. 

Although the participants in this study on the surface seemed similar in terms of 

their high level of achieved education and stable immigration status, they were not a 

homogeneous group in terms of prior family educational level and socioeconomic status. 

For example, one family was less economically advantaged compared to the other 

families because the mother was the sole breadwinner holding down two part-time jobs. 

In addition, although the families in this study were having so-called middle class 

experiences because of their current educational levels or jobs, the parents’ previous 

experiences in Korea were not uniformly middle class. Because Korean society has 

experienced rapid social and economic changes in last 30 years, the generation of parents 

in this study was likely to have experienced economic challenges at some point in their 

lives or had socioeconomically different experiences from those they were now 

experiencing. At least two of the families informed me that the parents had grown up in 

rural areas in Korea and that their families of origin were not as highly educated as they 

now were. Suffice it to say that though the children’s families easily fit in with the group 

of Korean families in this city who are typically associated with the local university or 

with large Korean-based companies, it would not be correct to identify them as 

unproblematically middle or upper middle class. 
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SETTING 

Four families lived in different parts of the 25
th

 lagetst city located in the 

Southwestern United States. Because of a large university and multinational 

companies, this city attracts international multiethnic and multilingual families and 

individuals. In addition, one of the largest Korean semiconductor companies built a 

factory in this city and sent their technicians and engineers from Korea for a particular 

length of time. According to the 2010 city census data, almost 6.3% (n = 49,560) of the 

city population (n = 790,390) is Asian population. I will focus on Korean speaking 

families and their children. The Korean population in this city would take up 0.52% 

(n=2,976) of the total population (n=609,773) according to the prediction of 2000 city 

census report. Although the more current census data does not break down the population 

by specific Asian ethnicity, it is assumed that Korean population has also increased as 

Asian population increased.  

Korean community in the city has established cultural and linguistic foundations 

to support Korean immigrant and international families and individuals. There were three 

non-political organizations for building social networks and for exchanging information: 

Korean American community association, an organization for Korean students and 

scholars, and Korean American Seniors association. There were three Korean heritage 

schools in this city that supported young children’s Korean literacy development: One 

was run by a non-profit organization accredited by Korean consulate in the Southwestern 

United States, and the other two schools by two different Korean churches. More than 15 

Korean churches also contributed to providing support among Korean people. 
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The Korean population in this city comprises mostly of academic families, 

temporary and immigrant families including entrepreneur families and professional 

families, and according to the statistical record from one of the largest Korean Heritage 

Schools in this city in the year of 2012. Types of families depend on parents’ jobs. 

Academic families refer to those who came to the United States to seek degrees in a 

university. Entrepreneur families are mostly immigrants who own restaurants, grocery 

shops, and beauty shops. Professional families are those whose parents work in 

professional positions such as engineers, technicians, and researchers. Some of the 

professional families have a permanent resident status, whereas others stay in the United 

States for a limited time. Because this reord was based on the body of students who were 

registered in this particular heritage school, it might not represent the true nature of 

Korean population of the city. It is highly likely that other types of Korean population 

underrepresented in the official record exist in this city.  

The four Korean families participated in this study. Two of the families were 

academic families, and the other two families were professional families. The academic 

families were Hyunah’s and Jungwoo’s. The parents came to the United States to pursue 

their degrees. Therefore, they were on a student visa status. Both families considered the 

possibilities to stay in the United States or to return to Korea after their parents finish the 

degrees. Soyoon’s family and Sejin’s family were professional families. Their fathers got 

jobs at companies that were located in this city. These companies closely work with one 

of the Korean electronics companies that had a factory in the city. Therefore, the 

participating families in this study  
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Homes of the families were primary research sites. Each family lived in a 

different part of the city: One family lived in a downtown area; another family lived in 

northeastern outskirt of the city; and two families lived in suburban areas in the northwest. 

Most of my observations were conducted in their homes. However, I also accompanied 

with families to other places such as libraries, grocery shops, playgrounds, musical 

instrument lessons, and local restaurants when those visits of the families took place on 

my observation days. 

Data Collection 

PHASES OF DATA COLLECTION 

The data were gathered through four phases. The first phase included interviews 

with parents and children. This phase took place within first and second week of the data 

collection period. The second phase lasted between two and three months. During this 

phase, I observed children’s home activities, had informal interviews with focal children 

and their family members, collected children’s artifacts. Around the end of this Phase, I 

introduced the video project so that the children could become familiar with the camera. 

Figure 1 shows the phases of the data collection with data collection techniques involved 

in this study. 
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Figure 1: Phases of data collection 

 

The third phase continued approximately two months. During the first month of 

the Phase 3, the focal children and their family members video-recorded and took 

pictures of their activities. I also discussed their images with each focal child and her/his 

family members. The second part of the phase 3 involved children’s video making project. 

Finally, Phase 4 concluded the data collection with interviews with the parents. In the 

later section, I will describe the data collection techniques I used for this study.  
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•Parent 
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•Audio 
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Participant 
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•Vide recording  

• Field Notes 

• Collecting 
children's artifacts 

•Informal interview 

Phase 3: Video 
Project 

•Children's 
collection of video 
and picture  

•Children's video 
product 

•Informal 
interviews 

Phase 4 

•Parent 
Interview 

•Audio 
Recording 
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DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES 

In the following section, I will first discuss the data collection techniques that I 

employed for this study throughout all phases and the ways in which I employed these 

techniques for collecting data. The techniques included participant observation 

accompanied by video-recording and field notes, formal and informal interviews, 

collecting artifacts, and participatory video projects. I will illustrate how the data was 

collected through each of these techniques.   

Participant observations. Participant observation was the major data collection 

technique of this study. It lasted two or three and a half staggered months in each child’s 

house. The data collection period for each child was overlapped with that for other 

children at some point of the data collection period. The overlapping in period influenced 

my schedule to visit to children’s homes. I sometimes had to visit two homes in one day. 

Thus, it affected my intended observation hours because of the travel time. The families 

wanted me to visit on certain days of a week and certain time period when they did not 

have other plans (e.g. children’s music lessons, church meetings, sports practice, etc.). 

The detailed information about the period of my participant observation, the number of 

visits, and the total hours of observation was listed in Table 2.   
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 Jungwoo Hyunah Sejin Soyoon 

Period of the 

observations 

Three and a 

half months 

(12/14, 2010 – 

3/24, 2010) 

Two months 

(1/14/2011-

3/12/2011) 

Two and a half 

months 

(5/5/2011-

7/12/2011) 

Two months 

(12/7/2010-

2/7/2012) 

Number of 

observations 
18 18 18 13 

Total hours of 

observation 
30hours 30hours 31 hours 

20 hours and 

10 minutes 

Table 2: Basic information of participant observation 

 

The variation in observation period was a result of the accommodation of my 

visits according to the family situations and the conflicts between the families’ schedules 

and my own schedule. While I was able to observe each child’s house twice per week for 

two month period limiting my visits up to18 times. As I started observation, I soon 

realized that I was not able to visit each family twice per week on every week due to 

various family circumstances. For example, in Jungwoo’s case, I was not able to visit his 

home twice per week every time. Because Jungwoo’s father initially did not give consent 

to participate in the study, his mother wanted me to come to their home when Jungwoo’s 

father was not present. Jungwoo’s music class schedule and his mother’s meetings for her 

jobs, influenced my visits. I tried to accompany with Jungwoo and his mother in such 

cases as long as my presence was appropriate (e.g. Jungwoo’s school events and music 

class events). In order to accommodate each family’s situation and my research, I decided 
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to limit the number of visits instead of limiting the time period. I also discussed this 

change with the family members, and they graciously understood the circumstance and 

allowed me to visit longer than two months.  

Each observation session lasted from 30 minutes to two and a half hours. The 

varation of each observation session was also due to the families’ unexpected plans. 

During each observation at home, I tried to focus video recording because I often 

followed a child moving around and outside the house. During each observation, I 

focused my observation on the types of children’s literacy activities. I also paid close 

attention to ways in which the children used two languages in interactions with their 

family members.  

Whereas I was able to observe Jungwoo, Hyunah, and Sejin around 30 hours, my 

observation at Soyoon’s home took up approximately 20 hours from 13 observations. The 

significant discrepancy was due to the fact that the family had emergency while the study 

was being conducted. Soyoon’s youngest brother became ill, and the family decided to 

suspend the study until the child recuperated from the illness. It took longer than the 

family had expected, but the family wanted me to come back to continue the study. I was 

able to go back to the family four months after the incident.  

Field Notes. During my observation, I took brief notes about my observation. It 

was quite challenging for me to write field notes while holding a camera and following 

the children around and outside the house. I tried to write brief notes as much as possible 

during observation sessions, but there were also several times when I could not take note 

while I was observing. Therefore, I always took extended notes after each observation as 
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I watched the video clips that I collected during the observation. While writing my field 

notes, I recorded methodological notes (MN) for any issues related to the logistics of data 

collection and equipment (e.g. obtrusiveness), personal note (PN) for my personal 

responses, and theoretical notes (TN) for relevant theories and what I notice which are 

directly related to my research questions (Corsaro, 1985; Maloch, 2002). 

Interviews. In order to build relationships with parents, I used formal and 

informal interviews with parents and children (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007). Interviews 

provided an opportunity for parents to share their views, values, past experiences and 

their expectations of children’s future trajectories (Weiss, 1994).  

 I conducted two formal interviews with parents: One for entry to the homes and 

the other for exit from the homes. Each interview with each child’s parents took 

approximately one hour. Formal interviews were semi-structured with open-ended 

questions. Parents chose a site for interviews for their convenience. All except two 

interviews were conducted at their homes: One interview with Jungwoo’s mother was 

conducted at her office in which she worked; and the other interview with Sejin’s parents 

was conducted at a local coffee shop according to the parents’ request. All interviews 

were recorded in a digital audio recorder. I took extended notes after each interview 

session. I also transcribed all of the interviews.  

The questions addressed in the entry interview encompassed, but were not limited 

to, the following areas: 1) family’s history in relation to being in the United States; 2) the 

family’s language use; 3) parents’ perspectives of languages and literacies; 4) parents’ 

engagement in children’s literacy practices; 5) organization of time and space for literacy 
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practices; 6) types of literacy practices in the home; 7) types of artifacts that the family 

use for shared literacy practices; 8) child’s dispositions as readers and writers; and 9) 

parents’ expectations of children’s future. The detailed questions are addressed in 

Appendix I. These questions were modified and adjusted depending on what parents 

brought up in answers. The questions addressed in the exit interview were based on my 

observation.  

Not all of the children’s parents participated in the interviews at the beginning of 

the study. Jungwoo’s father initially did not give consent to participate in the study. As 

Jungwoo’s video project started, however, Jungwoo’s father also decided to be part of the 

study. When I invited both of the parents to the exit interview, he agreed to participate in 

the interview. Sejin’s father was also not present at the interview at the beginning of the 

study. Although he expressed an interest in participating in an interview, his work 

schedule could not allow him to take time for an interview until the end of the study.  

At my first visit, I asked each child to walk me around the room to introduce the 

home including certain places they usually spent time, what they usually did, and things 

that they liked and played with. Jungwoo, Soyoon, and Sejin gladly gave me a tour of 

their homes introducing their rooms, toys, books, video game tools, and their own 

artifacts around the house. Hyunah did not show an interest in introducing her home to 

me. However, at certain points throughout the data collection, I was able to observe that 

Hyunah talked about her favorite books and artifacts which she had made.  

Informal interviews with the focal children and other family members took place 

anytime throughout the data collection. The children and family members often initiated 
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a conversation by voluntarily telling me about certain activities (e.g. playing with toys, 

playing video games, cooking). The focal children also often told me about what had 

happened on the days when I did not visit their homes. Informal interviews helped me 

obtain further information about children's experiences that did not come up in the first 

interview and in my observations.  

Collection of artifacts. I collected some of children’s drawings and copies of 

children’s writing to scan. I also took pictures of their homework and artifacts that stayed 

only temporarily during children’s play and those that I was not able to collect because 

they would continue to use later. These artifacts included crafts built from toys or made 

of paper, drawings and writings decorated on the walls, and even food that children made.  

Video project. Children were invited to this study as co-researchers. I gave a 

video-camcorder to each child so that she/he could record his/her own and family 

members’ activities inside and outside the home. When I introduced the video project, I 

explained to each child how to use the camera. We also had a conversation on what to 

record and generated a list of things that he/she wanted to record and photograph.   

About a month after I gave a camera and after the completion of participation 

observation, I had started a conversation on the events and activities that the focal 

children and their family members had recorded or photographed. Each conversation and 

video watching session took place once a week for one month. All conversation sessions 

were video recorded. I took brief notes during each conversation and expanded them after 

each session.  
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After a month of video recording and photographing, each child and I started to 

compile the video clips and photos for a movie. She/he chose clips and photos to include 

in the final movie and decided the order and structure of the video clips and photos. The 

focal child chose most of her/his photos and video clips for the final product. Each child 

also wrote captions for certain sections that they chose, chose music for the movie, and 

determined the title of the movie.  

Regarding Soyoon whose family wanted to suspend their participation due to the 

youngest child’s illness, the family expressed their interest in participating in the video 

project four months later. Therefore, I returned to the family to resume the study with the 

video project with Soyoon. Like the other children, Soyoon also had one month for video 

recording and photographing, and another month for organizing and synthesizing images 

for her final product.  

Whereas three children were engaged in movie-making process, Hyunah showed 

resistance to engaging in the video making process. Nevertheless, she and her mother 

expressed an interest to continue the study. After her mother and I discussed an 

alternative way of compiling Hyunah’s video artifacts, we decided to make a photo book 

instead. I printed out still shots of Hyunah’s video clips as well as photos taken by her 

family, and brought them with a small notebook. Hyunah was very excited about the 

photo book making. She selected photos to include in her book and organized them on 

each page by theme that she chose. After we organized photos, we talked about what to 

write as captions for each section. I typed what she said for each picture or a page using 

my laptop. After printing out the captions, we pasted them on each page.  
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Transcripts of participant observation. I transcribed part of the conversations 

among the family members in focal activities and informal interviews with the focal 

children and their family members. As I started my initial analysis by reading my field 

notes and watching the video clips, I selected out the activities to focus. If the activities 

involved conversations, I transcribed them. Instead of making separate transcripts, I 

integrated transcripts into my extended field notes. In this way, I was better able to see 

the contexts of the conversations and to understand what had happened before and after a 

certain conversation.  

Data Analysis 

Data analysis continued recursively and reiteratively throughout and after the data 

collection until the writing process (Bogdan, & Biken, 2007). I employed grounded 

theory approach and Activity Setting analyses approach to address the research questions. 

In this section, I will discuss the data analysis approaches that I employed in this study. In 

the first two parts, I will describe the ways that I analyzed the data collected from my 

participant observation throughout and after the data collection. Then, I will discuss the 

data analysis approach for the data collected from children’s video project.  

DATA ANALYSIS DURING DATA COLLECTION 

 Throughout the data collection, I closely read my field notes and watched video 

recordings while taking notes following the constant comparative approach (Charmaz, 

2006; Corbin & Strauss, 2008). I revisited the data sets to find categories and compare 

categories to incidents that I had previously observed while I assessed my research 
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questions (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007). Throughout the process, I tried to balance analysis to 

understand general picture of the data as well as to pay attention to details to allow for 

possibilities I had not previously considered (Corbin & Strauss, 2008).  

Considering my research questions, I tried to find the focus of my analysis. The 

focus of my observation during the data collection was literacy activities, their use of 

tools, interactions among the family members, and their use of Korean and English in 

these activities. I focused on my analysis on these four dimensions during the data 

collection period. I made notes on the literacy activities. I also examined types of material 

or physical tools that were used in activities. I further considered other cultural and 

psychological tools were available. In terms of family members’ interactions, the ways 

parents guided their children in activities and the ways the focal children responded to 

their parents were also noted. Finally, I made notes on how and when two languages were 

used, and who chose either of two languages.  

DATA ANALYSIS AFTER DATA COLLECTION 

After the data collection, I continued to revisit the data sets and analytic memos 

that I had kept throughout the data collection period. Data analysis consisted of three 

phases: 1) Identifying literacy activities; 2) applying activity setting analyses; and 3) 

categorizing by themes.  

Phase I Identifying literacy activities. First phase involved identifying literacy 

activities in the field notes and interview as well as identifying parents’ reported 

expectations and ways of interaction with children. During the first phase, I tried to see 
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the patterns of literacy activities revisiting the field notes and my reflective notes. 

Because the focus of my study was to understand children’s home literacy practices, the 

first step was for me to identify literacy activities, observable episodes in literacy 

practices. In order to distinguish literacy activities, I employed two notions as my 

analytic tool. First, I used a notion of literacy events or activities defined by Barton and 

Hamilton (2001). It considers literacy activity an event around written texts. The second 

notion is multimodal literacy which attends the other modes than written language.  

At beginning of the data analysis, I used the notion of literacy activities in a 

conservative way. I initially tried to find out the types of literacy activities in which the 

focal children used written texts in their activities and conversations. The conservative 

application of the notion of literacy activity helped me distinguish the boundaries of 

activities. In the meantime, I started to reexamine the data with the notion of multimodal 

literacies. During this stage, I focused on the activities that were left out in the first stage 

of my analysis. For example, I categorized the family conversations about children’s 

school activities that did not involve written texts at the moment as one of their literacy 

activities. In addition, children’s play activities were also categorized as literacy activities 

in multimodal literacy perspectives.  

The last part of the first phase involved examining interviews with the parents. I 

read the transcripts and identified activities that they had mentioned in the interviews. I 

also made notes on parents’ descriptions of home literacy activities, their views of 

language use at home, and their perspectives of their children.   
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Phase 2 Using activity setting analyses. Considering these emerging patterns of 

literacy activities, in the second phase, I refined the types of activities while trying to 

understand the social and cultural contexts of literacy activities that were closely related 

to my research questions. In order to examine social and cultural contexts, I adopted 

activity setting analyses. Constructed from Vygotskyan activity theory perspective, this 

tool provided an analytic frame to understand complex and multiple dimensions of 

literacy practices. According to Orellana, Reynolds, Dorner, and Meza (2003), “[Activity 

Setting] [a]nalyses look at different interlocking dimensions in social interaction to see 

how they are mutually constitutive of literacy practice (p. 20).” Drawing from Gallimore 

and Goldenberg (1993) and Orellana, Reynolds, Dorner, and Meza (2003), I used activity 

setting analyses to understand how children’s literacy activities are shaped by the 

following five constructs: 1) types of activity and tools used in activities; 2) children’s 

relationships with their family members and their roles; 3) participants’ goals, 4) 

participants’ cultural beliefs about activities and tools; and 5) the way interactions or 

actions are formed. Although the ways the participants used their two languages, Korean 

and English, in their interactions were also part of my interest. Activity setting analyses 

do not attend the use of different languages. Therefore, I added an additional construct to 

examine the participants’ uses of their two languages. In the next section, I elaborate how 

I used, in my analysis, these six constructs including five original one from activity 

setting analyses and one about language use. I also borrowed Bomer’s (2007) definition 

of each construct in activity theory.  
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First, I identified activities that the focal children engaged in and other activities 

by family members within a proximate distance. Then, I examined who involved in the 

focal children’s activities and what roles they took in the focal children’s activities. As 

for tools, I first identified physical tools used in the activities. As the analysis continued, I 

realized that some activities such as family conversations did not involve physical written 

texts at the moment. Therefore, I started to broaden my scope of tools by identifying texts 

that were drawn from other time and places. These texts included books that family 

members had read, stories or news that they had heard, events that they had experienced, 

and mother multimodal tools that contributed to interactions. I also noted that parents 

used psychological tools to mediate children’s interactions at certain activities. These 

included their strategies, skills, disciplines, and rules. 

 In order to understand participants’ goals, I carefully examined their discourses 

considering participants’ intentions for the activities, interests, and possible achievement 

through activities. The formal and informal interviews were cross examined to deepen 

my understanding of their goals. Cultural beliefs embedded in activities were examined 

through discourses from parents. Because parents have more concrete beliefs about 

certain activities and their guidance had critical influence on children’s activities, I 

focused on parents’ discourses not only in the moment of interactions and in the formal 

and informal interviews.  

Finally, as for forms of participation, I focused both on the structure of interaction 

as well as structure of activities. Regarding interaction, I considered who initiated the 

activity, how the interaction was unfolded, in what ways participants responded to one 
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another, participants role, and the function of each utterance. When I examined activities 

that did not involve verbal communication in relation to forms of participation, I attended 

how certain activities were initiated, how the participant continued the activities, and how 

they continued or ended. Analyzing forms of participaticipation also provided 

understanding norms in activities.  

As for the use of two languages, I documented the children’s and their family 

members’ language practices across literacy activities. Considering the initial patterns 

emerged from the first phase data analysis in mind, I continued noting which language 

was used by participants, which language was the focal language of the activities, which 

language was used in texts, how the participants used these two languages, and how they 

code-switched. 

Phase 3 Categorizing by themes. Third phase of data analysis included constant 

comparing and contrasting across activities. I first compared and contrasted activities 

considering similarities and differences across activities in types, tools involved, and 

participants’ goals (Charmaz, 2006; Corbin & Strauss, 2008). I drew maps to see the 

relationship among these activities. This process led me to see how participants’ 

intentions were reflected in initiating and continuing the activities. I categorized the 

activities using these patterns. Within the patterns, I reorganized sub-categories of 

literacy activities. Within these categories, I compared and contrasted the intended goals, 

tools involved, and cultural beliefs. I also considered the relationships between focal 

literacy activities, their past texts and beliefs, and their goals.  
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DATA ANALYSIS OF CHILDREN’S VIDEO PROJECT 

As for children’s video project, I also revisited the data from video project to 

extend my understanding of children’s literacy experience, their interests, and their 

interactions with family. The video clips and pictures that children collected sometimes 

evoked conversations about their activities recorded. Therefore, children’s videos, 

pictures, and talk about these images provided insights about their experience when I 

could not observe them. First, I read my field notes and made note about what activities 

the children engaged in and how they interacted with their family members. I identified 

types of literacy activities. Then, I made notes about their goals of the activities, 

interactions among family members, and parents’ beliefs. Then, I compared these notes 

with my analytic notes on the data from participant observation. Because some of the 

pictures that the children had taken were about objects, these pictures and associated 

conversations represented the focal children’s interests. I made notes about these aspects 

and considered them when I analyzed their literacy activities.   

Regarding their final product of the video project, I made notes about how the 

children decided to arrange and organized their pictures and video clips, their choice of 

music, and what they wanted to put in captions. The information from this process was 

also critical for me to understand the children’s view of their social and cultural worlds as 

well as their propensity. I also compared how the children represented in the movie as I 

analyzed the data from participant observation. In order to pursue my purpose of this 

study, I used analytic notes from the video project to confirm and confirm my emergent 

findings. 
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Researcher’s Positionality 

In this section, I will discuss my postionality throughout the data collection in 

relation to focal children, in relation to the families, and in relation to my role as a 

researcher. I am an outsider of the families in several dimensions. However, I share 

insider perspectives with the families. First, my positionality in relation to children will 

address my role in interaction with children throughout data collection. Then, my 

positionality in relation to the parents and in relation to the families will be focused on 

insider-outsider positions.  

IN RELATION TO THE FOCAL CHILDREN  

Throughout the data collection, my position changed depending on contexts. At 

the beginning of the data collection, I was introduced to the focal children as Sunsangnim 

(teacher). It was not only because I used to be a teacher at the Korean heritage school and 

I was in a graduate school, but also because it was a proper title in Korean to refer to an 

adult who is not related to family.  In America, it may be acceptable for children 

to call adults by their first names when children and adults are close enough. For 

example, Corsaro (1985) indicated that young children in his study started to call him as a 

nick name when they accepted the researcher as their friend. However, in Korea, it 

is never accepted that young children call adults by their first name even though they may 

accept adults as friends. Instead, children are expected to use a title of an adult such 

as Sonsaengnim (teacher), Imo (aunt), Halmoni (Grandmother or an elderly lady) and so 

on.  
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Although the focal children called me as Sunsangnim, the relationship between 

the children and me was not close to teacher-student relationship. It was rather close to a 

friend with the focal children as revealed in several instances. For example, Jungwoo and 

Sejin often explained to me what they were doing and sometimes invited me to play 

games with them. Hyunah also asked me to join folding origami. Soyoon and her younger 

brothers wanted to watch the monitor as they playfully acted out in front of the camera 

that I was holding. The role as a friend allowed me to access the children’s worlds while 

establishing positive relationships (Corsaro, 1981).  

During the video project, I took a position to provide technical support for their 

process of synthesizing information as a form of movie. I remained myself as an assistant 

while the children took control in selecting video clips and photos, in including captions, 

and in structuring their movies or a photo book. I tried not to influence their process. 

At the same time, I was also aware that power relations between children and me 

are not completely equalized. Children's data collection was guided by my research 

questions and the purpose of this study. Thus, I was clear about my purpose of the study 

with children and the focus of their video recording. In doing so, my role was rather a 

principal researcher who led the project than a co-researcher who shared the same 

responsibility on the project.   

In Korean culture, children are also expected to use Chondae-mahl, honorific 

forms in conversations with adults who are not their family members whereas adults do 

not have to use honorific forms in conversations with children. When children do not 

use honorific forms or appropriate titles for an adult, their parents are concerned about 
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their children’s being impolite or even rude. Thus, parents explicitly address this issue to 

children as they notice. Considering these cultural factors, I was aware that the use of title 

and honorific forms may create another level of power relations between the children and 

me.   

IN RELATION TO PARENTS 

In relation to the children’s parents, I shared several experiences. First, like their 

parents, I was born and grew up in Korea. I also shared similar schooling experience with 

the parents because I finished my grade schools and a college degree in Korea. As I am 

also in the parents’ generation, I experienced similar nation-wide social, cultural, political, 

and historical turmoils in Korea with the parents. With Hyunah’s and Jungwoo’s parents, 

I also shared similar immigration experience as an international student. In addition, I 

started to learn English as a foreign language like all of the participating parents. 

Therefore, I understand their struggles in using English. As the parents’ experiences with 

American school systems were limited only through their children, my experience was 

somewhat limited and indirect only through academic articles and through my graduate 

work with pre-service teachers.  

IN RELATION TO THE FAMILIES 

I shared several insider perspectives with the participating families. Like the 

families in this study, I moved from Korea to the United States around the similar time. I 

shared several of their international experiences. We have been in the United States in a 

similar time period before this study started. In addition, I speak two languages in the U.S. 
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context as the families do. My first language is Korean and second language is English. 

In addition, working with a number of Korean immigrant families at a Korean school, I 

have shared the struggles that the families experience in terms of teaching Korean to 

children (and learning Korean from children’s perspectives). Thus, we shared some 

cultural experiences from the school. 

Trustworthiness 

In order to establish trustworthiness, I employed the following techniques 

throughout data collection and analysis: triangulation of data sources and methods; 

member-checking with participants; prolonged engagement with participants in research 

sites; and purposeful observation; writing reflexive journal. In the following section, I 

will expand how I addressed these five techniques during data collection and analysis. 

Triangulation of this study was achieved by including various data sources and data 

collection techniques. This study involved various data collection techniques that include 

participant observations, video project involving participants’ video recording and 

reflective discussions on video clips, and interviews with participants. The triangulation 

of data helped me interpret meanings constructed by participants while allowing me to 

construct rich and thick description of participants and their actions as well as settings 

(Denzin & Lincoln, 2005).  

According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), member-checking was the most essential 

technique for establishing trustworthiness in qualitative research. I brought copies of my 

video recording for the families and discussed my observation with the participants 
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throughout the data collection. I also shared with the families my descriptions of them as 

well as the interpretations of children’s activities to ask if my description and 

interpretation was accurate in their perspectives. Finally, this study involved participants’ 

continuous engagement and discussions on the data throughout the data collection 

through the video project. Throughout the data collection period, I observed and 

interacted with each participant on a regular basis for approximately four to five months. 

This engagement qualified for prolonged engagement that allowed me to gain rich 

information about the participants and their literacy activities.  

I kept my personal essays on the process, decisions and reflections during data 

collection and analysis. As a way of keeping reflexive journals, I extended my field-notes 

soon after each observation. The extended field-notes were complemented with personal, 

methodological, and theoretical notes (Corsaro, 1985; Maloch, 2002). These essays 

helped my self-assessment of the research process as Cho and Trent (2006) pointed out 

that reflexive journals should be also a dialogic space in which researchers probe 

meaning by asking questions on their observations.  

Finally, I kept in mind that the techniques that I employed for establishing 

trustworthiness are not sufficient if they are not utilized holistically (Cho & Trent, 2006). 

Employing these techniques in a recursive way throughout the data collection helped this 

study become a more transparent and open process while establishing trustworthiness.  
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CHAPTER 4 

FINDINGS 

In this section, I will present the findings from the case study analysis. In 

presenting the findings, I will start by discussing how I approached each research 

question. In order to understand the nature of four Korean bilingual children’s literacy 

experience at home, I posed the following research questions.  

1) How do Korean-speaking bilingual children engage in literacy activities at 

home?  

2) How do children and the family members use Korean and English in various 

literacy activities? 

3) How do Korean bilingual children use tools for literacy activities at home? 

Activity setting analyses provided a comprehensive analytic framework to 

understand Korean bilingual children’s literacy experience in relation to their family 

members, languages, and tools that they used. In the following section, I will discuss how 

these research questions were addressed in my analysis and how the findings were 

organized to answer these research questions.  

1) How do Korean-speaking bilingual children engage in literacy activities at 

home? 

The children in this study engaged in both parent-guided literacy activities and 

self-chosen literacy activities. Parent-guided literacy activities included those for 

children’s academic success at school and literacy activities to support children’s learning 

to read and write in Korean. The children’s self-chosen activities, their interests, history 
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of engagement with various literacy resources, and their imagined futures led the children 

to choose different kinds of activities.  

I also examined parents’ interviews and their involvement in children’s literacy 

activities at home. Parents were the most influential family members in the focal 

bilingual children’s activities. Parents organized literacy activities for children. Parents’ 

beliefs based on their experience and common parenting practice in Korea guided their 

choice of academic literacy activities and activities for enhancing Korean literacy. In 

addition, parents’ expectations and wishes for their children were also considered in the 

analysis.  

2) How do children and the family members use Korean and English in various 

literacy activities? 

In order to answer this question, I examined the participants’ language choice 

across activities and the language used in texts in children’s literacy activities. In 

addition, I examined how the participants perceived their use of two languages. Because 

the children’s use of two languages was more salient in interaction with their parents, I 

addressed the children’s language use in relation to parent-guided literacy activities. As 

all of the parents acknowledged, they tended to choose Korean for conversations with 

their children although the written texts were in English. Children’s language choice was 

changing. They sometimes spoke in English in responding to their parents, but they 

always chose English in communicating with their siblings or friends. All of the family 

members often code-switched at the lexical level.  

3) How do Korean bilingual children use tools for literacy activities at home? 
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I identified types of material, cultural, and psychological tools that Korean 

bilingual children and their parents used in literacy activities. I also examined how the 

focal children and their parents employed these tools in different activities.  

Because the focus of this study was to understand Korean bilingual children’s 

literacy practices, I present the findings focusing on the children’s activities. The findings 

for the other research questions will be incorporated into the discussion about the two 

significant categories of literacy activities. 

Regarding parent-directed literacy practices, the children in this study shared 

commonalities in their language practices at home. All engaged in extra academic 

literacy practices at home as well as some forms of literacy practices to strengthen their 

Korean literacy skills. As for literacy activities in Korean, each family engaged in 

different kinds of activities with each focal child. Therefore, the categories for Korean 

literacy activities were varied across the families.  

The focal children’s self-chosen literacy activities ranged widely based on their 

interests and their imagined future. However, three themes were salient in children’s self-

chosen literacy activities across the children: 1) The children explored an imaginative 

world to engage in a social world; 2) the children revisited imaginative worlds familiar to 

them through their favorite activities; and 3) they created texts using elements from their 

social and imaginative worlds.   

In both categories of activities, parents’ beliefs, knowledge, and past experience 

guided children’s activities not only through their direct instructions but also through 

their choice of resources and tools for children’s activities. Moreover, they guided them 
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through the rules they laid down for using those resources. The parents’ guidance and 

instructions were also based on their wishes for their children’s future.  

Although the children’s self-chosen activities were monitored by the parents in 

terms of time limits, children’s interests and intentions drove them to pursue these 

activities. Children’s self-chosen activities sometimes excluded written texts, but 

children’s actions and utterances as well as their artifacts from the activities often 

referred to written texts. In multimodal literacy perspectives (Kress & van Leeuwen, 

2001), children’s actions, utterances, and artifacts were also modes that they used for 

representing intended meanings in their activities. Therefore, children’s self-chosen 

activities are also literacy activities. The children’s past experiences, along with their 

imaginative worlds and imagined futures, influenced their literacy activities.  

The findings from each case will be presented under these two categories.  

However, because the nature of each child’s literacy experience at home differed from 

one another, the themes represented in each case study are unique to each child under 

these two overarching themes. I will start each section with descriptions of the social and 

cultural world of each child. These descriptions are followed by a description of the 

parent-directed literacy activities; the last part of each section is the child’s self-chosen 

literacy activities. The case studies appear in the following order: Hyunah, Jungwoo, 

Sejin, and Soyoon.  

In presenting the findings, I added the analysis of each theme using constructs of 

activity theory. The six constructs include subjects, objects, tools, division of labor, 

community, and rule. Borrowing from activity setting analyses and Bomer (2007), I use 
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these constructs in the following ways: Subjects refers to participants who were involved 

in the activity to achieve goals; Objects are goals that participants intend to achieve or the 

results of activity; Tools are the mediational means that make a transformation; Division 

of labor means roles that the participants take up in the process of achieving the goals. 

The community refers to the interactions not only in a local context, but also nested in a 

larger and global context. Rules or norms govern the ways of using tools, ways of 

interacting, and the nature of goals.     
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Hyunah 

Hyunah, a seven-year-old girl, was in the second grade. Her family moved to the 

United States four-and-a-half years ago when the father started his doctoral degree. 

Hyunah was born in Korea. Hyunah was about two years old when the family made the 

move. Both parents had held professional positions: Hyunah’s father used to be a 

researcher and her mother a teacher. At the time of data collection, Hyunah’s mother was 

in a masters’ program, and her father was in his doctoral program. When he would finish 

his degree, the family planned to return to Korea.  

Hyunah’s family lived in a university apartment. Most of her neighbors were 

international student families like Hyunah’s family; several of them were Korean. The 

families supported each other not only by sharing their information, food, and 

experiences but also by baby-sitting each other’s children when parents went to classes. 

In addition, Hyunah’s family had close relationships with some of Korean families 

through other Korean communities: The Korean church that Hyunah’s family attended 

and the Korean school where the mother taught and where Hyunah and her brother had 

once attended. These Korean communities supported the family greatly by providing 

them with comfort, resources, and information that were necessary for the family’s 

adjustment to the new life in the United States. As the family engaged in various 

activities in these communities, Hyunah also was able to build strong friendships with 

other children from these communities.  

Hyunah went to a nearby public elementary school. According to Hyunah’s 

parents, this school was popular with the Korean community. It had caring and 
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understanding faculty members who understood students’ cultural and linguistic 

diversities; among its faculty was a Korean-speaking ESL teacher who was supportive 

and proactive. In addition, the school offered programs and events that were based on the 

acknowledgement and recognition of students’ cultural and linguistic backgrounds.  

Parent-Guided Literacy Practices 

STRENGTHENING ACADEMIC LITERACY 

In Hyunah’s family, strengthening academic literacy was an important goal for 

the parents as evidenced in several parent-guided literacy activities. Hyunah usually 

engaged in extra academic literacy activities after finishing her school homework 

assigned by her teacher. This homework involved doing a few pages from two math 

workbooks as assigned by her father. Hyunah’s father would check it on weekends and 

try to help her understand the questions that she had missed. According to her father, 

Hyunah had willingly agreed to do this extra work when he had suggested it to her:   

현아는 오빠는 하는 거를 봤거든요, 하는가 보다. 하는건가 보다. 자기 

심심하고 그랬는데, 맨날 그랬어요,그게 그래요. 지도, 지도 인제 드디어 

시키니까 드디어 자기도 시킨다 생각을 한거죠.  

 

[Hyunah had seen her brother studying math. So she seemed to 

think that she would have to do it. (I guess that) she was bored every day, 

and finally I asked her to do math. And she thought, at last, that she was 

going to get to do it.]   

 

Hyunah’s father used Korean commercial math workbooks that were two grades 

above Hyunah’s current grade level. According to him, “제가 느끼기로는, 수학, 애들이 

기본적으로 레벨이 낮다 중학교에서 배우는 것들이 낮다. [“I feel that especially the level of 
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math (curriculum) in middle school here (in the U.S.) is basically lower than that in 

Korea.”] Hyunah’s father perceived the American math curriculum to be about two years 

behind its Korean counterpart. Because the family was considering the possibility of 

returning to Korea within a year, the father wanted Hyunah and her older brother, Hyunsu 

to be able to catch up with the level of math that students at their grades in Korea were 

learning at school. He believed that studying math in advance would support Hyunah and 

Hyunsu in adjusting academically to school in Korea:  

 …우리들은 한국 갈 거다라고 생각을 했었고, 그래서 적어도 한국 애들이 

한국에서 하는 정도의 하는 정도의 그거는 같이 가줘야 된다는 생각을 들었어요. 

수학은 나중에 갔을 때 너무 이거 그거가 갭이 있으면 그거는 어렵다라는 생각이 

들어서 … 

 

[…We are considering going back to Korea, so I thought that my children 

should do as much as the students in Korea do (in math in their grade levels) 

because I think that it will be challenging (for them to catch up) if there’s a gap 

(between what they learn here and what they would learn at school in Korea)…. ] 

 

Although Hyunah was in the second grade, she was working on a fourth-grade-

level math workbook. In order to help Hyunah study math independently, Hyunah’s 

father printed out a schedule that had dates and page numbers of the workbook.  

Hyunah usually showed no strong resistance to doing the extra math work. 

However, she seemed to struggle to understand some of the questions and even concepts. 

She often skipped some of the problems, rationalizing that she would work on them on 

Sunday when she studied with her father. She occasionally asked her mother to help her 

solve problems or in understanding certain concepts. Because the workbook was written 

in Korean and was above Hyunah’s grade level, Hyunah struggled to understand certain 
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mathematical terms. In addition, some questions that included measuring and currency 

systems used in Korea were unfamiliar to Hyunah because she had grown accustomed to 

those used in America. In such cases, she asked for her mother’s help. Hyunah’s mother 

acknowledged that she had to help Hyunah more and more because the workbooks 

introduced technical math terms. Nevertheless, Hyunah took finishing her extra 

homework seriously and would do so before doing things she wanted to do.  

From an activity theory perspective, the subject in Hyunah’s extra math work 

included not only Hyunah, but also her family members. In terms of division of labor, 

this work was accomplished through their roles in this activity: Hyunah was positioned as 

a student and also positioned herself as a good student who followed directions from her 

parents. Her father, with his chemistry training, took the role of a teacher who planned 

the activity and guided Hyunah by teaching her concepts and strategies to solve math 

problems. And, her mother took the position of a reminder and encourager who supported 

Hyunah’s engagement in doing math. Her brother was also another student in this activity, 

but as an older member experienced with this activity, he was a role model for Hyunah in 

doing the activity as a successful young mathematician who was taking advanced level 

math at school. The object or goal for the extra math work was to support Hyunah’s and 

Hyunsu’s academic success not only at school in the United States with which their 

parents were not familiar, but also in Korea to which the family might return someday.  

The object was mediated by material tools including commercial workbooks and the 

schedule that Hyunah’s father had printed out. The use of commercial workbooks has 

historical and cultural roots for Korean parents as these sorts of workbooks are frequently 
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used by parents in Korea to support their children’s academic work at home. Korean was 

the major linguistic tool in academic activities at home, not only in terms of the language 

of the texts but also for interactions among the family members. However, Hyunah often 

used English as a metacognitive tool to support her understanding of questions. The 

schedule planned and printed by Hyunah’s father also mediated Hyunah’s engagement 

with the extra math work as a reminder and as a visible tracker with which Hyunah could 

check how much she had finished and how much was left. 

Hyunah’s family members together formed a learning community at home through 

their interactions. In addition, the parents’ cultural beliefs about extra academic work 

were derived from a larger community of Korean parents who shared similar views of the 

importance of studying in advance and on a regular basis for further academic 

achievement and also to the parents who have some knowledge about math curriculum in 

both Korea and the United States and consider the math curriculum of U.S. Schools to be 

behind that of Korean schools. The rules were generated from the learning community of 

Hyunah’s family. Because Hyunah’s father usually took care of the children on weekends 

while her mother studied for her graduate courses in the library, the family decided that 

Hyunah and Hyunsu would study assigned pages of the math workbooks independently 

during the week and that the father would help them with questions that they had missed 

or with new and challenging concepts on the weekend.  
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SUPPORTING LITERACY IN KOREAN 

Language use at home. Hyunah’s parents expected Hyunah and Hyunsu, 

Hyunah’s older brother, to speak Korean at home. Although both children seemed to 

respect this wish, Hyunah and Hyunsu often spoke in English when they talked to each 

other. Hyunah, in particular, spoke more often in English than in Korean. Hyunah’s 

parents acknowledged the changes in the family’s language use in their daily interaction. 

Hyunah’s father said, “한국말이 걱정이다라고 해서 집에서는 무조건 한국말 써라 했었는데, 

점차로 인제, 애들이 그걸 어겨가요.” [“Because (maintaining) Korean is a concern, we 

always ask them to speak in Korean. But they have started breaking this rule more and 

more.”] Hyunah’s mother agreed that she sometimes felt an urge to speak in English not 

only because her children spoke in English to them but also because she wanted to 

improve their English as they lived in the United States. Although they are not strict 

about speaking in Korean at home, Hyunah’s parents still, on occasion, would remind 

Hyunah to use Korean.  

Hyunah’s parents shared concerns about Hyunah’s tendency to speak in English 

and about her unwillingness to converse in Korean at home. However, they believed that 

Hyunah’s Korean language proficiency would be increased once the family returned to 

Korea. Hyunah’s parents offered no structured type of literacy learning in Korean, but, in 

several literacy activities, Hyunah had opportunities to learn expressions and to read 

children’s books in Korean. Hyunah’s parents’ overarching goals for these activities 
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involving Korean literacy were not only to support Hyunah’s familiarity with language 

and literacy skills in Korean but also to strengthen familial bonding.  

Reading Korean children’s books. Hyunah’s family brought hundreds of 

children’s books written in Korean when they came to the United States not only because 

Hyunah’s parents valued reading but also because they were aware that getting books 

written in Korean in the United States would be limited. Hyunah sometimes chose to read 

Korean children’s books for enjoyment. She had learned to decode Korean writing 

systems not only from her mother but also by attending a class at the Korean heritage 

school when she was younger. In addition, her mother had often read books to her. 

Hyunah’s interests seemed to impel her to read Korean books about Greek and Roman 

myths. She often claimed that she had read most of the books written in Korean about 

Greek and Roman myths that the family owned.  

Hyunah sometimes had an opportunity for read-aloud time with her mother. 

Hyunah’s mother babysat a child living in their neighborhood because both of the girl’s 

parents attended classes once a week. Hyunah’s mother always read a Korean children’s 

book to the girl. Hyunah stayed with her mother and the girl during the reading time, 

listening to the story and joining the conversations about the book. Although Hyunah had 

read these books several times before, she seemed to enjoy hearing them again and 

talking about the book with her mother and the girl.  

Hyunah’s parents also encouraged and guided Hyunah to read, whenever she 

could, Korean books. For school homework involving specific genres (e.g. fractured fairy 

tales, non-fiction), Hyunah’s mother recommended Hyunah read Korean children’s books. 
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Especially when the family could not find time to visit the local library to check out 

books, Hyunah’s mother suggested that Hyunah read Korean books for her homework 

instead. One day, for example, Hyunah’s homework was to write a book summary about 

a fractured fairy tale, which seemed the apparent focus of Hyunah’s class curriculum that 

week. However, the family possessed no English books and had not checked any out 

from that particular genre on their last visit to the library. Because both parents were 

quite occupied with graduate school course work and family responsibilities, neither of 

them could find the time to visit the public library to help Hyunah get books she needed. 

However, Hyunah’s mother suggested that Hyunah read a Korean book available at home.  

Reading books for various situations was highly valued by Hyunah’s parents. In 

addition, the parents’ concerns for Hyunah’s literacy in Korean guided the parents to 

provide opportunity for Hyunah to access to written texts in Korean and to encourage 

Hyunah to read books written in Korean. The tools in these activities were children’s 

books written in Korean. The mother often took a role of encourager and guide in these 

activities. Korean was the major linguistic toolnot only in texts but also in interactions 

between Hyunah and her mother. For Hyunah’s parents, developing Hyunah’s literacy 

skills in Korean and providing opportunities for Hyunah to access to Korean texts was the 

goal for this activity. Hyunah, however, seemed to have different goals. Book reading 

was one way of pursuing her interests (e.g. Greek myths) regardless of language used in 

texts. Hyunah’s participation in her mother’s read-aloud and using Korean books for her 

school homework suggested that Hyunah was also interested in listening and reading 

stories regardless of language used in the texts. Therefore, her goal for her mother’s read-
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aloud seemed to participate in an activity that she enjoyed and to be part of the social 

group that share a book together. Finally, Hyunah’s goal was to finish her homework by 

reading books regardless of languages used in texts. Hyunah’s mother was the one who 

often initiated the book reading in Korean by letting Hyunah know that books written in 

Korean were available and by providing an opportunity for Hyunah to expand her 

linguistic experience in Korean.   

Playing a Korean vocabulary game. Hyunah and her family often explored the 

Korean language through a vocabulary game. This language game was often initiated by 

Hyunah’s father according to her mother. When Hyunah’s family found idle time (e.g. 

wait times, in the car, or during canoeing), they often played a vocabulary game 

consisting of “connecting the ending-syllable.” This game uses characteristics from 

Korean words. The game starts with one person’s saying a noun. Each player, then, takes 

a turn saying a noun that starts with the last syllable of the word that the previous player 

said. If the first person says 사과/sa-gwa/, for example, the next person says a noun 

beginning with the last syllable of the word, 과/gwa/. In Korea, it is a popular traditional 

word game that many Korean people have an experience to play. During this game, 

Hyuah would have to brainstorm to find appropriate words. Her family members also 

helped her come up with words or explain the meaning of unfamiliar words that were 

mentioned by one of the family members. Playing this game allowed Hyunah to explore 

words in Korean and to learn the words that she might have been unfamiliar with.  
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Hyunah’s parents seemed to believe from their own experiences that playing the 

traditional vocabulary game could help extend Hyunah’s learning vocabulary words in 

Korean in an enjoyable situation. The vocabulary game was a cultural tool that allowed 

the family members to collaborate in exploring and learning words and their meaning in 

Korean. In addition, Korean was the major linguistic tool for this activity while Hyunah 

sometimes used English as a psychological tool to question about the words with which 

she was not familiar with. The parents’ goal to play this game seemed to be engaging 

Hyunah in exploring vocabulary words that she knew and in learning new words and 

their meanings. While parents initiated the game, the nature of this game allowed 

Hyunah’s family members to take turns and to collaborate in searching for words.  

Discussing the meanings of Korean words and expressions. Hyunah and her 

family members often had an opportunity to talk about some of words and expressions 

both in Korean and in English by using these two languages as resources. Although 

conversations about expressions or words were embedded in activities such as homework, 

book discussions, and cooking rather than activities themselves, they were important part 

of literacy events for Hyunah’s family in terms of teaching and learning the relationships 

between two languages. Conversations about expressions and words often arose when 

Hyunah’s mother raised questions about their meanings of English words or when she 

noticed that Hyunah did not know certain words in Korean. When the expressions and 

words were in English, Hyunah’s family tried to find relevant words or expressions in 

Korean. When they talked about Korean expressions, they tried to look for equivalent 

words or expressions in English. In these conversations, Hyunah’s parents had an 
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opportunity not only to teach Hyunah Korean but also to learn some English from 

Hyunah.  

One of the significant activities that generated the conversations about meanings 

of words in both languages was Hyunah’s homework from school especially when 

homework involved writing vocabulary words. Although Hyunah did her homework by 

herself, Hyunah’s mother often started conversations as she checked how Hyunah did the 

homework and to check Hyunah’s understanding of the content and asked about the 

meanings of the words from the spelling list. Hyunah usually answered her mother in 

Korean rather than paraphrasing in English.  

In other cases, her mother initiated conversations about words and expressions 

with which she was not familiar with. The following excerpt shows when Hyunah’s 

mother tried to teach Hyunah how to express in Korean and to learn from Hyunah the 

equivalent expression in English. This particular conversation happened during one of the 

cooking events in which Hyunah and her mother often had opportunities to discuss 

vocabulary words. After sitting cross-legged on the chair, Hyunah’s legs felt numb. 

Hyunah started to stomp restlessly instead of expressing her state verbally. As her mother 

found Hyunah being restless, her mother asked why.  

 

Hyunah: Oh, oh, my foot hurt. 

Mother: 왜? [Why?] 

Hyunah: 발, 발, 발, [foot, foot, foot.] 

Mother: 발 시려워? [Are your feet getting cold?] 

Hyunah: What?  

Mother: 발 시렵냐고? [Are your feet getting cold?] 

Hyunah: 시려운게 뭐야? [What is getting cold?] I have socks on. 
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Mother: 발이 왜, 근데. 저려? 저려? 발이 막 이렇게 떨리는거 같애? [Then, why? Is 

your foot numb? Numb? Do you feel your foot tingling?]  

 

(Hyunah continues being restless while walking fast in a circle.) 

 

Mother: (She laughs.) 야, 발 저리다 이런 말 못하면, 너 한국에서 어떡하니? 갑자기 

그렇게 돌면, 사람들이 너 이상하다고 생각 해. 말을 해야지. 발이 저려요. 

이렇게. 또는 쥐가 났어요. [If you cannot say that your feet are numb, what 

should you do in Korea? You should say it. My feet are asleep like this. 

Or I got a cramp in my legs.] 

Hyunah: 이유 [Ewe]! 

*** 

Mother: 발이 저려요를 영어로는 뭐라고 해? [How should you say it in English?]  

Hyunah: I don’t know. There’s a mouse on my feet?  

Mother: 뭐? [What?] 아, 쥐가 나타났다고… [Ah, a mouse (cramp) appeared.]  

Hyunah: Never mind…. My feet are numb? 

  

In this excerpt, Hyunah’s mother took an opportunity to teach several possible 

expressions in Korean that could describe the state of Hyunah’s feet: 발이 시려요 [My 

foot feels cold], 저려요 [My foot is cramping],  쥐가 났어요 [My foot is asleep]. She 

also encouraged Hyunah to look for an English expression. One expression that Hyunah’s 

mother used was an idiom using a word [쥐] that is a homonym with a word for mouse in 

English. Hyunah’s response (Ewe!) showed that Hyunah seemed to take the word (쥐) in 

the idiom as a mouse. Hyunah answered her mother’s request to offer an alternative 

expression in English by saying “There’s a mouse on my feet?” However, Hyunah 

seemed to realize that her interpretation had not been appropriate. She soon came up with 

another expression in English. Through this conversation, Hyunah was able to learn 
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several related expressions in Korean and was also able to explore relevant expressions in 

English.  

The conversations about expressions and words seemed to be based on Hyunah’s 

mother’s beliefs that open discussions about two languages could strengthen Hyunah’s 

language and literacy skills in both languages. Hyunah’s mother’s questions as well as 

expressions and words in both languages were psychological tools in these particular 

moments of activities. In addition, both English and Korean were linguistic tools for 

these activities that allowed Hyunah and her mother to think collaboratively about 

semantic relationships between two languages. Hyunah’s mother’s goals of these 

conversations were not only to learn English expressions and words from Hyunah but 

also to teach Hyunah the related expressions in Korean. Hyunah’s goals in these 

conversations seemed to be associated with her mother’s goals. She seemed to be 

strongly excited about teaching English expressions and words. Hyunah often showed 

confidence and pride in explaining the English expressions and words that her mother 

had asked. She also wanted to learn Korean ones. Hyunah’s questions also seemed to 

show her curiosity and interests in learning Korean expressions when she did not know 

them. Although the conversations about expressions and words were often initiated by 

her mother, Hyunah was always eager to respond to her mother’s questions and to ask her 

mother when she was not sure.  

Conversations about books. Hyunah’s family engaged in discussions about 

stories that they had read or heard. The conversations were often about storyline, details, 

and characters of the books and stories. In these conversations, the stories that the family 
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members heard or read were from various resources such as books, news shows, classes, 

and Internet. Although these materials were mostly in English, the conversations among 

family members often took place in Korean. Therefore, the family members often 

translated the original stories to discuss in the conversations. When the stories were new 

to the other family members, the conversations often took place in a story telling format/ 

When the family members had already been familiar with them, the conversations lead 

into a form of quiz which included questions and answers.   

The following excerpt shows an example in which Hyunah and her mother talked 

about Greek gods and goddesses in a question-answer format. Hyunah’s mother 

suggested giving a quiz.  

 

Mother: 그래 퀴즈 해 봐. [Okay, then give a quiz.] 

Hyunah: Okay. 엄마가 먼저 해 [Okay. Mom, you go first.] 

Mother: 한국말로 대답하기. [Answer it in Korean.] 

Hyunah: 아니 미국말로 대답하기. [No, in American (English)]  

Mother: 한국말로 먼저 대답 해야지 [You should answer it in Korean first.]  

Hyunah: 내가, okay, 한국말하고 미국말. 한국말 그 다음에.. [I, okay, say it in 

Korean and then American (English), and Korean afterward…] 

Mother: 어, okay. [Yeah, okay.] 

Hyunah: 엄마 먼저 quiz 해 [Mom, give me a quiz first.] 

Mother: 어, 어, 포도주의 신은? [Uh, uh, who is the god of wine?] 

Hyunah: (confidently) Dionysus! 

Mother: 또? [And?] 

Hyunah: (Hyunah makes a nervous chuckle.) That’s not fair! 

Mother: 디오니소스라고 해. 디오니소스 [We call it Di-o-ni-so-s. Di-o-ni-so-s] 

Hyunah: And? 

Mother: 박카스? [Bacchus?] 
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Hyunah: 아, I should know that. Okay, 엄마. Let’s see. 엄마는 미국말 먼저 해야 

돼. [Ah, I should know that. Okay. Mom. Let’s see. Mom, you should 

answer it in American (English) first.] 

Hyunah and her mother had to negotiate the language they would use to answer 

the questions. Only then did they continue quizzing each other on what they could 

remember about Greek Gods and Goddesses. They also scored each other’s answer to see 

who had answered more questions. They were able to review the very features of Greek 

gods and goddesses. Hyunah and her mother explored the English and Korean 

pronunciations of the gods. The exchange of questions and answers seemed to enable 

both Hyunah and her mother to have an equal chance to participate in the conversation. In 

this conversation, Hyunah and her mother also negotiated in which language they would 

use for answering questions. Because both Hyunah and her mother knew that there were 

two different ways of saying names of Greek Gods and Goddesses in English and in 

Korean, Hyunah suggested that they answer in the language they were not familiar with 

first: She would answer in Korean first and in English later; and her mother would 

answer in English first and in Korean later.  

The conversations about books seemed to be generated from Hyunah’s mother’s 

beliefs about showing interests in what her children were reading. Hyunah’s mother often 

asked both Hyunah and Hyunah’s brother, Hyunsu what they had read at school or what 

they were reading. She also shared what she had heard, read and experienced with her 

children during the family conversations. In such conversations, the stories were tools 

with which the family members shared what they found interesting and learned. Although 

the major linguistic tool was Korean, the stories that the family members shared were 
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often written in English. Therefore, Hyunah and her family members engaged in 

translating the stories in order to share them with one another. In most of the cases, 

Hyunah’s mother initiated the conversations about books or stories by asking or by 

telling the stories, Hyunah and Hyunsu also participated in the conversations. The 

structures of conversation varied across the conversations: It was sometimes close to the 

IRR (Initiation-Response-Response) pattern which often included an extensive 

storytelling when the books and stories were new to the other family members; it was 

also IRE (Initiation-Response-Evaluation) pattern which was close to a format of quiz 

show or a comprehension test (Mehan, 1979; Cazden, 2001). However, in this type of 

exchange, Hyunah and her mother took turns to ask questions and answer the questions.  

From an activity theory perspective, the subjects or participants of the activity to 

support Hyunah’s Korean literacy development consisted of Hyunah’s family members. 

Hyunah’s family members took different roles in activity. The parents acted as Korean 

language and literacy teachers for their children by providing support and guidance for 

Hyunah and her brother to develop Korean. Hyunah’s parents sometimes explained 

meanings of certain words or expressions and sometimes encouraged Hyunah to speak in 

Korean rather than in English. They were also language keepers at home by maintaining 

Korean in conversations with Hyunah and Hyunsu and by emphasizing the use of Korean 

at home to them. As Hyunah was a relative newcomer to the Korean-speaking 

community, she was a learner of language and literacy in Korean. The activity was 

mediated by material tools, cultural tools, and linguistic tools. From the parents’ 

perspectives, the object or goal for this activity was to support Hyunah to develop 
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language and literacy in Korean and also to establish familial bonding among the family 

members both in the present and in the future. From Hyunah’s perspective, the object or 

goal was to share common experience with her family members and to participate in 

family-valued activities.  

The material tools involved in this activity system included not only children’s 

books written in Korean but also those in English; the cultural tools involved genres used 

in conversations among the family members (e.g. vocabulary game, quiz, storytelling); 

and the linguistic tools were both English and Korean. Korean was the major linguistic 

tool across activities. However, many of the texts that the family members encountered 

were in English, and English was also used as an additional resource to extend Korean 

literacy. Therefore, some activities included changes in these modes through the family 

members’ translation between two languages. The current community was formed 

through the family members’ interaction while they shared their family-valued and 

linguistic resources. The norms or rules in this activity systems included using Korean in 

conversations among the family members. However, the family members often used 

English for efficient communication. In terms of language use, new rules seemed to 

emerge from certain contexts. In addition, the genres used in sub-activities provided rules 

for participation structure in the family member’s interactions.  
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Hyunah’s Self-Chosen Activities 

EXPLORING IMAGINATIVE WORLDS 

Hyunah often explored imaginative worlds through reading books, listening to 

CD of her favorite singer, and watching TV shows. Her choice of materials for her 

activities seemed to have been influenced by her interactions with her older brother and 

her friends in the neighborhood. It seemed that she read books, listened to CD, and 

watched particular TV shows in order to interact with her friends who were older than 

herself in her neighborhood. Although her parents were concerned that Hyunah tended to 

follow older children’s interests, they allowed Hyunah to enjoy books, songs, and TV 

shows as she wanted under their monitor.  

Reading books was one of Hyunah’s favorite self-chosen literacy activities. All of 

her family enjoyed reading books. Once she started reading a book, Hyunah would often 

read without stop for nearly an hour. In addition, it seemed that independent book reading 

time was valued by her parents, and her family members often read books independently 

when they spent time together at home.  
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Figure 2: Huynah’s family’s reading time 

Hyunah enjoyed reading many kinds of books. According to Hyunah’s parents, 

they were so surprised that Hyunah would become so interested in reading books. 

Therefore, Hyunah’s parents let Hyunah read any books that she wanted to read. Ever 

since Hyunah had been introduced to Harry Potter series (J.K. Rowling, 1997-2007) by 

her brother and her friends, Hyunah had started to read the series. She had already 

finished reading Harry Potter series at the beginning of the second grade. She also 

watched all of Harry Potter movies available at that time. While I was visiting her home, 

she also revisited some of her favorite books in Harry Potter series. In addition, Hyunah 

was particularly interested in the Percy Jackson and the Olympians series (Riordan, 

2009-2011) while I was visiting her home. She had already read all available books in 

series at the time. She also often urged her mother to read the first book of Percy Jackson 

Series, asserting it to be the most interesting of all. Because her mother also had to read 
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the book for children’s literature course for her graduate degree, she took Hyunah’s 

suggestion and started to read the book. As Hyunah’s mother was reading the book, 

Hyunah and her mother had conversations on the book and Greek mythology on which 

Percy Jackson series were based. Percy Jackson series is about a boy who found himself 

as a son of Poseidon and embarked on his adventure to a mythical world. Because Greek 

myths were interestingly incorporated into Percy Jackson series, Hyunah became 

extremely interested in Greek myths. Over the months while I was visiting her home, 

Hyunah continually checked out books about Greek myths from the public library. Later, 

Hyunah proudly said that she had read all of the library’s books on Greek mythology.  

Popular culture also deeply influenced Hyunah’s life. Hyunah enjoyed popular 

culture through several venues such as the Internet, radio, music CD, and television. 

According to her parents, Hyunah’s love of popular culture was heavily influenced by her 

brother. Hyunah was a fan of the popular country/pop singer Taylor Swift. Hyunah loved 

listening to her songs on the radio and on CD in her family’s car. She would sing along 

by following the lyrics found in the CD’s insert. She also claimed to have watched more 

than one hundred times the music videos of her favorite Taylor Swift songs.  

Hyunah also enjoyed watching the Disney channel. Because her parents limited 

her TV watching, Hyunah was able to watch TV only on weekends. She especially 

enjoyed Suite Life on Deck and Shake It Up which were mostly about older children. Her 

mother sometimes expressed concern and curiosity about Hyunah’s choice of TV shows 

because Hyunah did not watch cartoons or TV shows about kids at her age but watched 
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TV shows about high school students. However, watching such TV shows seemed to 

enable Hyunah to get informed for her future interactions with her friends.  

Hyunah’s interests in engaging with these popular cultural materials were 

generated from her previous interactions with her friends. Parents’ cultural beliefs about 

Hyunah’s using popular cultural materials under their monitor seemed to allow Hyunah 

to pursue her interests extensively. In addition, reading books was an activity that 

Hyunah’s family highly valued. Books and popular cultural materials were tools for 

Hyunah to pursue her own interests in exploring imaginative worlds and to get herself 

prepared for future interactions with her friends. In engaging in activities using these 

popular cultural materials, English was the major linguistic tool in the texts the Hyunah 

used in activities. However, the opportune conversations around these texts with her 

family members provided opportunities for Hyunah to express her ideas in Korean.  

In the activity of exploring imaginative worlds, the subjects were two groups: 1) 

Hyunah and her family members; and 2) Hyunah, her brother, and their friends. While 

Hyunah was the main actor of her own self-chosen activity, her activity was often 

contextualized in family events in which family members actively participated. The 

material tools used in activity included books, music CDs, the radio in her parents’ car, a 

computer, Internet, websites, and a TV. The main linguistic tool was English. These tools 

enabled Hyunah to achieve dual goals: First, she pursued her interests in exploring 

imaginative worlds illustrated in various popular cultural media. Second, she informed 

herself about the resources to prepare for interacting with her friends. 
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The community of activity was also dual focused. Because activity was situated in 

Hyunah’s family, community existed within her family. Her community also included an 

affinity group among her brother and their friends who shared similar interests. 

Interactions in this second community contributed to strengthening Hyunah’s interest in 

these materials. The division of labor varied across these two communities. Within the 

community of her family, Hyunah sometimes participated in family-valued activity by 

reading books. Her parents guided Hyunah’s activity by allowing and limiting time for 

such reading activity. In her affinity community, she was one of the members who shared 

common interests in exploring imaginative worlds. The norms in activity were also 

guided by these two different communities. Because reading books was an activity that 

the family valued, Hyunah could choose to read books as she wanted. Hyunah’s parents 

did not limit the kinds of books that Hyunah would choose as long as they knew about 

them. However, Hyunah’s parents limited watching TV and using the computer to time 

after Hyunah had finished her homework. A rule or norm in the affinity community was 

that Hyunah and other members needed to become informed about storylines and 

characters of their shared favorite books and movies, and songs and singers that they 

commonly preferred. 

REVISITING IMAGINATIVE WORLDS 

Through hands-on activities, Hyunah sometimes revisited imaginative words that 

she explored through reading books, TV or movie watching, and listening to music both 

at school and at home. She showed a strong interest in doing hands-on activities such as 
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doing origami and cooking with her mother. These activities were often linked to other 

texts through the conversations between Hyunah and her family members. The main 

family member participating in this activity was her mother. Although these types of 

activity happened across different kinds of multimodal activities such as folding origami, 

cooking, and making crafts, it often included story telling by family members. 

Storytelling was always a collaborative process because it arose from the conversations 

among the family members. Although story telling itself took place through collaboration 

and negotiation among the family members, the multimodal activities were often chosen 

and initiated by Hyunah. In the following section, I discuss one of such examples in 

which Hyunah initiated an activity and also started to tell a story that she had heard from 

her teacher’s read-aloud earlier of that week. I chose this particular example because it 

was one of the activities that Hyunah took a major role as a story teller.  

Hyunah’s interests in origami led her to look for resources about origami. 

Origami was not a new activity to Hyunah. She had consulted her origami books that the 

family owned or she borrowed a book from a neighbor. Her interests in doing origami 

particularly increased during the two weeks when the school celebrated Asian heritage. 

Her teacher during this time introduced origami through children’s picture books and 

through art class. After her teacher read the book The Paper Crane by Molly Bang (1987), 

Hyunah and her mother searched online for a way to make a paper crane; they worked 

together to figure out how to make one by reading the directions on the website. On the 

weekend before Valentine’s Day, Hyunah wanted to fold paper cranes for fun. Because 

Hyunah was not quite sure about the final steps, her mother helped her figure out the 
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most confusing steps. Her mother then asked how Hyunah’s class became interested in 

paper cranes. Then, Hyunah started telling the story read in class. The following excerpt 

shows Hyunah’s retelling of The Paper Crane.  

 

Mother: 그거, 뭐, movie 를 봤다고 했나? [So, what, did you say that you watched 

a movie?] 

Hyunah: 아니, 책. [No, book.] 

Mother: 책을 읽었지? 어. 무슨 책, 무슨 책 읽었다고 했나? [You read a book. 

What book, what book did you read?] 

Hyunah: Uh, the paper crane. 그러니까 어떤 restaurant 에 있는 사람이 있는데, 어, 

그 restaurant own 하는 사람. [Uh, the paper crane, so, a person is at a 

restaurant, uh a person who owns the restaurant.]  

Mother: 어 [Yeah].  

Hyunah: 사람들이 거기 많이 와. [A lot of people went there.] 

Mother: 어 [Yeah]. 

Hyunah: 그런데. [But then,] 

Mother: 어 [Yeah]. 

Hyunah: 거기 … 에 highway 가 생겨 [a high way was built there].  

Mother: 어 [Yeah.] 

Hyunah: 그래서 인제 거기 안 가 [So no one went there]. 

Mother: 어 [Yeah]. 

Hyunah: 근데 어떤 사람이 와서 [But then, a person came (there)].  

Mother: 음. [umm].  

Hyunah: Paper crane, 어, 먹은 다음에 paper crane 을 돈 아니고, paper crane 을 

줘서, 어, 손뼉, 어, 박수 세 번 치면, 이 paper crane 이 어, dance 할 

거라고, [Paper crane, uh, after eating food, he gave a paper crane, not 

money, but a paper crane and he said this paper crane would, uh, dance 

if he (the owner) clapped three times.] 

Mother: 아.. [Ah..]  
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Hyunah: 그런 다음에 떠났어. 그래서 세 번 쳤어. 그래서, [After he said that, he 

left. So [the owner] clapped three times so].  

Mother: 어 [Yeah].  

Hyunah: 사람들이 다 몰려 왔어 [People came back]. 

Mother: 어 [Yeah].  

Hyunah: 그 다음에, 어디, 그, 그 paper crane 준 사람이 다시 와서 그거를 가지, 

가주갔어. [And then, where, the person who gave the paper crane came 

back and took it back with him].  

Mother: 어 [Yeah].  

Hyunah: 근데, 아직도, 근데, 사람들이 [But then, people still….]  

Mother: 계속 와? [Continued to come?] 

Hyunah: 계속 와 [Continued to come].  

Mother: 어, 근데, 춤을 췄어 진짜? [Yeah, then did it really dance?] 

Hyunah: 응 [Yeah].  

Mother: 세 번 하니까? 학이. 와. 재밌는 얘기다. [Clapped three times? The paper 

crane (danced)? Wow, it is a very interesting story.] 

 

Hyunah and her mother continued making paper cranes beyond this point. 

Hyuhah’s mother helped her do the complex steps while sharing her strategies for 

deciphering shapes of paper when deciding what to do next. Later, Hyunah decided to 

make paper cranes for all of her classmates as Valentine’s Day presents.  

Hyunah and her mother’s paper crane making activity was connected to texts and 

contexts in the past and future. These included the teacher’s read-aloud book and what 

had gone on in Hyunah’s classroom. The making of paper cranes seemed to become a 

venue through which Hyunah integrated her experiences from school and skills from the 

community. It was done within a context of a hands-on activity involving her mother and 

their interaction. In addition, the collaboration between Hyunah and her mom enabled her 
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to acquire competence in negotiating and constructing meanings not only from languages 

but also from other modes. Furthermore, collectively developing and imposing social 

meanings on paper cranes afforded Hyunah the possibility of transferring her cultural 

practices from home to school.  

 

 

Figure 3: Paper cranes Hyunah and her mother folded 

 

Focusing on the example described above, I illustrate how revisiting an 

imaginative activity unfolded. Like other types of activities, the paper crane activity has 

two kinds of sub-activities: 1) origami folding; and 2) story-telling. From the perspectives 

of activity theory, the major subjects in both kinds of sub-activities were Hyunah and her 

mother. In terms of division of labor or their roles, Hyunah initiated the origami folding 
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activity. However, she positioned herself as a novice of origami folding who needed help 

in remembering certain steps in the process. Her mother, therefore, was positioned by 

Hyunah as an expert in folding a paper crane. In the meantime, Hyunah’s mother initiated 

story-telling. She asked about the book that Hyunah heard during read-aloud at school. 

Hyunah, therefore, took a role of a story teller while her mother positioned herself as 

audience. The tools included not only origami paper, strategies of folding origami, and a 

genre of story-telling. The objects or goals were also multiple: the first part of goal was 

to pursue Hyunah’s interest in folding origami. Later this goal was conjoined with 

another goal, revisiting the imaginative world to share the story with her mother. As the 

activity moved on, a new goal arose: folding paper cranes as presents for Hyunah’s 

classmates.  

The rules that influenced this activity were related to the directions of folding 

paper crane and the structure of storytelling. Hyunah and her mother shared a community 

by folding paper cranes together and by sharing a story. At the same time, Hyunah’s class 

at school was another kind of community that influenced this particular moment of 

activity. This community existed in the past and in the future at the same time not only 

through Hyunah’s sharing of the story with her mother but also through her projected or 

imagined future. Hyunah’s class as a community had shared the story of The Paper 

Crane (Bang, 1987) through their teacher’s read-aloud. In Hyunah’s projected future, the 

class would share Hyunah’s paper cranes as a community. In fact, Hyunah and her 

mother later informed me that Hyunah’s friends loved Hyunah’s paper cranes.  
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CREATING WITH ELEMENTS FROM SOCIAL AND IMAGINATIVE WORLDS 

Hyunah often engaged in online chat or video conversation with her friends. 

Checking her email was an important part of her daily routine. Her online communication 

allowed Hyunah to extend her community in that she was able to keep in contact 

regularly with her friends whom she would not meet at school. Many of her friends in her 

online community were older. According to Hyunah, some of them were from her 

brother’s middle school. Some of the friends were those whom she had known for a 

couple of years because their families were close. Hyunah regularly communicated with 

them using her Gmail account that provided an e-mail, chat accompanied with video, and 

Buzz, the Gmail version of social networking program to share information with others. 

Hyunah’s brother was also a part of this communication.  

 

Figure 4: Hyunah chatting with her friends via Gmail 
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Although Hyunah’s chats with some of her friends usually happened by chance, 

she engaged in chatting regularly with two of her close friends. These friends used to live 

in her neighborhood but had moved as their parents moved. She sometimes used video 

chat to talk to individual friends. The video chat allowed the family members also to 

participate in communication. When Hyunah video-chatted with her friends, their family 

members also exchanged conversations. Hyunah and her friends also used Buzz to 

exchange social messages to each other. Buzz is a social networking platform embedded 

in Gmail. It allows users to share messages, photos, and videos. Hyunah, Hyunsu, and 

their friends used this tool to share what happened in their lives. For example, here is one 

of Hyunah’s posts on Buzz one day: “Yesterday: went to two birthday parties Today: 

Ran/biked/canued [sic] at Town Lake Tomorrow: School” Hyunah, her brother Hyunsu, 

and other close friends also played a type of guessing game.  

Hyunah, Hyunsu, and her friends (e.g. Sujin, Miyoun) also engaged in 

conversation in which they made up jokes and stories. The following excerpt shows such 

an example. Bolded names represent who posted the message: Hyunah C., Hyunsu C., 

and Miyoun are the participants as shown in the excerpt.  

139 previous comments from  

Hyunah C. – then taylor swift comes  

Taylor Swift: what do u think ur [sic] doing? 

Hyunsu: umm..i… I was… {stammering} 

Taylor Swift:[pushes hyunsu to tartarus] 

Sujin: oh i feel much better now, at least I have somebody to kick and 

hit{with that she goes the deepest layer of tartarus}oh no!{scared 

voice}     Edit Jan 20 

Hyunsu C. - /hades sings: oh hello hyunsu! You belong in hell! And most 

of all, you belong with ME! (sings song) Jan 20 
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Miyoun – that’s a nice thought!!:P    4:22pm 

Hyunah C. then taylor swift pops out of hades costume and says u belong 

in hell have you ever thought just maybe-e-e you belong in 

hell-el-el you belong in hell walking in tartarus with u and 

hades costume I keep on thinking this is how it ought to b 

screaming at the end with kronos thinkin [sic] to myself he 

isn’t this creepy” (Sing to the tune of you belong with me.)  

 

In this thread, Hyunah actively participated in the conversation. For the made-up 

story, the children used the characters from Percy Jackson and the Olympians series 

(Riordan, 2009-2011), their favorite singer, Taylor Swift, and themselves as characters in 

their story: Hyunsu, Hyunah’s older brother, and Sujin are the participants in the buzz 

conversation; Taylor Swift is one of their favorite singers; tartarus and hades are Greek 

gods and also characters of Percy Jackson series. In addition, the most recent of 

Hyunah’s message was from the lyrics of her favorite song, “You Belong with Me” sung 

by Taylor Swift. Hyunah changed the original lyrics to fit the story line.  

Hyunah’s mother always kept an eye on Hyunah when she checked her email or 

buzz or had a chat with her friends. Hyunah’s mother often showed an interest in 

Hyunah’s engagement in online communication as in “거 글쎄 버즈를 어떻게 하는지 

엄마를 가르쳐 줘야 알지” [“So, you should teach me how to do Buzz so that I will know.”]  

However, Hyunah’s mother was particularly concerned that Hyunah would be involved 

in a conversation with an unknown person. She, thus, always monitored Hyunah’s online 

conversations to find out who Hyunah would involve in communication and what they 

would talk about. She often reminded Hyunah, “너 모르는 사람 하고는 하지 마. 엄마가 
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모르는 사람.” [“You should not do [Buzz or online chat] with an unknown person, a 

person whom I don’t know.”] Hyunah’s mother also regulated how long Hyunah could 

engage in online communication tool as she was concerned that Hyunah spent much time 

on checking emails and having chats with her friends. On one occasion, Hyunah’s mother 

also participated in Hyunah’s communication with her friend by suggesting what Hyunah 

should ask: “무슨 그런거 하지 말고, 현아야. 물어봐 언니 지금 사는데가 어딘가” [Please 

don’t do such a game, Hyunah. Ask her where she is living now.”] Hyunah’s mother tried 

to guide Hyunah’s online interactions to ask rather practical and purposeful questions to 

her friends than making jokes or playing games as she assumed.  

In order to participate in online communication, Hyunah drew on various 

elements not only from her own experiences but also from popular cultural resources. 

Hyuanah created her messages as well as fanfiction using these elements. In addition, it is 

also her way of participating both in her social and imaginative worlds.  

From activity theory perspectives, the main participants of this activity included 

Hyunah, her brother Hyunsu, and their friends. Their roles were both writers and 

audience. However, her mother also participated in the activity by monitoring with whom 

Hyunah chatted and exchanged messages, what she and her friends wrote in online 

communication, and when Hyunah could use the computer. Hyunah and her friends had 

goals to have fun by sharing their interests. The tools that enabled this activity involved a 

computer as well as popular cultural resources that Hyunah enjoyed. Hyunah, Hyunsu, 

and their friends formed an online community, which was bounded by the rules about 
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using a computer at home. Hyunah could use the computer approximately for 30 minutes 

per day only when her mother was present.  
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Jungwoo 

When the study began, Jungwoo was a nine-year-old boy in third grade. He was 

also called Adrian at school, and he personally liked his English name more. He was born 

in the United States. He was an only child to his parents. His parents moved to the United 

States approximately 10 years ago after they got married. Since that time, Jungwoo’s 

father has finished ESL program and has continued undergraduate study at a university in 

the city where the family lived. Jungwoo’s mother used to work as a textile designer and 

had just finished her masters’ program before she moved to the United States. After she 

had moved the United States, she enrolled in an English language program to prepare for 

a graduate program. Following Jungwoo’s birth, the mother quit the language program to 

take care of Jungwoo.  

Currently, Jungwoo’s father was is in an undergraduate program in an engineering 

department. Jungwoo’s mother worked works as a part-time office assistant at the Korean 

American Community Association and as a teacher at a local Korean Heritage School. 

The family was considering returning to Korea at some point after Jungwoo’s father 

finishes his degree. At the same time, the family was considering the possibility of 

staying in the United States because for the sake of both Jungwoo’s education and his 

father’s job.  

Jungwoo’s family lived in an apartment near the city’s northeastern outskirts.  

According to Jungwoo’s mom, he has few friends in that neighborhood to play with. 

Although his mother was part of a large network of Korean immigrants in the Korean 

Community Association and Korean Heritage School, few of them reside in that 
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neighborhood. Jungwoo took the bus to school. He was in the gifted and talented program 

in reading and math at school. He used to attend Korean Heritage School before. Instead, 

he was in a music project provided by a local university.  

Parent-Guided Literacy Practices 

STRENGTHENING ACADEMIC LITERACY 

 Jungwoo’s parents emphasized Jungwoo’s independence in completing his 

homework. Jungwoo’s mother admitted that both of his parents did not help Jungwoo do 

his homework. Instead, they usually told him to finish what he needed to do for each day. 

They stayed with him while he did his homework. Jungwoo’s mother also added, “아빠가 

그 시간에 같이 있죠, 한 공간 안에.. 근데, 쳐다도 안 봐요.” [“His dad stays with Jungwoo 

at that time (while Jungwoo does his homework) and in the same room, but he doesn’t 

even take a look at it (his homework).”] As Jungwoo’s mother indicated, both parents 

sometimes checked how Jungwoo was doing on his homework and pointed out his 

mistakes on the homework sheets.  

As a way of supporting Jungwoo to be responsible for doing his homework, 

Jungwoo’s mother often reminded him that doing homework and other school projects 

was his responsibility. In addition, Jungwoo’s parents set up a daily schedule with the 

Jungwoo’s consent. They wrote it on a white board so that Jungwoo remember it every 

day. In order to emphasize being independent in doing academic work, Jungwoo’s 

mother also reminded him that they, his parents, were inexperienced with American 

education. She said, “그런 얘기를 해요. 우리는 여기 history 나 social 쪽으로는 약하니까 
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엄마가 가르쳐 줄 수 있는게 없다. 그건 너가 스스로 공부해야 된다.” [“We talked to him 

like this. ‘Because we are weak at US history or social (studies), mom can’t teach you 

anything. So you should study them by yourself.’”]  

Jungwoo’s parents underscored Jungwoo’s independence and responsibility in 

meeting the requirements from school. They also expected him to be successful at 

schoolwork. As a way of supporting Jungwoo’s academic success, his parents had him do 

extra academic work at home. Jungwoo was expected to work on commercial academic 

workbooks on reading comprehension and math on a regular basis after he finished his 

homework. According to Jungwoo’s father, the parents were told from Jungwoo’s 

previous teachers that Jungwoo excelled at school work even when he was in 

kindergarten. For this reason, his parents expected Jungwoo to continue succeeding with 

his schoolwork. They occasionally reminded him that he was doing well on math because 

his father had taught him math at home.  

Although the parents set up a schedule, they tried to accommodate Jungwoo’s 

personal dispositions and learning styles. Most of the time, Jungwoo followed the 

schedule, doing his homework by himself before doing anything else. His parents pointed 

out that his willingness to finish academic work fluctuated from time to time. Knowing 

that he needed some play time, they occasionally let Jungwoo play with toys or read 

whatever books he wanted. Jungwoo’s father particularly noted that he had not have to 

study at home as Jungwoo did now, saying, “가만 생각해 보면, 우리도 어렸을 때 매일 

같이 나가서 놀고 그랬는데.” [“Thinking of when we were kids, we played outside almost 
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every day.”] Although Jungwoo’s parents set rules for him trying to support his academic 

achievement and to teach him to be independent and responsible, they still tried to make 

adjustments according to what they saw as well as by reflecting on their past as young 

students.  

His parents taught skills and strategies that they valued when they monitored 

Jungwoo doing homework and extra academic work. Jungwoo’s mother particularly 

emphasized neat handwriting and using correct mechanics in writing. If Jungwoo’s 

mother thought that Jungwoo’s handwriting was not clearly recognizable, she made him 

write it again. The following excerpt shows such an occasion when Jungwoo’s mother 

strongly emphasized neat handwriting. In this episode, Jungwoo was making sentences 

for his homework. As he often enjoyed doing so as usual, Jungwoo used in cursive on the 

homework sheet from his teacher. To his mother’s eye, however, his cursive was illegible 

and even inappropriate for homework that he would submit to his teacher.  

Jungwoo: 그거 엄마 왜 지웠어?  [Mom, why did you erase it?] 

Mother: 무슨 글씬지 하나도 못 알아 봐. 엄마는 니 가 쓴 글씨를 못알아봐. [I can’t 

read it at all. I can’t read your handwriting.]  

Jungwoo: 엄만 영어를 몰라서 그래! [Because you don’t know English!]  

Mother: 그렇지. 그래서 엄마가 알 수 있겠금 깨끗하게 써야지. [You are right. So 

you should write clearly so that I can read it.]  

Jungwoo: 엄만 하나도 몰라 영어! [You don’t know English at all!]  

 

Jungwoo expressed strong resistance when his mother erased what he had written 

up to that point. Junwoo’s teacher probably would have accepted his cursive as long as he 

had finished his homework. However, Jungwoo’s mother believed that neat handwriting 
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was important for homework because she thought that his teacher would be evaluating 

his handwriting as well. Neat and clear handwriting was also one of the qualities that 

Jungwoo’s mother emphasized in children’s Korean penmanship. She later told me that 

she was not familiar with English cursive because she had never had an opportunity to 

learn how to write cursive. From her own perspective on the importance of neat hand 

writing and her inexperience with cursive writing in English, Jungwoo’s mother seemed 

to stress that Jungwoo should write handwriting as tidily and orderly as possible.  

Other values that Jungwoo’s mother took importantly in doing homework 

included planning, drafting, and practicing before writing and making a craft for a project. 

As a former textile designer, Jungwoo’s mother mentioned that because she used to work 

as planning and drafting was always important to her work. However, Jungwoo tended to 

write or make a craft for his science projects without planning or drafting. Jungwoo’s 

mother often redirected Jungwoo to make a draft or write a plan on a piece paper before 

he started his writing or craft project. She also shared her concerns with me that his 

teachers would not teach him how to plan before composing or making crafts.  

Jungwoo’s parents further recognized that the academic strategies they 

emphasized were sometimes quite different from those taught at school. Although I was 

unable to observe the interactions between Jungwoo and his father, Jungwoo’s father 

mentioned that he often taught skills and strategies to solve math problems. These skills 

and strategies were those that he had learned and developed when he was a student. 

Jungwoo’s father acknowledged that Jungwoo did not quite understand the skills and 
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strategies that his father taught but rather considered the strategies his teacher taught at 

school were easier and more useful than those his father taught.  

From an activity theory perspective, Jungwoo and his parents were subjects or 

participants in Jungwoo’s academic activity at home. Junwoo’s family members took 

different roles in the activity. Whereas Jungwoo was positioned as a student, his parents 

took roles of teachers and supervisors. However, his parents tried to position Jungwoo as 

an independent student by encouraging him to be responsible for completing homework 

from his teacher and father. The goal of this activity was to support and strengthen 

Jungwoo’s academic success at school not only in the present but also in the future. 

These goals were mediated by tools such as commercial workbooks and schedule that 

Jungwoo’s parents had created. In addition, strategies and skills that his parents 

emphasized in doing academic literacy also worked as psychological tools. Although 

English was the major linguistic tool in texts, both Korean and English were used in 

interactions. Jungwoo’s father sometimes chose to speak in English to support Jungwoo’s 

understanding. The interactions between Jungwoo and his parents formed a learning 

community which was influenced by a larger community of Korean parents who guided 

their children’s academic work at home. The larger communities also influenced 

Jungwoo’s academic activity. The community of Jungwoo’s family involved rules about 

Jungwoo’s participation in activity: Jungwoo should finish homework as soon as he came 

back from school; once he finished, he could do whatever he wanted to do.  
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SUPPORTING LITERACY IN KOREAN 

Language use at home. Jungwoo’s parents valued the speaking of Korean at 

home. As for the language rule at home, his mother said, “저랑은 한국 말만 해야 돼요. 

아빠하고도 한국 말만 해야 되는데, 둘이 있으면 영어를 하는것 같애요. 정우가 한국 말을 못 

알아 들어요…. 그래도 강요는 해요. 그거는 강요하지 않으면 안 되는거니까.” [“He should 

talk to me in Korean. He is supposed to speak in Korean with his dad, but it seems that 

they speak in English when they are alone. Jungwoo doesn’t understand what we say in 

Korean. Nevertheless, I emphasize it. It should be pushed…”] Thus, Jungwoo mostly 

spoke Korean in conversations with his mother. Jungwoo’s father admitted that using 

English to explain math problems could keep it clear for Jungwoo. His parents noticed 

concerned that Jungwoo used inappropriate or awkward expressions or words in the 

circumstances when speaking Korean. Jungwoo’s parents expected him to continue 

learning to read and write in Korean. Jungwoo’s father expected him to be able to read 

academic books written in Korean when he goes to college in the future.  

In order to support Jungwoo’s literacy development in Korean, Jungwoo’s parents 

employed various multimodal activities that included various multimodal texts. The 

activities included 1) reading comic books; 2) folding origami; 3) cooking; and 4) 

watching and reading documentary resources about traditional Korean culture. 

Multimodal literacy activities in Korean. Jungwoo’s mother who had been 

teaching at a local Korean heritage school believed that learning to read and write in 

Korean as well as learning about Korean traditional culture should not be punitive but 
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enjoyable and accessible. In order to encourage Jungwoo to read Korean texts, she had 

bought Jungwoo comic books that were based on a Korean online game. She thus 

expected that Jungwoo to learn Korean vocabulary and idiomsas Jungwoo read the comic 

books. She told me that using comic books was one of the most effective ways to 

encourage Jungwoo to read the written Korean language. Although Jungwoo’s mother 

limited his reading of comic books in English on weekdays, she always allowed him to 

read Korean comic books as long as he had finished his homework. Jungwoo had 

certainly enjoyed reading these comic books - some repeatedly - since he was in the first 

grade. 

 

Figure 5: Jungwoo reading his favorite Korean comic book.  
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To extend Jungwoo’s literacy experience of Korean, his mother introduced him to 

origami. Jungwoo considered himself to be an origami master. According to Jungwoo’s 

mother, he began doing origami when he was three. She also said that she had bought 

him an origami book. Jungwoo’s mother helped him only when certain steps were 

complicated. Jungwoo and his mother often spent time on weekends doing origami. 

Jungwoo also helped his mother do projects for the events at her work place, the Korean 

Community Association. For these events, Jungwoo’s mother made crafts not only for 

decoration but also for exhibition. Jungwoo’s mother gave oral instructions on how to 

fold the paper, how to use measuring tools, and how to cut out to make shapes.  

For Korean traditional holidays or special events at the Korean Community 

Association, Jungwoo’s mother invited Jungwoo to join cooking traditional Korean food. 

She gave him oral directions on what to do. On occasion, he would read the written 

recipes out loud. Jungwoo’s mother told me that she did this to teach him how to use 

measuring utensils and Korean expressions relevant to the cooking practices. Moreover, 

she wanted him to know how to cook special Korean traditional food so he could make it 

with his future family.  

One day, Jungwoo’s mother invited Jungwoo to make Korean pancakes. She 

asked Jungwoo to read the recipe printed on the box of pancake mix.  

Mother: 자, read the direction [Let’s see.] (Mother hands the pancake mix box to 

Jungwoo.) 

Jungwoo: 프리 믹스 일봉 [Free mix one pack.]  

Mother: 일봉 [one pack].  

Jungwoo:이스트 [yeast]. 
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Mother : 이스트 [yeast.]  

Jungwoo: 미지근한 물 [lukewarm water] . 

Mother: What is 미지근한 물 [lukewarm water]?  

Jungwoo: 몰라. [I don’t know.]  

Mother: 자 잘 보고, 그림을 보고 guess 해 봐. [Take a look carefully at the picture 

and guess.]  

Jungwoo: Mmm… 

Mother: 뜨거운 물, 찬 물, 미지근한 물 이렇게 있어 [There is hot water, cold 

water, and lukewarm water.] 

Jungwoo: 찬 물 [cold water].  

Mother: 그건 cold water 지. [That is cold water.]  

 

 

Figure 6: Jungwoo reading the recipe for Korean pancakes printed on the box 

 

 

As shown in the excerpt, Jungwoo’s mother used their cooking time to teach 

Korean expressions. To help Jungwoo understand the meaning of “미지근한 물” 
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[lukewarm water], his mother used expressions for other more familiar qualities of water.  

In addition, she helped him understand by providing meanings in English for Jungwoo’s 

answers. Later, Jungwoo provided a word similar to the expression that Jungwoo was not 

familiar with. As Jungwoo’s response was similar to the original meaning of the 

expression (lukewarm water), his mother then explained precisely what 미지근한 물 

(lukewarm water) was. Then, she brought lukewarm water to let him feel. As they 

continued, his mother taught him how to make pancakes besides how the box recipe 

described.  

Jungwoo’s mother also employed documentary DVDs and pamphlets to teach 

Jungwoo Korean history and traditional Korean art works. From her work, Jungwoo’s 

mother obtained resources and materials that introduced Korean traditional arts, food, and 

places. She brought such resources home to determine how she could use them not only 

for her class at the Korean heritage school but also for the events through the Korean 

community association. She invited Jungwoo to look the resources over with her. She 

would teach him vocabulary and visit about the content of the materials they saw. 

Watching DVDs and reading pamphlets was a complex learning site in which Jungwoo 

had opportunities to expand his experience with and knowledge about part of Korean 

traditional culture.  

One evening, Jungwoo’s mother asked Jungwoo to watch a documentary about 

Korean traditional kites. Looking only half-interested, Jungwoo reluctantly took his place 

on the couch. Jungwoo’s mother’s original intention to watch this documentary was to 

determine whether it was appropriate for her class at the Korean school. Because 
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Jungwoo’s mother considered that it was important for her to teach Jungwoo traditional 

Korean culture, she wanted Jungwoo to see the documentary.  

Mother : 너 올 해는 니가 연 만들어서 날려. 어? Kite festival 가가주구. 저렇게 

너가 만들어. [Make your own kite this year. Okay? If you want to go to 

the kite festival, make one like that.]  

Jungwoo: 어떻게 만들어? [How could I make one?]  

Mother: 봐  봐. 보고 배워. 어떻게 만드는지. [Watch and learn from this how to 

make one.] 

[Jungwoo and his mother continue watching how to make kites. The DVD shows 

how to use bamboo sticks and how to prepare paper. The kite artisan cuts out the 

middle of the paper.]  

Jungwoo:  저거 가운데를 짤라야 되지? [Does the middle need cutting?] 

Mother: 그거 가운데를 왜 짤르는데? [Why does the middle need cutting?]  

Jungwoo: 몰라. [I don’t know.]  

Mother: 아까 그러잖아. 바람 구멍이라구. [It has been just said. It is a wind hole.]  

Jungwoo: 그래서 바람이 나오게? [So the wind can go through it?]  

  

As shown in the excerpt, Jungwoo’s mother did not only encourage him to learn 

how to make a traditional Korean kite, but also prompted him to think about the reason 

out why the middle of a traditional kite should be cut out. Although Jungwoo initially 

seemed uninterested in watching the DVD, his questions showed that his interest seemed 

to be growing as he was watching the documentary. This literacy event continued beyond 

this point. As Jungwoo and his mother continued watching, Jungwoo asked his mother to 

clarify certain steps to make a kite. For example, he asked why the kite maker on the 

show coated, the thread for a kite with powdered ceramics. His mother also explained 

certain vocabulary words and expressions that she thought unfamiliar to Jungwoo. 

Jungwoo recognized certain locations from the show that he had seen on his last trip to 
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Korea. Jungwoo and his mother also discussed alternative materials they could use to 

make a traditional kite.   

Activity to support Jungwoo’s literacy development in Korean included several 

kinds of sub-activities as described in the previous section. All of Jungwoo’s family 

members were participants or subjects of the activity system. Parents took a role of 

language keepers by trying to use Korean language at home with Jungwoo and by 

encouraging him to speak in Korean. Parents as more knowledgeable about Korean 

language and literacy supported Jungwoo to develop Korean language and literacy skills. 

As a relative newcomer of a Korean speaking community, he was learning to speak, read, 

and write in Korean. The purpose of the activity was to support Jungwoo’s literacy 

development in Korean and understanding of Korean cultural aspects. The parents further 

expected that Jungwoo would develop cultural identity as a Korean and would transcend 

his linguistic and cultural knowledge to the next generation of the family. The material 

tools involved not only comic books but also environmental print and various forms of 

media resources (e.g. DVDs). The major linguistic tool was Korean in texts and in 

conversations. However, English was also used by parents to help Jungwoo understand. 

Like Hyunah’s family, Jungwoo’s family formed a community in which the parents 

guided Jungwoo to speak, read, and write in Korean while Jungwoo developed his 

language and literacy skills in Korean. Jungwoo’s parents set a rule about language use 

that Jungwoo should speak in Korean with his parents. Therefore, it is a norm that the 

family members communicated in Korean. However, the parents kept this rule rather 

flexibly by speaking in English when they felt that Jungwoo did not understand.  
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Jungwoo’s Self-Chosen Literacy Activities 

REVISITING IMAGINATIVE WORLDS 

Popular culture provided rich resources for Jungwoo’s self-chosen activities. 

Although Jungwoo enjoyed reading a wide range of books, his favorites were comic 

books and reference books about comic book characters. He was introduced to Korean 

comic books by his parents. His mother also introduced him classic comic books such as 

Peanuts (Schultz, 1950-2000) and Garfield (Davis, 1978-2007). Jungwoo’s interests in 

popular culture through various media (e.g. comic books, movies, and commercial toys) 

guided his choices in literacy activities. Concerned about Jungwoo’s extended 

engagement in watching TV or playing video games, his parents limited his access to 

popular cultural materials during the weekdays. He could watch TV or play video games 

as long as his homework and violin and piano practice was done. While he was often not 

able to watch TV or to use the computer during the week days, he used his time between 

different kinds of homework or while he was doing his homework to do other activities 

such as drawing, building blocks, and playing with other kinds of commercial toys. 

Because his parents limited his engagement with popular culture, he often found 

alternative ways to engage with popular culture. One such way was to draw his favorite 

characters. He drew them from his memory or copied them from the books. Although, he 

seemingly imitated the images of characters as he had seen from the books, it seemed that 

he often engaged not only with the scenes from comic books or animations but also other 

possible imaginative situations. Figure 7 shows one of his drawings of a cartoon character, 

Snoopy from Peanuts. 
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Conversation bubble reads, “Charlie Brown forgot that I don’t see over the 

steeringwheel……………… Idiot!” 

Figure 7: Jungwoo’s drawing of Snoopy 

 

As shown in Figure 7, the conversation bubble that he added to the picture 

suggests that he was thinking of a self-created storyline while he was drawing this picture. 

Whenever someone showed interests in his drawing, he enjoyed explaining character 

features and describing memorable scenes and making connections to what he thought 

was relevant. In such conversations, he appeared to be imagining certain scenes that 

involved the character. The following excerpt is taken from a conversation that happened 
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while he was drawing one of the Pokémon1 characters called Shaymin, which changes 

the forms depending on the locations – land or sky.  

Kwangok: Are they the same characters? Why do they look different?  

Jungwoo: This is the land form and this is the sky form. Sometimes it stays like 

this on land, but sometimes it just changes like this. But usually change it 

when like Gracidea
2
 flowers bloom, she may change into a sky form so it 

got fly so that it can go to another place. That’s in Giratina and the Sky 

Warrior.
3
 You should see it. The Pokémon movie. It takes long, of course. 

(Jungwoo continues drawing the head of Shaymin. He continues talking about 

other Pokémon characters. As the page fills with the head a character, Jungwoo 

pauses to take a look at his picture.)  

Jungwoo: I need a bigger paper to make the body. (He chuckles.) I wonder why 

they made ears so big. It’s too big (He chuckles.) It’s like half the size of 

its body. Actually the body looks like a mouth. I wonder why they made it 

so big. To keep balance? (He chuckles.) I wonder they did. (He continues 

drawing while looking at the poster.) But most Pokémon they don’t have 

their hair. I know why. The special, the special ones, they have to, they 

don’t wanna it bald. (He chuckles.) They don’t want it bald. Oh, it looks 

weirder. Well, water pokemon, they don’t want hair. They don’t want 

heavier or get mushy. (He chuckles.) 

                                                 
1 Pokémon is a media franchise created, published, and distributed by Japanese game company Nintendo. 

It was originally released as video games, and merchandizing goods of Pokémon have been distributed as 

anime, toys, trading cards, manga, and other kinds of media (Tobin, 2004). 
2 Gracidea flower is native to Gracidea, one of the locations in Pokemon world. It affects Shymin’s 

transformation between land form and sky form (Silvestri, 2005) 
3 Giranita and the Sky Worrior is one of the Pokémon movies.  
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Figure 8: Jungwoo drawing Shaymin’s sky form. 

 

Jungwoo explained the character he was drawing in detail. Although the earlier 

part of his comments was in response to my question, the latter part of the comment was 

initiated by Jungwoo without my question or comment. It was highly likely that my 

presence enabled him to share with me his question and his thoughts that he might have 

had at that moment. His latter comments, however, seemed to suggest the possibility that 

Jungwoo may have thought such questions or ideas while he drew pictures of his favorite 

characters. Although Jungwoo’s drawing activity was seemingly simple imitating activity, 

he seemed to wonder, presume, and imagine about the characters. As shown in the 

conversation bubble in the Figure 7, Jungwoo seemed to engage in envisaging a possible 

storyline or potential ideas using what he knew from popular cultural resources. 
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In this activity of drawing characters, Jungwoo was a main participant. However, 

his mother sometimes gave comments about his drawing and suggestions for drawing 

tool (e.g colored pencils, markers). The material tools that Jungwoo used included pencils 

and pictures of characters in comic books and reference books. Jungwoo’s goal was to 

pursue his interest by drawing his favorite characters from popular cultural resources. 

These tools allowed Jungwoo to revisit the imaginative worlds depicted in his favorite 

books and comic books. Although the community was not present while Jungwoo 

engaged in drawing, Jungwoo seemed to be participating in an imagined community in 

which he could share his expertise about characters and episodes. 

CREATING WITH ELEMENTS FROM SOCIAL AND IMAGINATIVE WORLDS 

Another way Jungwoo engaged with popular culture was to incorporating his 

understanding and knowledge of certain characters, storyline, and tools used by the 

characters from popular cultural resources. Utilizing his favorite popular cultural 

resources, he redesigned new instruments, vehicles, weapons, and even games. These 

tools and games also became his toys. Jungwoo enjoyed using Lego blocks to create 

these tools for characters. One of his designs included a new Pokédex. Pokedex, 

according to Pokémon: Ultimate handbook (Silvestri, 2005), is a tool used by Pokémon 

trainers in the Pokémon world. Pokédex has a database that contains the information 

about all Pokémons in the world. His new Pokédex could be used not only to collect 

information about Pokémons but also be transformed to a gun and a sword.  

http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Pok%C3%A9mon_(species)
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Figrue 9: Jungwoo’s new Pokédex before transformation 

 

 

Figure 10: Jungwoo’s Pokédex in gun form after transformation 
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Jungwoo incorporated popular cultural resources not only to build toy blocks to 

create tools for characters, but also to create a game to play outside. One day, while 

playing outside and tired from playing soccer, he grabbed his soccer ball and his scooter. 

He rode the scooter around in the driveway while kicking the soccer ball with the foot 

that was not on the board of the scooter in the driveway. Being curious about this 

interesting combination of tools in his play, I asked him why he was kicking the ball 

while on the scooter.  

Kwangok: 정우야 근데 왜 스쿠터 타고 공차기해? [Jungwoo, why are you kicking 

the ball while on your scooter?] 

Jungwoo: [He giggles.] 그냥 만든 놀이예요. [It’s just a game that I made up now.] 

Kwangok: 지금? [Now?]  

Jungwoo: I call it Muggle
4
 Quidditch

5
. I’m gonna call it Real Rorld Quidditch. 

Harry Potter 에서 하잖아요. 근데, 축구 공이 공이고, 한 개. 십초 안에 

잡으면, golden snitch 야. 봐요 봐. [They played it in Harry Potter. By the 

way, the soccerball is a ball, one (ball), if you catch it within ten seconds, 

it’s a golden snitch. See. Look at this.] 

Kwanogk: 십초 안에 잡으면? [If you catch it within ten seconds?]  

Jungwoo: 어. [Yeah]. then you win the game. It’s like a golden snitch for ten 

seconds. 이렇게 [Like this]. (He holds the ball with one of his feet.) 

이렇게 있어야 돼 [You should stay like this.] (Then, he rolls away with 

kicking the ball.) When you stop it, you really have to stop it, like that. But 

like this,  (He kicks the ball again and strolls his scooter following the 

ball while trying to stop the ball.) you can stop it only for a second. 

[Inaudible]  (He continues rolls on the scooter and kicks the ball.) Then, 

the scooter’s basically you-know-what. You can also use your scooter. (He 

                                                 
4 Muggle is a term used by wizards in Harry Potter (Rowling, 1999-2009) series to refer to humans.  
5 Quidditch is a fictional sport that was introduced in Harry Potter series. It is described as popular sport 

among wizard, and the main character Harry Potter is also a main and talented player of the game. In 

Quidditch, four balls in three kinds are used: One golden snitch; one quaffle; and two bludgers. Players use 

their brooms to play. 
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continues rolls on the scooter and kicks the ball.Then, he stops his scooter 

and kicks the soceer ball onto the grass.) The person who kicks that up is 

out, like they fall on the floor. He cannot be ruled out, but if it gives him a 

serious injury, you are out and they are, too. And this [the ball on the 

grass], you can actually stand there, and you can kick it [the board of the 

scooter] onto the ball.  

Kwangok: to somebody else to pass the ball? 

Jungwoo: Or hit it for shooting. One keeper goes here (He points to his left side.), 

and one keeper goes down there. If you get it past the keeper, it’s like five 

to twenty or something. You know, Quaffle’s five, Bludger’s twenty.  

(He kicks the ball and chases it. Then, the ball goes under one of the cars parked 

near.)  

Jungwoo: Yeah, it came out. If it [the ball] gets stuck under the car and doesn’t 

come out, you are also out. You are out. Like you get hit into one of those 

towers, and the you fall down on. Like what happened to Griffindor, 

anyway. (He kicks the ball, and the ball just hits the curb and roll along 

the car parked near.) That is safe because it didn’t go under the car. But if 

it comes out, you just lose one point. 

Jungwoo: And I forgot; if you, like, hit it under the car, [and] it doesn’t come 

back, you will lose five points. … 

(Jungwoo continue kicking the ball and chasing the ball on the scooter. The ball 

rolls very near the curb.)  

Jungwoo: If it goes like this and you hit it, it’s basically cheating. So it’s like 

how…. [inaudible], it’s like they, um.. they hit people down on purpose, 

it’s like that’s also cheating, so I’m gonna make it fifteen points. And then, 

the points you lose goes to the other team. That’s one other part I made up.  

(He continues playing the Real World Quidditch. He stops every now and then 

and elaborates the rules that seem he has just made up using the ways the ball 

hits the curb. He also adds other details such as the color of each team’s uniform 

and places to stay after falling off from the scooter.) 
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Figure 11: Jungwoo playing Muggle Quidditch or Real World Quidditch 

 

As shown in the excerpt, Jungwoo borrowed from Harry Potter (Rowling, 1997-

2007), the book and movie, to create a game he called Muggle Quidditch or Real World 

Quidditch. Qudditch is an imaginary sports game concocted by J. K. Rowling that young 

wizards in her Harry Potter series love to play. Jungwoo loved the Harry Potter series in 

book and movie form. This scene above took place while he was reading the fifth book of 

the series. His favorite, however, was the fourth. He had also watched repeatedly all the 

films released up to that time. Therefore, Jungwoo knew well the rules and details of the 

game. In his impromptu adaptation of that game, Jungwoo used his scooter and soccer 

ball to alternate, respectively, the broom and balls in Rowling’s Quidditch. He even 

named his adaptation, Muggle Quidditch or Real World Quidditch.  

Whereas original Quidditch uses four balls, Jungwoo used only one. In Rowling’s 

version, each ball has a different function. In order to compensate the differences in using 
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balls, he modified Rowling’s rules. For example, holding the ball for ten seconds was the 

equivalent of catching a “snitch” and ending the game. Jungwoo created a complex set of 

rules drawing on his knowledge about the game rules and details as shown in his 

statement to reference to what happened in the original story. He continued revising and 

updating the rules using the locations of the ball after being kicked and or on numerous 

other possible situations. Jungwoo further added other details and rules that were not in 

original Quidditch. This activity seems to show that Jungwoo continuously revisited his 

favorite books and thought of ways to modify and recontextualize the elements of the 

game from a popular series of book and movie into his play while he was playing the 

game. 

Jungwoo’s interests stemmed from his past experiences with particular kinds of 

popular culture led him to incorporate elements from pop culture into his self-chosen 

activities. He created tools and vehicles for characters; he fashioned games. Jungwoo’s 

borrowing of elements of popular culture suggests that he actually considered what was 

needed in those imaginative worlds. Designing and creating those artifacts seemed to 

transport him into the imaginative worlds that he so loved to read about. His actions and 

comments suggested that written texts in his previous experience essentially affected his 

activities.  

In activity of creating elements from imaginative worlds, Jungwoo again was the 

only participant most of the time. Jungwoo’s parents only participated in order to remind 

Jungwoo about his responsibilities. Jungwoo took a role of designer who reorganized and 

reconfigured elements from various popular cultural resources. Material tools that 
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Jungwoo used included his toys (e.g. blocks, top blades) and sports gears (e.g. soccer ball, 

scooter). Jungwoo’s favorite books and comic books were also tools in Jungwoo’s 

activitiy of creating new games and new equipment for the characters. Because Jungwoo 

was the only one who engaged in this activity, community did not seem apparent. 

However, the communities that Jungwoo engaged in existed not only in his imagination 

but also in imaginative worlds. First, Jungwoo seemed to imagine what to consider when 

he would play Muggle Quidditch with his friends. Second, the crafts, weapons, and the 

artifacts that Jungwoo designed were for the characters in his favorite cartoons or comics. 

By designing new artifacts for the characters, he seemed to belong to the communities 

depicted in the popular cultural resources.  

PARTICIPATING IN AN IMAGINED FUTURE  

Jungwoo’s past engagement with popular culture and his imagined trajectories 

coalesced in his activities that also allowed him to participate in an imaginative world of 

pop culture. Jungwoo’s imagined future guided him to engage in his favorite activities. 

Within these trajectories, Jungwoo also had immediate and specific goals for his actions 

that bore on his imagined future. One of Jungwoo’s dreams was to become a cartoonist. 

He drew the pictures for his own enjoyment, but he also gave his drawings, like a 

cartoonist might, as souvenirs to others. He often drew pictures for other people who 

were special to him, such as his violin teacher, friends, and cousins. Jungwoo’s other 

dream was to become a Lego designer.   
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In his construction activity, he constantly designed new crafts and also “upgraded” 

his designs according to him by adding details to the crafts or modifying them. Jungwoo 

projected that he would publish his artifacts in the monthly Lego magazine in the section 

for Cool creation in which the children sent pictures of their own creation with Lego 

construction blocks. Although Jungwoo’s block construction activities were localized, 

various literacy activities that were distant from the local site in terms of time and space 

were folded into Jungwoo’s creation processes.  
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Sejin 

Sejin, a seven–year-old first grader, was in first grade. She liked to go by the 

nickname Jinny at school. About five years ago, when she had just turned two, her family 

immigrated to the United States. Her father had secured a job as an engineer for one of 

the semiconductor companies in the city. Her mother had been a secretary at one time but 

gave it up after Sejin’s older brother, Semin was born. Semin was 11 years old when the 

study started. The family held a green card and was determined to stay in the United 

States. 

Sejin’s family lived in a suburban area located near downtown, on the east side of 

the downtown of the city. Sejin attended an elementary school in the neighborhood. 

According to Sejin’s mother, the school was predominately white with only a few Asian 

students. Sejin and Semin had attended the Korean Heritage School for two years until 

Semin’s extra-curricular activities on Saturdays created a conflict.  

Parent-Guided Literacy Practices 

STRENGTHENING ACADEMIC LITERACY  

 For Sejin, schoolwork took up little of her time. According to her mother, Sejin 

usually finished her school homework on Mondays and turned it in to the teacher on 

Fridays. This school homework consisted of only a few pages out of her workbook in 

language arts and math, so Sejin was able to do it rather quickly and easily. In addition to 

this, however, her parents reserved some time each day for Sejin and her older brother to 

study extra academic literacy. Sejin and Semin would do math on weekdays and, as time 
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allowed, their vocabulary workbooks. Sejin’s parents agreed that they had Sejin do 

academic literacy work as long as she would not feel pressured. Because Sejin was 

younger, her parents had her study at home only using academic resources available from 

websites or from commercial workbooks. However, they sent Semin to tutoring to get the 

extra help in writing they thought he needed.    

Sejin’s parents had Sejin study vocabulary. As for one of the reasons why the 

parents had their children study vocabulary words, the parents mentioned that Sejin 

because she had limited opportunities to develop sophisticated English compared to her 

English-speaking friends who used only English at home. Sejin’s father said,  

영어도, 제일 걱정이 뭐냐면, 집에서 어른들이 영어를 하면, 미국 사람들 같은 

경우, 이렇게 하는 말을 듣고 배우는 거죠. 어려운 단어도 쓰고, 말하는 방식이라든가, 

그런 것들을 듣고 배우는게 있을텐데.. 세진이는 그런 기회가 따지고 보면 학교밖에 

없는 거잖아요. [As for English, the concern is, if the adults speak in English like 

Americans, children can learn what adults communicate. They can learn higher-

level words and the ways to communicate. They would probably learn from the 

conversation. However, Sejin has a limited opportunity to learn them only at 

school.] 

 

Sejin’s mom added, “일단 집에서 한국어를 쓰니까 인위적으로라도 단어를 넣어 

주지 않으면, 안 되지 않을까 하는 불안한 마음에 하는 거고…” [“Because we speak in 

Korean and we feel afraid, we try to support them by teaching English vocabulary words 

via workbook.”] Improving Sejin’s English academic literacy was important to her 

parents. They supported it by having her study vocabulary they could not implement into 

in their own conversations. Sejin’s parents’ concerns and their implied wish for their 
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children’s academic success in America seemed to guide them to have their children do 

extra vocabulary.   

Sejin usually did workbooks on her own first, and her parents checked whether 

the answers were right or wrong. When Sejin’s parents discovered that Sejin’s made 

mistakes, they asked Sejin to look at the questions and to redo those problems. Both 

parents conceded they were rather strict with mistakes and kept their praise to a minimum. 

If they suspected inattentiveness producing the math mistakes, the parents were quick to 

point that out to the children as shown in the following excerpt from the interview.  

Mother: 쉬운 문제는 디렉션을 잘 안 보고 자기 생각대로 그냥 해 버리니까 좀 

틀리고, 아빠한테 좀 혼나고 하면, 좀 보고 다시 하고.. 혼내죠.. 너 무슨 

생각하면서 했어? [With easier questions, she gets them wrong because she 

doesn’t read the directions carefully; she just does what she wants to. So 

her father scolds her. Then, she reviews the questions and does them again. 

We scold her like, “What were you thinking?”]    

Father: 그러니까 이제 어려운 문제를 틀리건, 쉬운 문제를 틀리건, 너가 제대로 집중 

안 해서 틀렸다 라고 하고, 암만 어려운 문제를 틀려도 너가 조금만 잘 

했으면 안 틀렸을거 아니냐 그렇게 얘기하죠.” [Whether she misses hard or 

easy problems, I just tell her she got them wrong because she didn’t 

concentrate.  Although if she misses the harder ones, I tell her “You 

wouldn’t do it wrong if you did (paid attention) better.”]  

 

Sejin’s father who usually helped children study math admitted that he tried to 

emphasize the importance of paying attention to directions. Sejin’s parents also tried 

adopting whatever the school valued in terms of literacy learning. They emphasized 

reading many books and writing reading logs. The idea of a reading log came from 

Sejin’s kindergarten teacher. She asked them to have Sejin keep a weekly reading log. 
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When helping Sejin with her homework, they had provided suggestions based on what 

they believed the assignment required. Sejin’s father mentioned,  

세진이가 킨더 다닐 적에, 책을 읽어서 일 주일에 한 번 정도씩 그걸 

써머리해서.... 그 때 제가 그게 숙제 비슷한 거라 생각해서 써머리가 이런게 이런게 

좀 부족하다고 많이 했었던 것 같은데…[When Sejin was in kindergarten, she had 

to write a book summary once a week. … At that time, I pointed out what was 

missing in her summary because I thought that it was homework (important 

school-related work.]    

  

Even after proceeding to first grade, Sejin was asked by her parents to continue 

with the reading log (a book title, the author, and brief summary). Sejin’s mother, 

concerned about Sejin’s limited choice of books, would pick out books for Sejin. “제가 

골라는 줘요. 도서관에서 빌려 올 때 쟤가 모르게, 살짝 장르를 골라서, …그런걸 읽고 좀 

써보라고 그러기도 하고… 제가 이렇게 다 섞어요. 쟤 읽는 수준 보다 좀 낮은 걸로…” [“I 

chose for her. When I checked out books from the library, without letting her notice, I 

secretly selected genres… Then I asked her to read those books and to keep [a reading 

log]. I just mixed genres. Those books were usually lower than her reading level.”]  

Sejin’s parents agreed that because they were not sure how to support their children better, 

they tried to adopt the ways of Sejin’s teachers employed for homework.   

From an activity theory perspective, Sejin and her family members were 

participants of the academic literacy activity. Like Hyunah and Jungwoo, Sejin was 

positioned as a student whereas her parents were teachers who guided and taught Sejin. 

Sejin’s father helped with math, and her mother helped with vocabulary and reading. 
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Parents also monitored Sejin’s engagement in the activity. Sejin’s older brother, Semin 

was also a participant of this activity as a student whose engagement would become a 

model to Sejin. The goal of the activity was to support and strengthen Sejin’s academic 

literacy in the present and in the future. Commercial workbooks were material tools that 

mediated the activity.  

Sejin’s family members together formed a learning community.  In addition, 

Sejin’s parents’ beliefs might have come from a larger community of immigrant parents 

who were concerned about their unfamiliarity with the main language of the society as 

well as about their children’s learning and adjustment at school. The rules of this activity 

seemed related to the structure of each study session: Sejin and Semin studied parent-

assigned pages of a workbook independently first; and their parents would check their 

performance on these worksheets and guided them to redo when they missed any 

questions.  

SUPPORTING LITERACY IN KOREAN 

Language use at home. Sejin and Semin were expected to speak, as much as 

possible, in Korean. Whereas the children tried to communicate with their parents in 

Korean as they asked, they often spoke in English. This habit carried over into conversing 

with the parents more often with Sejin. She talked to her parents in English more 

frequently than her older brother, Semin did. Because the parents understood that the 

children might feel struggled to talk about their school, they sometimes asked them to 

speak in English. 
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Although Sejin’s parents understood most of what their kids said in English, they 

agreed that they felt more comfortable with speaking with their children in Korean. 

Sejin’s mother was occasionally perplexed by a word Sejin used.  

가끔 세진이가 (영어로) 뭘 얘기 했는데, 제가 뭐라고 그러면, 좀 싫어해요. 

그게 처음에 한 번 얘기 했었을 때, 어? 뭐라고 ? 이랬는데, 다시 얘기했고, 한 세 번 

정도 얘길하면, 아니야 엄마 괜찮아 이렇게 돼요. 근데 그 단어가 딱 캐취가 안 되는 

거예요. 그래서 쟤가 뭐라고 할려고 했지.. 간혹 그런 일이 있어요. [At times, when 

Sejin says something (in English) and I comment on it, she doesn’t like it. When 

she says it at first, if I say “What? What did you say?,” she says it again. If it 

repeats about three times, she says, “Mom, no. It’s okay.” But I cannot catch the 

word. So I wonder what she was trying to say. That sometimes happens.] 

 

Sejin’s parents realized that Sejin’s English improved quickly whereas their 

facility of English remained limited. Furthermore, Sejin’s parents were concerned that 

their children had limited experience with the Korean language. Sejin’s father shared his 

concern about fewer opportunities to support his children’s Korean literacy development: 

“한국어 하는거 보면, 좀..국어는 스스로 하는게 어렵잖아요. 엄마가 가르치는 것도 한계가 

있기도 하고, 시간도 부족하고” “[Observing that they study Korean, I feel (sorry)… (As you 

know,) it is difficult for them to study on their own. Their mother can teach them 

(Korean), but it is still limited, and they don’t have enough time to (study Korean).]”  

Sejin’s mother also agreed that having the children regularly study Korean was getting 

more and more challenging. The children attended higher grade levels, had more 

requirements from school. In fact, Sejin’s brother, Semin often had to skip his allotted 

Korean study time. Sejin did her parent-assigned Korean homework once a week. In spite 
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of its demands, Sejin’s parents expected their children to develop their Korean literacy up 

to at least the middle school level.  

One reason Sejin’s parents valued children’s learning Korean was the connection 

it sustained with their roots. Sejin’s father said, “친척들, 할머니 할아버지  다 한국에 

계시고, 사촌들. 여기 와 가지고 이러고 있으니까, 만약에 한국어를 못 한다 그러면은… 

뿌리가 없어지는 거니까” “[All the relatives, grandmothers, grandfathers, and cousins live 

in Korea. Because we are here (in the United States), if they do not speak in Korean, it is 

like they lose their roots].” He believed the Korean language was an important family 

link between their children and their extended families in Korea not only in the present 

but also now and in the future. Sejin’s mother felt similarly, concerned about the potential 

of lacking proper Korean leading to alienation.  

아이들이 커서, 우리가 집에서는 한국말만 주로 하고, 자기들은 영어 밖에 못 

한다. 그러면, 자기 나중에 가질 수 있는 고민들을 어디다 토로할 거예요. 친구 

얘기도 해야 되고, 학교에서 무슨 일이 있었던 얘기도 해야 되는데, 자긴 영어 밖에 

할 줄 모르는데, 그러니까 한국어 어휘를 그만큼 모르면, 표현하기가 그만큼 

힘들어지니까 당연히 엄마 아빠하고 얘기를 하려고 시도도 안 할거라고요. [When 

they grow up, if we mainly speak Korean at home, and they only speak in English, 

then how will they be able to talk about the worries they may have later. They 

should talk about their friends and what happens at school. If they only speak 

English and never learn enough vocabulary, they’ll feel challenged when trying to 

express themselves. Then, they would probably not make any attempt to talk to 

their mom and dad.]  
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Sejin’s parents believed that learning to read and write in Korean reinforced 

maintaining and improving children’s Korean language facility. To this end, Sejin’s 

parents employed several ways to engage Sejin in Korean literacy activities. 

As a way of engaging Sejin and Semin in learning to read and write in Korean, 

Sejin’s mother scheduled time to study Korean at least once a week. Another was to ask 

them to read, if available, three books a week. Sejin’s Korean study time was structured 

into two parts. First, she studied a Korean reading and language arts workbook on her 

own as her mother assigned. After she finished that day’s requirement, her mother 

checked Sejin’s responses on the questions. Then, Sejin’s mother had Sejin do dictation 

test in which Sejin would write the sentences that her mother read aloud from the book.  

The commercial workbook that Sejin used comprised chapters on reading comprehension, 

vocabulary and grammar questions. Sejin’s mother said that she did not favor the style of 

the workbook particularly, but it was one of those that she could conveniently buy from 

the online Korean flea market.  

Despite getting the gist of a story from the workbook, Sejin struggled with the 

vocabulary or grammar questions. She asked for her mother’s help when she did these 

vocabulary or grammar questions. Her mother helped Sejin by providing more 

explanation or by giving a hint with a roughly equivalent English word. 

The dictation test was to reinforce the use of written Korean language. In order to 

do it well on the dictation test, it was important to keep right spelling and spacing 

between words. Sejin’s mother randomly chose ten sentences from the section that Sejin 

had studied on her own. During the dictation test, Sejin’s mother particularly emphasized 
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that some words were spelled differently from how they sounded. She instructed Sejin on 

how to distinguish two similar vowels in spellings and sounds.  

Mother: 달처럼 둥글게 생긴 것을 주게나. 어렵겠다. 달처럼 둥글게 생긴 것을 

주게나. [“Please give me a round one like the moon.” It may be difficult. 

“Please give me a round one like the moon.”] 

Sejin: 조금 더 천천히 해. [Please read it slowly.] 

Mother: 어, 달처럼 둥글게 … 엄마가 짧게 했잖아 sound 를 그치? [Okay, round 

like the moon… Mom makes a short sound for the /e/ sound, right?] 

 

**** 

Mother: 목소리를 높-였-다. 근데, 목소리를 높였다.높-였-다.근데 받침 뭐때문에 

‘펴따’소리나지? ‘높’에 받침이 뭐 있지? 그래서 [He RAISED his voice. But 

“He raised his voice.- nop-yot-ta” But, which consonant makes the sound 

“Pyu-ta”? What is the consonant under the vowel in ‘nop (높)?]  

 

Sejin’s mother would afterwards check her spelling and spacing. If Sejin 

misspelled certain words, her mother asked her to write three times for practice. Sejin’s 

mother believed that the dictation test was effective in reinforcing Sejin in spelling and 

writing in Korean because it brought a successful result in Semin’s. After all, Semin, 

Sejin’s older brother, had learned to read and write in Korean by the same method. 

Although Sejin’s mother was aware that Sejin experienced Korean differently from 

Semin, Sejin’s mother said that she could not think of any better way to engage Sejin in 

learning to read and write in Korean only at home. To ensure they kept pace with their 

counterparts in school in Korea, Sejin’s mother made sure to provide grade appropriate 

learning materials considering Sejin’s and Semin’s grade levels. 
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In the activity that was to support Sejin’s Korean literacy development, Sejin’s 

family members were participants. Sejin and her family member took different roles: 

Whereas Sejin was developing in speaking, reading, and writing, Sejin’s mother 

supported her development as a teacher of Korean language and literacy. The objects or 

goles of the activity were not only for developing Sejin’s Korean language and literacy 

skills but also for her developing her identity as a part of family members who share the 

same language. Furthermore, parents expected that Sejin’s Korean language learning 

could contribute to maintaining and strengthening bonding among the family members. 

In order to teach Sejin reading and writing in Korean, Sejin’s mother employed 

commertial workbook as a material tool. In addition, dictation test was a cultural tool 

used to check Sejin’s understandings of Korean orthography. The schedule for studying 

Korean was another tool that mediated the activity. The family members’ interactions 

created a community that shared linguistic experiences by communicating in Korean 

about their thoughts and experiences. Although it was not apparent at the moment, the 

parents also seemed to consider that Sejin’s learning to speak, read, and write in Korean 

would contribute to her relationships with extended family members who were living in 

Korea.  

Sejin’s Self-Chosen Literacy Activities 

EXPLORING IMAGINATIVE WORLDS 

Video or computer games were pervasive in Sejin’s life. Sejin was able to access 

video games through a video game console, computer, and mobile tablet. She regularly 
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played computer games by herself or with her brother or her neighborhood friends. She 

would sometimes watch her brother play video or computer games.   

Playing video games was another manifestation of Sejin pursuing her interests. 

Sejin’s choice of games reflected her interests and propensities. Although Sejin 

sometimes played games involving actions with her brother or her friends, Sejin seemed 

inclined to choose games that allowed her to plan, decorate, create, and organize. In her 

daily life, she enjoyed creating and decorating hand-made crafts. She decorated her room 

with paper crafts, her secret hieroglyphs for passcodes to her room, and her imaginary 

calendar with more than 30 days. She made a display using the ottoman and a pillar 

between the kitchen and living room. This display was for celebrating family member 

birthdays. She decorated it with hand-made cards and crafts along with presents that she 

had prepared for her mother’s birthday. She also enjoyed organizing objects in the home 

such as her markers and her toys.   

Sejin enjoyed the games that allowed her to create, decorate, and design. The 

games she enjoyed most were from a website called Webkinzworld.com. On Webkinz 

World
TM

, a user adopts a pet to take care of by feeding, clothing, educating, and building 

a house. Webkinz world also provides flash games. The scores or items earned in these 

games were transferrable to webkinz virtual money. With webkinz virtual money a user 

can spend on buying space for the pet’s rooms, clothes, food, and pieces of furniture for 

her pet. Sejin enjoyed playing Webkinz World not particularly because of the flash game, 

but because of the aspect of taking care of the pets. She particularly loved decorating her 

virtual pet’s house, shopping for clothes, and cooking food for it. When playing another 
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game called Little Big Planet
TM

 (available through PlayStation○R ), she tended to select 

clothes for her character as well as design a personal planet. The game allowed users to 

create planets by installing walls, obstacles, and music.  

In activity of exploring imaginative worlds, the major subject was Sejin whereas 

her older brother and her friends were sometimes participating in the activity with Sejin. 

The material tools used in activity included a video game console, computer, and mobile 

tablet. The main linguistic tool was English. These tools enabled Sejin to achieve goals. 

She pursued her interests in exploring imaginative worlds and in organizing, designing, 

and decorating. Exploring imaginative worlds through the video games was also for 

building experiences in this virtual world to affiliate with her friends at school. Althought 

it was not apparent, Sejin seemed to belong to imagined communities: One was in a 

virtual world in which she had her characters interact with other characters; the other was 

an affinity group that shared similar interests.  

CREATING WITH ELEMENTS FROM SOCIAL AND IMAGINATIVE WORLDS 

In her daily life, Sejin often employed writing and drawing for various 

communicational purposes.  She made a list of things to bring to sleepover, wrote notes 

to her parents, made cards for special days (e.g., her mother’s birthday) or for special 

purposes, keep a journal in her personal writer’s notebook, wrote invented hieroglyphs 

for a secret passcode used to enter her room. She also, on occasion, would use a computer 

or the iPad to email her parents at times. Around Sejin’s room and house, her written and 
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drawing artifacts were hung on the walls and placed on the kitchen counters, tables or 

desks.  

 

Figure 12: Sejin checking her “Supplies for Sleepover” to pack her bag  

 

 

Figure 13: Sejin’s “Get Well” card for her mother on the computer desk 
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 Figure 14: Sejin’s schedule posted on the family’s bulletin board 

 

Composing homework for fun. Sejin sometimes composed questions that she 

called homework. saying, “저는요 저한테 숙제내 주는걸 좋아해요 [“I like to give 

homework to myself”]. The questions were not only for herself but also for other people 

such as her mother and her friends. For her own part, she answered her questions a couple 

of days after composing them. The questions included those about her real experience as 

well as math story problems. The following figure shows an example of Sejin’s 

homework for herself.  
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Figure 15: Sejin’s self-created homework 

  

In this example, she included one math story problem and four personal questions. 

A week after its composition, she answered the questions that she had written. Then, she 

brought the worksheet to her mother to be checked. As Sejin’s mother checked the 

questions and answers, she asked a few more questions to clarify Sejin’s intention to ask 

a certain question (e.g. 3. Do you like baby food?). She also suggested adding a couple 

more questions to Question 4 by asking Sejin when and where she saw the seals.  

She also created homework for her friends. Because Sejin was reluctant to show 

the Korean worksheet that she had made for her friends. Her mother told me that Sejin 
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seemed to teach her friends a couple of words, “애들한테 발음을 시켜 봤나 봐요. 엄마 

레이첼은 파랑색 발음을 아주 잘 해. 그러면서, 제가 지한테 시킬때 썼던 방법대로 점선으로 

글씨 써 갖고 그걸 따라쓰게 한거예요.” [I guess that she asked her friends to pronounce 

[some words]. She told me, “Mommy, Rachel was good at pronouncing ‘Pa-rang 

[blue]’.”]  Then she made her friends a worksheet in which they could trace the words 

that she wrote in dotted lines as I used to use to teach her. Later, when I asked her about 

the Korean worksheets that she had given to her friends, Sejin told me that she had taught 

her friends Korean and had given them a worksheet on Friday so that they could do it at 

home over the weekend. I also asked what kinds of questions she had in the worksheet, 

and she told me that she included matching questions She added that the questions were 

similar to those in her Korean workbook.  

Further, Sejin also made homework for her mother at times to make conversation 

by asking further questions. Sejin wrote questions in Figure 16 after her mother had 

talked about a kitten of hers from her childhood. Being curious about her mother’s 

childhood and past, Sejin composed questions based on their conversation. 
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Translation: 

Questions (for mom) 

아롱이는 어뗏어*? [How was Arong?] 

세진이네 손에 드러갔어*. [It could be fit it Sejin’s hands.] 

엄마 많이 먹었어? [Mom, did you eat a lot?] 

Picky 헷어*. [(Mom was) picky].  

어떤 college 다녔어? [Which college did you attend?] 

Women’s University. 

엄마는 학교에서 어떤 선생님이 좋았어? [Mom, what teachers didyou like at 

school?] 

음악, 국어, 아트 선생님 [Music, Korean language, and Art teachers.] 

엄마는 어떤 사람이 돼고* 싶었어? [Mom, what did you want to become?] 

Artist, Author, Interpritter* 

 An asterisk ( *) indicates an unconventional spelling.  

Figure 16: Sejin’s homework for her mother  

 

As shown in the picture, Sejin wrote her questions in Korean. It was possible that 

she was aware that her conversation with her mother was often in Korean. However, 

some of her answers were written in English. It was likely that her mother may have used 
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those English words to answer Sejin’s questions for several possible reasons. Some of the 

words such as ‘picky’ were commonly used by the family without translating. Other 

Korean words such as university, author, and interpreter may have been unfamiliar to 

Sejin. Therefore, the mother used the English workds instead of Korean words in order to 

help Sejin’s understanding.  

Sejin’s playful use of academic literacy practice evoked conversations and 

interactions with her family members and friends. In composing her questions, she drew 

on several texts. These included worksheets from homework and her experience within 

different contexts. She chose formats depending on her purpose. For example, Sejin 

chose to write questions for her mother because her purpose seemed to be to have 

conversation with her mother. However, her Korean homework for her friend included 

tracing words and matching words with picture that are more common in Korean 

workbook for emergent readers and writers. Because her purpose for making the Korean 

worksheet was to teach a new language to her friends who were not Korean speakers, 

Sejin chose different types of questions for a Korean worksheet.   

Creating fictional stories. Sejin often engaged in stories about fictional 

characters. These she created from her kindergarten class pet and from her favorite 

stuffed animals. According to her, she also kept several notebooks in which she jotted 

down spontaneous ideas. According to Sejin’s mother, her kindergarten writing 

experience was quite meaningful to her. For a six year old, she had written quite an 

elaborate story as part of a class project. Her story was about her classroom pet, Cream 

Cup the duck. It consisted of four chapters filled with Sejin’s tiny handwritten sentences 
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and vivid pictures. After the class published the students’ books, the teacher decided to 

keep them in the school library for several days so that other students and parents at 

school would be able to read them. The whole experience, according to Sejin’s mother, 

seemed to leave an impression on Sejin.  

Since that time, Sejin had written stories at home for fun. Sejin’s parents said that 

Sejin’s first story was written on her father’s iPhone during a family trip. The first time I 

met Sejin, she shared several of her self-published books (shelved in her own library). 

She told me that she enjoyed writing about her kindergarten classroom pet and her 

favorite stuffed animals.  

One weekend, she composed a story about a frog named Frannie who took a trip 

to Ohio. This story contained vivid pictures of Ohio. She included a page just about Ohio. 

On the back was a blurb about the story. Later, Sejin told me that Frannie was one of her 

stuffed animals that her brother and she had “adopted” from the Webkinz World
6
. This is 

an online game portal site in which the user can adopt a pet after she/he buys a stuffed 

animal with an access code for Webkinz World. Furthermore, she added why she chose 

Ohio, “저는 그냥, summer 가 되니까 제가 저한테 따뜻한 데, 느낌하는데를 생각해 봤어요” 

[“I just, because it gets summer, I thought a place that feels warm to me.”] 

To create her story, Sejin seemed to brainstorm over several days or weeks. In the 

meantime, she created another story about a new character—Dilly the deer. According to 

                                                 
6 Webkinz World

TM
 is an online based computer game in which a user adopts and takes care of a virtual 

animal. The owner can buy rooms, clothes, food, furniture, and accessories for the pet. She/he can also send 

the pet to schools or other institutes for training. The owner can earn virtual money to purchase virtual 

goods and services for the pet.  
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her, Dilly lived in the meadows in California. After fashioning a title page for it, the story 

took a few weeks to be realized. It seemed to me that she used that time to come up with 

a story. When she eventually completed her story, she looked up photos on Google 

images that might fit her story. It seemed to me that Sejin brainstormed about what to 

write after she created the title page. A few weeks after that, she added more information 

about camping trips as well as a journal entry by Dilly.  

Sejin shared her writing with her family members looking for ways to change her 

writing.  As for her first story about Frannie, Sejin said that she had revised her story 

after sharing it with her father, “제가 이 것보다 더 못한거를 아빠한테 보여줬어요. 더 안 

재미있는거를. 그래서 제가 다른거를 할 수 있는지 물어 봤어요” [I showed my dad one 

that was worse than this. And I asked if I could do it differently.] Later, Sejin’s parents 

added more about Sejin’s revision of the Frannie story: 

Mother: 인형을 … 이름을 붙여 가주구, 얘가 인제 트립을 오하이오도 갔다가, 어디도 

갔다가, 그래서 이제 그 이야기를 쓰는데, ….[She named one of her stuffed 

animals, and wrote a story about it. He (Frannie the frog) went on a trip 

to Ohio and somewhere. So she wrote the story, and…] 

Father: 오하이오에 갔는데, 바다에서 놀았다고 뭐 그렇게 해서…[He went to Ohio 

and played in the sea. She wrote something like that… ]  

Mother: 거기에 바다 없다 그랬더니, 쟤가 인제 그 팩트를 구글에서 다시 

오하이오에서 뭐가 유명한지를 찾아 가지고, 다시 이야기를 썼더라구요. 

거기엔 꽃이, 그 스테이트엔 꽃이 뭐고, 뭐, 이제, 유명한게 뭐고 그런걸 

썼더라구요. [So you told her that there was no ocean, and she googled the 

facts about Ohio and wrote about what was famous in Ohio. She wrote 

the story again. She included flowers there, what the state flower was, 

and famous things were there like that type of stuff.] 
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After the conversation with her father, So Sejin revised her story and added facts 

about Ohio along with web images that seemed downloaded from websites. In addition, 

Sejin wrote another story in which Frannie lost his luggage on a trip to Hawaii. As 

interested and critical readers who shared his impressions about Sejin’s stories, the family 

members sometimes encouraged Sejin to add more details and to change mistaken 

information. Sejin listened to her family members’ responses carefully and sometimes 

revised her stories.   

In this activity of writing, Sejin was the major participant. However, her family 

members were also participating in Sejin’s composing process by giving comments about 

her stories. In her writing activity, she took several different roles: a story writer, 

interviewer, and teacher. Sejin used various writing tools from pencil, marker, and 

crayons to computer. She chose tools for different purposes. When she wrote her 

homework, interview questions, and stories, she used a computer. When she made cards, 

she tended to use markers and a pencil. Her goals for writing were several: First, she 

wrote for a communicative purpose to send messages to her family members or her 

friends; second, she wrote for expressing her imagination through stories; third, she 

composed homework to pretend as a teacher for her play. Sejin and her family memebrs 

together seemed to form a writing community. While Sejin was always the one who 

engaged in writing, her family members encouraged her by giving positive comments and 

by providing constructive comments to improve Sejin’s writing.  
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PARTICIPATING IN AN IMAGINED FUTURE 

 Sejin expressed a strong interest in cooking and baking. Her imagined future 

guided her in literacy ply. She set up a toy kitchen set in a small space at the front of her 

room. She had Lego blocks with which she built and organized her own restaurant. She 

even came up with a menu for her restaurant.  Around her restaurant, she hung signs 

advertising the special dishes and discount meals. She updated the menus regularly with 

new dishes. Sejin often engaged in “pretend” cooking in her kitchen. She “baked” her 

play dough, sometimes for herself, sometimes for her family.  

 

Figure 17: Sejin cooking in her kitchen 
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Figure 18: A sample menu from Sejin’s restaurant 

 

One afternoon, having finished her Korean, Sejin went to the computer room. She 

searched for something on the Internet. She continued to say “Whoa!” as if she had come 

up with an idea. She then began printing out coupons. I asked what she was doing, and 

she said that she was going to make a coupon. She looked for coupons using Google 

images. When she located a coupon image that she liked, she saved it on the desktop 

before printing it out. Then, Sejin started to modify the coupon for her purpose. I asked 

her what the coupons were for, and she said that she was going to make coupons for her 

restaurant’s signature Cherry Chocolate. She wrote down the title of the coupon, the 

regular price, and the discounted price.  
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Figure 19: Sejin’s special Cherry Chocolate with discount coupons  

 

She told me that the price of the chocolate was originally expensive because it 

was a specialized chocolate. She also added pictures to represent cherry chocolate. She 

then began making her products out of the paper using a small container box. As she 

brought the paper chocolate to show her mother, she told me that she was going to sell 

this at her restaurant.  

Sejin’s imagined future seemed to involve several different roles – restaurant 

owner, cook, baker, and decorator. To act out what she imagined she wished to become, 

she drew on the play literacy practices of these professionals that she had observed and 

experienced, possibly in her family’s visits to restaurants or bakery. To shift between her 

roles, she also creatively combined different practices in her play.  
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Soyoon 

Soyoon was a seven and half year old girl who was in second grade. Her English 

name was Summer. Whereas her English name was used at school and by her younger 

brother, Hoyoon, her parents called her by her Korean name. Her family moved to the 

United States approximately five and a half years ago when Soyoon’s father received an 

appointment from the company he had been working to a branch in the United States. 

Soyoon’s mother used to be an elementary school teacher before Soyoon was born. 

Soyoon was two years old when her family came to the United States. Hoyoon, Soyoon’s 

younger brother, was born just after the family moved the United States, and Soyoon’s 

youngest brother, Doyoon was born when Soyoon was five years old. Although the 

family held green card, the parents often showed their interest in returning back to Korea 

as they were concerned about children’s Korean language maintenance and the mother’s 

return to her job.  

The family lived in a house in northeastern area of the city. Soyoon went to an 

elementary school in the neighborhood. Soyoon’s parents said that there were quite a 

number of students from diverse families including Korean families. Soyoon also 

attended Saturday Korean Heritage School to learn to read and write in Korean. The 

family also attended a Korean church. The family built quite strong relationship with 

other Korean families in the church as they shared information for children’s education 

and supported one another.   
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Parent-Guide Literacy Practices 

STRENGTHENING ACADEMIC LITERACY 

Homework for supporting Soyoon’s academic literacy. Doing homework was 

important part of Soyoon’s daily schedule after school. According to Soyoon’s mother, 

Soyoon’s homework from her teacher included doing math for twenty minutes and 

reading a book for twenty minutes every day. Although her brother did not have 

homework other than reading a book brought from his class, Soyoon’s parents made the 

most of the opportunity to get Soyoon and Hoyoon involved in studying math and 

reading books. Both Soyoon and Hoyoon did a couple of pages of math workbook as 

mother assigned them for the day. Although the recommended time for homework was 

forty minutes in total, Soyoon easily spent one or more hour to finish both math work and 

reading.  

Both of the parents were supportive of children’s academic literacy in the home. 

Because most of the homework sessions took place just after the children returned from 

school, Soyoon’s mother was the one who usually helped and guided the children. 

However, her father also took a role in helping the children do math and read books 

whenever he was available.  

Parents helped the children do math more than reading. Parents recollected that 

they had helped Soyoon read English books when she was younger, but they gradually let 

the child read books on her own as she became fluent in reading. Instead, parents 

continued to help Soyoon with math. Soyoon’s parents bought commercial math 

workbooks written in English and in Korean. Because the workbooks published in 
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Korean were structured differently from those in English, Soyoon’s mother chose a book 

to assign for different purposes: The workbook written in Korean that Soyoon’s parents 

bought had very concise explanation of concepts and more simple calculation questions 

whereas the workbook written in English had more story problems and explanations. 

Soyoon’s mother usually asked Soyoon to do the workbook written in English first, and 

told Soyoon that she was going to do the Korean one later for more practice. Soyoon’s 

mother usually assigned four to six pages across three different books each day.  

Because Soyoon’s parents expected their children to be independent learners, her 

mother asked the children to try to figure out math problems on their own first. When the 

children asked questions about challenging concepts or when a new concept was 

introduced in the book, mother explained those concepts to Soyoon before asking Soyoon 

to solve problems.  

Soyoon's mother usually gave extensive explanation about the concept that was 

the focus of the unit as well as about additional concepts that appeared in then question. 

Soyoon's mother drew upon her teaching experience in order to support Soyoon's 

understanding of the concept. The conversation between Soyoon’s mother and Soyoon 

during the math study times was often patterned in IRE (Initiation –Response-Evaluation 

pattern) as Mehan (1979) and Cazden (2001) found in many classrooms. Soyoon's mother 

took a look at the concept to think about how to teach before she taught. When she 

explained, she also used a tool to teach the concept effectively. In addition, she used 

humor and exaggeration to help her daughter realize the utility of the concept. When one 

of Soyoon’s math workbooks introduced yard, one of length measuring units, Soyoon’s 
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mother asked Soyoon to do another workbook. Then, she took the book and started to 

take a look at the book. When Soyoon announced that she had finished the assigned 

pages, her mother started to ask questions about units of length that Soyoon had learned. 

Then, she continued to explain as shown in the following excerpt.  

 

 

Figure 20: Soyoon’s mother is helping Soyoon do math workbook. 

 

Mother: 소윤아, 인치가 뭐야? [Soyoon, what is an inch?] 

Soyoon: I know how long an inch is. (She holds out her thumb and index finger to 

show how long an inch could be.)  

Mother: 아, 그만큼이야? 그러면, 그 인치가 몇 개가 모이면 one 피트가 된다고 했지? 

[Yes, is that how long it is? Then, how many inches makes one feet?] 

Soyoon: Twelve 

Mother: 그렇지. 무슨 말인지 알겠어? 그러면 또 우리 길이에 대한거 또 있어. 

소윤아 야드가 뭐야? Yard? 야드는 이 feet 이… [That’s right. Did you get 

it? Then, we have another thing related to length. Soyoon, what is yard? 

Yard? Yard is what this feet… ] 

Soyoon: Yard, yard, yard stick!  
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Mother: 엉? Feet 이 몇 개 모이면은 one yard 야? … One foot 이 몇 개가 모이면 

되는지 알아? One yard 가 될려면? [What? How many feet make one yard? 

Do you know how many feet make one yard ?] 

Soyoon: Two? One hundred? 

Mother: Three 가 모이면 된다고 했잖아. … Three foot 이 one yard 라고 했잖아. 

이건 니가 외워야 되는 거야. 약속한거기 때문에. .. One yard 는 그러면 

얘보다 더 큰 단위잖아. 뭐가 젤 커 그러면? 자 길이를 재는데, inch 가 크니 

소윤아, foot 이 크니? 야드가 크니? 어떤게 더 크니? [It said we need three. 

Three foot equals one yard. This is something that you should memorize 

because this is what people promise [to use for measuring length].  One 

yard is, then, a bigger unit than this one [foot]. What is the biggest? Let’s 

see, when you measure a length, Soyoon, is inch big? Is foot big? Is yard 

big? Which one is big?”] 

Soyoon: Yard, 그 다음엔 foot 이고 그 다음엔, inch. [Yard, and then, foot, and 

then, inch.] 

Mother: 이렇게 만든거야. 뭔 말인지 알겠어? [People decided to use (them) like 

that. Did you get it?] 

   

Soyoon’s mother started the conversation by asking question about the unit of 

measurement that Soyoon had learned. As teachers often do, Soyoon’s mother elaborated 

Soyoon’s answer and introduced the new focal concept by asking a question. Soyoon 

made a connection to what she had heard about yard. Then, Soyoon’s mother explained 

what yard is and how it is related to other smaller units such as foot and inch. In order to 

check Soyoon’s understandings of units, her mother also asked a question to compare 

these three units. This event went beyond this point as the mother also pointed out the 

relationships among units in a metric system for length, unit conversion, and other kinds 

of metric systems for time, weight, and speed. Soyoon’s mother also brought a measuring 

tape to show how each unit is different from others in terms of length. As shown in the 
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excerpt, Soyoon’s mother drew on her knowledge and teaching experience in order to 

support Soyoon to understand mathematical concepts as well as to think about the 

concepts within a real context.  

Using extra-help on academic literacy. In addition to doing homework from 

school, Soyoon and her younger brother also attended a tutoring institute close to their 

home. They had classes for half an hour on Tuesdays and Thursdays. This academic 

institute was run by a group of Korean American teachers who graduated from 

prestigious universities. For this reason, it was quite popular among Korean families in 

this area. In addition, it provided classes for kindergarteners through high school students 

as well as for ESL students. 

Using an academic tutoring institute was based on complex and conflicting 

reasons including parents’ value in educational achievement, Soyoon’s mother’s beliefs, 

the family’s circumstance, and common cultural parenting practice among Korean 

parents. Soyoon’s parents expected their children to be successful at academic work. 

They also believed that parents should provide academic support when the children are 

younger. However, Soyoon’s mother was concerned that she could not support enough 

not only because she was unfamiliar with school system and curriculum in the United 

States, but also because she had to take care of Soyoon’s youngest brother, Doyoon. For 

this reason, Soyoon’s parents decided to send Soyoon and Hoyoon to the tutoring 

institute that could provide extra academic support. The parents found the tutoring 

institute with the help of other Korean families in the neighborhood. Just like their 

concerned counterparts in Korea, it seemed quite common that the Korean families in this 
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particular neighborhood utilized a form of academic tutoring service to support children’s 

academic excellence at school.  

Not only attending a one-and-a-half hour class on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, but 

also doing homework for the class was also part of Soyoon’s academic practice at home. 

At the institute, Soyoon attended a book-club class for which she read a book, worked on 

comprehension questions, wrote a reading response, and memorized a list of vocabulary 

words every week.  

Academic literacy employed as play. As much as Soyoon’s parents valued 

children’s academic success, they also valued that learning should be enjoyable. 

According to Soyoon’s mother, she wanted to provide opportunity for her children to 

learn through play as much as possible. Part of Soyoon’s academic literacy experience at 

home seemed to reflect her parents’ value that learning could take place in entertaining 

ways. According to Soyoon’s mother, the family had used DVDs since Soyoon was two 

years old. These educational animation and games particularly aimed to support 

children’s learning literacy in English. Soyoon’s mother played some of these DVDs 

particularly for Doyoon’s learning alphabets and phonics in English. Soyoon’s mother 

often let educational animation DVDs played on the TV in the living room in which the 

children usually stayed for doing homework and reading books. When Soyoon and 

Hoyoon played in the living room they often watched these DVDs with Doyoon and 

acted out like the characters in animation by imitating songs and conversations by the 

characters. When Doyoon also played phonics game on an interactive DVD, Soyoon 

often helped Doyoon find letters of the sounds from the game.  
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In addition to the use of educational DVDs, Soyoon’s mother often employed 

mathematical story questions and multiplication questions as toys when she interacted 

with Soyoon during the play time and meal or snack time. The use of mathematical 

questions was playful in that Soyoon’s mother and Soyoon exchanged questions and 

answered them as if they were in a game show. While the mother initiated each activity 

that used academic type of literacy practice, Soyoon also suggested how to modify the 

activity as they played. When all three children swung in the backyard one day, the 

mother started to ask a multiplication question after their conversation on the plan for the 

next day had been ceased. The mother asked: “Two times one 이 뭐야? [“What is two 

times one?”] Soyoon quickly answered the mother’s question. After Soyoon and her 

mother exchanged a couple of more multiplication questions, Soyoon started to chant the 

2’s multiplication. The mother also joined chanting it with Soyoon. They continued the 

chant with 3’s and 5’s until Soyoon suggested to the multiplication chant in an interactive 

way.  

Soyoon: 엄마 five five 그러고, 그러고 내가, 내가, [Mommy, you say five five, 

and then, and then, I will, I will…] 

Mother: 답할거야? [Answer it?]  

Soyoon: 응. [Yes.] 

Mother: 그래 시작. Five one. [Okay. Let’s start. Five one.]  

Soyoon: 뭐라구요? [What did you say?] 

Mother: Five one.  

Soyoon: Five 

Mother: Five two 

Soyoon: Ten. 

***** 
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(They continue the 5’s multiplication chant until 5times 9.) 

Mother: 자 그럼 엄마 할게. 그럼. Three 한다. Three one. [Well, then, I will start. 

Let’s do the 3’s. Three one.] 

Soyoon: 뭐라구요? [What?] 

Mother: Three one. 

Soyoon: 아니, 내가 할래. 그리고 엄마가 대답해야 돼. [No, I will do (the 

beginning), and you should answer, mommy.] 

(As they finish the 3’s multiplication chant, Hoyoon also wants to join to do the 

2’s. As Hoyoon does the chant, the mother and Soyoon help him by giving hints 

for the answers. Mother, Soyoon, and Hoyoon continue the 3’s multiplication 

chant a couple of times more.) 

 

As shown in the excerpt, Soyoon and her mother used the multiplication chant as 

a game while Soyoon and her brothers were swinging. Whereas Soyoon would rather do 

what her mother asked her to do if they were in a study time, Soyoon seemed to take a 

lead on making a decision on how to use the chant and what to do with the chant.  

When Soyoon’s mother stayed with the children during the play time, she often 

asked Soyoon to make story problem questions by using the knowledge of multiplication 

or division as shown in the following excerpt.  

 

Mother: 자 그럼 이번에, 소윤이, 이번에는 six times four 이거 가지고 만들어 봐. 

[Then, this time, Soyoon, make [a story problem] with six times four.] 

Soyoon: 뭐를? [What?] 

Mother: story 를. Story problem 을. [Story, story problem.]  

Soyoon: There were six pianos. No, there are four pianos. 

Mother: Okay.  

Soyoon: And on each piano, six keys were missing.  

Mother: Okay. Wow, Nice. So? 

(Soyoo just stares at her mother.) 
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Mother: 소윤아, 다시 해 봐. There are four pianos, and six, 그걸 뭐라고 그래. 

건반을 뭐라고 그래? Keys? Missing 됐대며. 그러면? How many keys are 

missing? 몇 개가 다 missing 했냐고… [Soyoon, do it again. There are 

four pianos, and six, what, what do you call ‘gun-bahn’? Keys? You said 

(they are) missing. Then? How many keys are missing? How many of 

them are missing?]  

Soyoon: (She counts very slowly) six, twelve, eighteen, and twenty four. Twenty 

four keys! 

 

As shown in the excerpt, this story making activity was very similar to the 

conversation happening during the study time. Soyoon’s mother initiated the 

conversation and provided evaluation to Soyoon’s response. Soyoon’s mother also 

provided a help so that Soyoon could compose a question at the end of the story. Because 

the story problem question making was often situated in the play time, Soyoon always 

seemed to enjoy making a question and to think about the answer. In addition, it provided 

Soyoon with an opportunity to learn about the structure of a question and the way to 

compose a question that involves multiplication or division. The use mathematical 

questions during parent-child interactions seemed to open a way for Soyoon to access to 

academic literacies in more entertaining way.  

From an activity theory perspective, the subjects in Soyoon’s extra math work 

included Soyoon, her mother, and her younger brother, Hoyoon. Soyoon’s father 

sometimes helped children finish their homework from mother or academic institute. In 

terms of division of labor or roles, both Soyoon and Hoyoon were positioned as students.  

Soyoon seemed to position herself as a good student who always followed directions 

from her mother; her mother who used to be an elementary school teacher took the role of 
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a teacher. She organized the activity and guided Soyoon by teaching her concepts and 

strategies to solve math problems. Her younger brother was also another student in this 

activity. The object or goal for the extra math work was to support Soyoon’s and 

Hoyoon’s academic success. The object was mediated by material tools including 

commercial workbooks, homework guide from Soyoon’s school teacher, and worksheets 

from the academic institute that Soyoon attended. Korean was the major linguistic tool in 

academic activities at home especially for interactions among the family members. 

However, Soyoon’s mother sometimes used English to support Soyoon’s understanding 

of questions.  

Soyoon’s family members together formed a learning community at hom through 

their interactions. In addition, her parents’ cultural beliefs about extra academic work 

were shared by other Korean parents. They valued the importance of studying in advance 

and on a regular basis for further academic achievement. Because Soyoon’s parents 

valued independence and thinking hard, her mother always asked Soyoon to read 

explanations and solve problems on her own first. Then, her mother checked her 

worksheets later to see if she did them correctly.  

SUPPORTING LITERACY IN KOREAN 

Language use at home. Soyoon’s parents expected their children speak in 

Korean at home because they believed that speaking Korean is important to maintain and 

strengthen familial bond. However, they also realized that it was getting challenging for 

the family to keep speaking in Korean as the children grew up. As a way of encouraging 
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children to continue to use Korean in their lives, the parents redirected them to use 

Korean. Soyoon’s mother reported, “영어로 할 때도 있어요.  제가 영어를 잘 못해서 

그런데… 그런데 영어를 쓸 수 밖에 없는거 같애요.근데 중요한 건 크면서 더 그래요. 어릴 

때 보다. [“I sometimes speak in English although my English is not that good. But it’s 

necessary to speak in English. It happens more as they grow up than when they were 

younger.”] Soyoon’s mother continued that as children started school, they spent more 

time at school and were exposed to more English. In addition, they learned to read and 

write in English at school. It became important for Soyoon to get used to school as well. 

Soyoon and her six-year-old younger brother, Hoyoon often spoke with each other in 

English when they played.  

The parents were aware that schooling and playing with friends would develop 

children’s English extensively. However, it would be challenging for them to develop 

Korean because of their limited use of Korean language only in family conversations as 

Soyoon’s mother indicated,  

애들이 클 수록. 그러니까 애들한테 알려 줘야 될 것들은 더 많은데, 어떻게 

보면, 집에서도 같이 부모가 해 줘야 할 게 많은데, 그게 영어로도 못 하고 

한국말로도 못하고 그래가주구 부모가 집에서의 역할이 많이 축소되는것 같애요. 

인제 애들이 크고 자라니까 더 많은걸 배워 오잖아요. 근데 한국말을 다 모르니까 

이해하는 그 정도, 아니 이해의 폭이 되게 애들이 그걸 잘 못하더라구요. 한국말로 

하면. 그러니까 제가 이렇게 느끼는게, 어려워요. … [As my children grow up, there 

are a lot of things that I need to teach. In other words, parents should support 

more. But I feel that our role as parents get decreased because I cannot support 

either in Korean or in English. They grow up and learn more (from school) but 
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they don’t know Korean. So the degree of, no, the extent of their understanding 

seems not extensive when we speak in English. So I feel that it is challenging.] 

 

As expressed in this excerpt, Soyoon’s mother felt challenged in providing 

enough support for the children in Korean because of the language gaps between the 

parents and the children. Whereas Soyoon and her brothers had more opportunities to 

experience English language and literacy in terms of time and contexts, their experience 

with Korean was quite limited in terms of time and contexts. In addition, the parents 

seemed to feel not fully comfortable with using English. Although Soyoon’s parents 

realized that stressing the use of the Korean language at home became harder, the parents 

made efforts to support children’s learning Korean. Although the family held a green card, 

the family also considered returning to Korea with a concern that the children had limited 

access to the Korean language. Soyoon’s parents employed several ways to extend 

children’s literacy experience in the Korean language. The two conspicuous ways 

included 1) using online communication with the extended family members; and 2) 

structured literacy activities in Korean.  

Online communication for intergenerational literacy activities. Soyoon's 

parents highly valued communication with the extended family members in Korea. 

Because the family members living on the opposite side of the world could not meet 

every day, Soyoon’s family found a way to have a conversation and to see each other. 

Almost every evening, Soyoon's family connected to an online chat program to have 

conversations with Soyoon's grandparents and aunt living in Korea. Online video chat 

program allowed the family members see each other's face when they had conversations. 
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Although limited, it also provided a view of what was happening at each home. The 

video chats occurred in the living room that allowed all of Soyoon's family members to 

participate in the conversation at some points of each video chat session. The parents and 

children came close to the desktop and TV set in order to have conversations and then 

went to do other things while the video chat continued. For example, Soyoon’s mother 

prepared dinner, Soyoon’s father worked in a computer room, and the children played 

around the living room.  

 While communicating with the grandparents and aunt, the parents guided 

children to interact with other adults politely and properly. Parents always made sure to 

ask children to come to close to the camera to say "할머니, 할아버지, 고모 안녕하세요” 

[“Grandma, grandpa, aunt hello”] or "할머니, 할아버지, 고모 안녕히 계세요” [“Grandma, 

grandpa, aunt, good-night”] and bow politely when each communication session began 

and ended. In addition, parents sometimes coached the children how to respond to the 

grandparents. For example, Soyoon's  father encouraged Soyoon to say "할머니, 

감사합니다” [“Thank you, grandma”] as Soyoon repeatedly said "괜찮아요” [“It's okay”] when  

Soyoon's grandmother asked the children’s thoughts on the T-shirts that she had bought 

for them. Further, Soyoon's mother always asked Soyoon to answer politely when her 

grandparents called her name to have conversations.  

Soyoon’s parents and grandparents exchanged the events that had happened to the 

family and interesting news that they read from newspaper or heard from news show. 
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Soyoon’s grandmother also told Soyoon stories that she found interesting from news 

show. The families in both sides of the screens also shared to sing hymns together.  

 Online video communication also allowed Soyoon's family to share a moment of 

children's literacy activities with the extended family members. Soyoon and her brothers 

played in front of the camera to "show what we are doing" to grandparents and aunt 

according to Soyoon. Children's play often led to further conversations among the family 

members across the world. Because of the limited view, the grandparents asked Soyoon 

what she was doing when parents were not present at the moment. For example, when 

Soyoon assembled paper airplanes with her brother, her grandmother initiated the 

conversation with Soyoon. The box represents the particular part of the conversation 

between the grandmother and Soyoon and her brother that took place through the video 

chat.  

Grandmother: 와, 그게 새야 비행기야? [Wow, is that a bird or an airplane.]  

(Soyoon held up the airplane she had just assembled so that the grandmother 

could see it.) 

Soyoon: 비행기요. 

Grandmother: 어. 새야? 어. 멋있다 야. 와. [I see. Is it a bird? It looks nice. Wow.] 

  

(Soyoon continues putting pieces together to make airplanes. Hoyoon comes to 

watch her building airplanes. They talk to each other about the airplanes. Soyoon 

holds the airplanes as she is building the planes.)  
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Grandmother: 소윤아, 그 비행기를 그 잠깐 동안에 몇 대를 만들었냐? [Soyoon, 

how many of those planes did you make for such a short time?] 

(Soyoon, how many airplanes did you make for such a short time?) 

Soyoon: 하나, 둘, 셋. [one, two, three] 

(As she counted she picked up each airplane to show to her grandmother.) 

Soyoon and Hoyoon: 넷, 다섯, 여섯. [four, five, six] 

Grandmother: 와! [wow!] 

Soyoon: 여섯 개! [I made six of them!] 

Grandmother: 와! 우리 소윤이 기특하다. 그런 거를 만들기도 하네. [Wow! I’m so 

proud of you. I am surprised that you made those.] 

 

Hoyoon: This can dive into the water. (Hoyoon picks up a gray airplane.) And 

this can blow bad guys. (He picks up a yellow one.)  

Soyoon: (She picks up green one that looks like a bird.) And this… 

Hoyoon: That’s…. 

Soyoon: Bad guys on fire. On fire. And this one.  

Hoyoon: It can go faster. It's a race car.  

(Soyoon and Hoyoon continued to talk about the airplanes that they had just 

made.)  

  

As revealed in the excerpt, grandmother who was in Korea participated in Soyoon 

and Hoyoon's airplane making via video chat by asking questions and encouraging 

children with a positive comments. Although the limited view of the video chat might 

have caused a miscommunication at times, the video chat allowed the families to share a 

moment that they would not have had. This moment of sharing children's literacy activity 

with family members in Korea also allowed children to have an additional opportunity to 

communicate in their heritage language. It also provided a chance for Soyoon's 

grandmother to find out a new aspect of her granddaughter's interests that she had not 

realized before because of limited interactions.  
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Enhancing Korean through structured literacy practice. Being aware that 

learning literacy in Korean was limited in the U.S. context, Soyoon’s parents also 

emphasized that their children should learn to read and write in Korean. While Soyoon’s 

parents communicated with their children in Korean, Soyoon’s parents employed 

structured literacy activities to provide their children the opportunities for learning to read, 

write, and speak Korea. Soyoon attended Korean Heritage School every Saturday and did 

homework for the class every Friday night. In addition, her mother made a schedule so 

that Soyoon could read Korean children’s book every day. During the reading time, the 

mother guided Soyoon to read texts.  

Soyoon’s mother set up a reading time. Soyoon and Hoyoon read a Korean 

children’s book almost every day before they went to bed. Hoping that Soyoon would 

practice reading in Korean fluently, Soyoon’s mother always asked the children to read 

Korean books aloud: “한국 책 읽을 때는 소리 내서 읽어야 돼” [You should read aloud 

when you read a Korean book]. Soyoon’s mother took the opportunity to teaching 

fluency strategy. As Soyoon read the book aloud, soyoon’s mother usually listened to 

how Soyoon decoded the written texts correctly. Soyoon’s mother often taught how to 

read a book fluently in Korean and how to use punctuations as shown in the following 

excerpt.   

Mother: 소윤아 엄마 봐봐. 줘 봐. ‘눈이 정말 좋아요.’ 끝을 딱 끊어야지. 거기서 

끝나는 건지 아닌지 모르겠어. 마침표라는건, 소윤아, 끝나는 거야 문장이. 

[Soyoon, let’s see. Let me look at the book. ‘I like snow so much.’ You 

should stop at the end. I cannot tell whether you stopped or not. Period 

means, Soyoon, a full top of a sentence.] 
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Soyoon: 좋-아-요! [Jo-ah-yo – I like (snow so much)!] 

Mother: 그렇지 그렇게 딱 끊겨야지. [That’s right! You should stop like that.] 

 

Soyoon’s mother did not only correct the pronunciation of a phase with complex 

vowel combination, consonant combination, and conflict in sounds between ending 

consonant and beginning consonant in a series of syllables. These complexities in these 

combinations always make it challenging for emergent readers to decode and pronounce 

Korean scripts. In addition, these were the parts in which Soyoon often made miscues in 

reading. Soyoon’s mother corrected Soyoon’s miscues and explained the meaning of the 

words as shown in the next excerpt.  

Soyoon: (She is reading a Korean children’s book.) 신하들도 정성을 다해 왕자를 

더 바드렀어요. [Servants took care of the prince from the bottom of their 

hearts.]  

Mother: 떠 받들었어요. (She corrects Soyoon’s pronunciation.) 이렇게 (She 

raises both hands to pretend she is supporting something.) Take 

care 했다는 얘기야. 떠 받들었다. [Took care of, like this. It means they 

took care of him. Take care of him.]   

 

Soyoon’s mother also emphasized comprehension. Her mother asked questions 

about the details of a story or questions about the meaning of certain parts in order to 

check Soyoon’s comprehension of Korean texts. In order to check Soyoon’s 

understanding of Korean texts, her mother sometimes asked her to translate in English as 

shown in the following excerpt.  

Mother: 소윤아, 옛날 옛날에가 영어로 뭐라고 그러니? [Soyoon, what is “옛날 

옛날에” in English?] 
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Soyoon: Once upon a time.  

Mother : 한 왕자가 있었어요. [There was a prince.] (Mom reads the sentence from 

the book and looks at Soyoon.)  

Soyoon: There was a prince. 

***** 

Mother: 왕과 왕비는 왕자가 원하는 것은 무엇이든 들어 주었답니다. [King and 

Queen did what the prince wanted.] 

Soyoon: King and queen did what the prince wanted. 

(Mother continues reading a couple of more sentences, and Soyoon translates 

them in English)  

Mother: 신하들도.. 신하를 뭐라고 하지? [Servants, too, … What is “신하 (Shin-

ha)]?” 

Soyoon: Servant, servant or maid.  

(The mother reads each sentence, and Soyoon translates to the page at which 

Soyoon stopped reading.)  

 

In addition to Korean book reading, Soyoon’s math homework time was also 

when Soyoon learned academic literacy in Korean. During the homework time, Soyoon’s 

mother sometimes explained certain concepts and strategies to solve problems in order to 

help Soyoon. Although Soyoon’s workbook was written in English, Soyoon’s mother 

almost always explained them in Korean. Through her mother’s explanation, Soyoon was 

able to learn academic literacy related to math both in Korean and in English as shown in 

the previous excerpt that shows Soyoon’s mother’s teaching of units of measurement.  

Activity to support Soyoon’s literacy development in Korean included several 

kinds of sub-activities. All of Soyoon’s family members were participants or subjects of 

the activity system. In addition, her grandparents were also important participants. 

Parents took a role of language keepers and teachers. Parents explicitly guided Soyoon to 

speak in Korean at home. Parents like teachers also taught Soyoon and Hoyoon skills and 
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strategies in reading in Korean. Soyoon was a relative newcomer of a Korean speaking 

community. Although they were not present at all of the activities, Soyoon’s grandparents 

were also important part of participants who provided opportunities for Soyoon to 

communicate in Korean. The purpose of the activity was to support Soyoon’s literacy 

development in Korean and to strengthen Soyoon’s cultural identity as a Korean. The 

parents further expected that Soyoon to transcend her linguistic and cultural knowledge to 

her future children. The material tools involved not only children’s books in Korean for 

reading but also computer and TV for communication. The major linguistic tool was 

Korean in texts and in conversations. However, English was sometimes used both by 

Soyoon and her parents. Soyoon’s family as a community interacted with one another 

using Korean. Soyoon’s grandparents who were living in Korea were also part of this 

linguistic and cultural community through a virtual setting. Soyoon’s parents, like the 

other focal children’s parents, set a rule about language use that Jungwoo should speak in 

Korean in family conversations. Therefore, it is a norm that the family members 

communicated in Korean. However, the children often switched to English while they 

were interacting in their play.   

Soyoon’s Self-Chosen Literacy Activities 

REVISITING IMAGINATIVE WORLDS 

Soyoon and her younger brother often revisited imaginative worlds that they 

encountered in games, movies, and cartoons. At times, they acted out certain actions and 

sang along songs from the cartoons. At another times, they drew pictures of characters 
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talking to one another about what they remembered from the popular cultural resources. 

Soyoon particularly loved to draw pictures and color pictures that she printed out from 

websites. She chose to draw familiar to her. She decorated her room door and walls with 

her pictures that she drew or colored. Her topics for drawing often came from her favorite 

video games and special events or holidays.  

At times, Soyoon and Hoyoon drew picture together using paper and sharing a 

white board together. As they did, they often discussed what to draw, told stories, and 

negotiated who drew which. They also restricted the story collaboratively as they drew 

pictures together. Soyoon was the one who often took a role of story teller to explain to 

her mother what they drew and what story was involved. For example, Soyoon, Hoyoon, 

and Doyoon went out the yard to play one day, and they started to draw pictures. As 

Hoyoon started to draw a net, Soyoon added pictures of sea animals caught in a net. Their 

drawing soon led them to remember the movie called Free Willy (Donner, Tugend, 

Donner, Milchan, & Wincer, 1993) that the family had watched previously. The 

following excerpt shows how Soyoon and Hoyoon discussed and negotiated the major 

storyline and events in the movies as they drew pictures on the white board together.  
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Figure 21: Soyoon and Hoyoon’s collaborative drawing  

 

Hoyoon: 엄마 이거 웰리야. 봐바바. [Mommy, this is Willy. Look at this!] 

Mother: 웰리가 뭐야?  [What is Willy?] 

Soyoon: Willy the Whale.  

Hoyoon: (He adds something to the picture.) This is a real good whale. 

Soyoon: This is a true story and he has a dorsal fin. 

Mother: 한국 말로 해. [Say it in Korean] 

(Soyoon finds Doyoon drawing something over her picture. he calls his name. The 

mom says that Doyoon can draw pictures too.)  

Hoyoon: Remember the guy kicked the guy? 

Soyoon: Remember the fire? 

Hoyoon: Yeah, remember the guy… 

Soyoon: I’m gonna draw the fire.  

Hoyoon: Remember the, remember the big, remember the big brother just kicked 

the bag. I’m gonna draw the bag and then got kicked. 

Soyoon: I’m drawing the fire. (JM makes squiggly line over one side of the net.)  

Hoyoon: Remember when he saved the brother? 
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Soyoon: Yeah, the brother in the water. And so there has to be some blood in the 

water. I need some orange. (Soyoon picks up an orange color marker 

and starts to draw squiggly lines.) This is fire! 

 

As shown in the excerpt, Soyoon and Hoyoon revisited some of the memorable 

events that occurred in the movie Free Willy collaboratively. Their first intention was to 

share with their mother what they drew in the picture as shown in Hoyoon’s initiating 

utterance and Soyoon’s additional explanation to help her mother remember the movie. 

As Hoyoon shared a seemingly significant moment in the movie, Soyoon also added an 

interesting moment that she felt. Then, they depicted these events by adding pictures as 

well. By doing this, they seemed to imagine the scenes that they saw in the movie. 

Soyoon and Hoyoon often revisited their favorite cartoons or movies as they drew 

pictures together and discussed the events in the popular cultural resources together.  

In revisiting an imaginative world, Soyoon and Hoyoon were the important 

participants. Her mother sometimes participated in this activity as audience. Through 

their acting out, drawing, and retelling, Soyoon and Hoyoon recreated scenes and 

characters using popular cultural resources with their own interpretation and with 

different modes from those used in the original sources. Therefore, Soyoon and Hoyoon 

negotiated as they decided what to be included in their revisiting and recreating activity. 

The children also redesigned the scenes and stories by reorganizing and reconfiguring 

elements from the original sources. Therefore, the children took various roles not only as 

interpreters, negotiators, designers, and reorganizers. Popular cultural resources (e.g. 

movie, cartoons) were main tools that mediated the activity. Other tools included drawing 

materials and their body for acting out. Soyoon and Hoyoon’s goals were to revisit their 
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favorite moments in original soruces in order to pursue their interests. Through their 

interaction, Soyoon and Hoyoon created a community that shared their past experiences 

and interests.   

CREATING WITH ELEMENTS FROM SOCIAL AND CULTURAL WORLDS 

Soyoon sometimes engaged in pretend play with her brother, Hoyoon, or with her 

friend living in the neighborhood using their toys and materials available at home. Their 

pretend play was an interesting space in which children drew on familiar practices and 

discourses in their lives to create their own imaginative world. The children’s play was 

happening in the moment; they used their previous experiences with discourses and 

practices available from their school and home; and they created an imaginative world 

that was different from their real lives.  

Soyoon enjoyed using stuffed animals, baby dolls, ponies, and small furniture set 

when she played with her brother or her friend from the neighborhood. With these toys, 

she played as a babysitting sibling or played as a caring mother. She often employed 

current events at home, discourses surrounding at home, and family practice as resources 

for her play. The toys allowed Soyoon to use the discourses and practice on caring and 

educating babies. These discourses and practices were familiar to Soyoon because she 

had observed and experienced at home as her mother took care of her two-year old 

brother. The following excerpt shows the ways in which Soyoon and her younger brother 

Hoyoon drew upon practices and the discourses surrounding their family activities when 

they played babysitting with their stuffed animals.  
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Soyoon: (She puts a blanket on one of her stuffed animals on the bed.) Pretend, I 

put, in the fire place, we put some hot, something hot… 

Hoyoon: Like fire?  

Soyoon: Yeah, we put fire.  

(Soyoon reaches the basket that Hoyoon brought and takes out a stuffed baby 

elephant. She puts it under the blanket as if she put a baby in bed.)  

Hoyoon: And they drink hot chocolate. But, but TinTin can’t, but TinTin drinks 

우유 [milk].  

Soyoon: Yeah, she can’t either.  

Hoyoon: But TinTin drinks 우유 [milk]. But not, but, but.  

Soyoon: Tommy can’t drink 우유 [milk]. Tommy can’t.  

Hoyoon: Yeah. Because he’s allergic.  

 

In this excerpt, Soyoon and Hoyoon drew several possible discourses and 

practices in the home including putting fire in the fire place and children’s drinking hot 

chocolate when it was cold. Although the family hardly used the fire place because of a 

safety reason, it was possible that the children probably had known from other sources 

that a fire place could be used for warming the space in winter. In the meantime, drinking 

hot chocolate was one of the practices that their family usually did when they came back 

from the school when the weather was cold. In addition, they employed the discourse 

surrounding in their home at the time that his younger brother cannot drink milk. Hoyoon 

first indicated that one of their characters in the play could not drink hot chocolate 

because it was common in Soyoon’s family that one of the family members, Tommy, 

Soyoon’s youngest brother, as always the one who could not eat certain kinds of food.   

Although Soyoon’s pretend play was different every time when she played and 

with whom she played, Soyoon and Hoyoon were main participatnts. Soyoon’s friend 

from her neighborhood also sometimes participated in this activity. Because their topics 
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for the play were varied across different times, they took different roles. However, 

interestingly, the children always took a role of composer of the play. Instead of acting 

out for a role that they would like to play, the children told each other how they would 

like the setting and charactercs to be in play. Their material tools encompassed toys that 

they chose for the play on a particular day. Children’s choices were varied across 

instances of play depending on their interests. In addition, the themses for their play also 

varied because different tools allowed children to engage in different themes. The 

children also used a word, “pretend” as a tool for signifying that they wanted to change 

setting, story plot, and features of characters. Their goal in this activity was to enjoy their 

time through play. Soyoon, her brother, and her children together created a community in 

which they collaborated to create a storyline for their play. In addition, they also 

established affiliation as a group that pursued similar interests in exploring imaginative 

and social worlds.   
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CHAPTER 5 

CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS 

Recall that the purpose of this study was to understand the nature of four Korean 

bilingual children’s out-of school literacy experience, and that the research questions 

were as follows:  

1) How do Korean-speaking bilingual children engage in literacy activities at 

home?  

2) How do children and the family members use Korean and English in various 

literacy activities? 

3) How do children use tools for literacy activities at home? 

In answering these research questions, I employed the constructs that are based in 

activity setting analyses, complemented with an additional language construct to examine 

children's and the family members’ uses of language. Having described each child’s 

literacy practices situated in the social context of his or her family, I re-examine the 

findings across the cases in this chapter.  

Revisiting the Cases 

The Korean bilingual children’s home literacy activities in this study were 

interconnected both globally and locally in terms of resources as well as in terms of time 

and space. I present my cross-case analysis organized by themes. 
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LITERACY ACTIVITIES BASED ON PARENTS’ BELIEFS AND EXPECTATIONS 

 Many of the literacy practices of the focal children in this study were parent-

guided. The parents in this study brought their experiences and beliefs that they had 

acquired in Korea to the practices they used to guide their children. Their immigration 

and international experiences provided their children with unique literacy experiences as 

they made the children’s local and current literacy activities connected to global contexts. 

In addition, these parent-guided literacy activities were always connected to the past, 

being based on the parents’ culturally acquired knowledge and memories, and to the 

parents’ projection into the child’s and family’s future.   

Parents guided children’s engagement in academic literacy activities. All of 

the parents in this study emphasized the importance of academic literacy, and they 

supported its development through several home-based practices. Their emphasis was 

based on the common parenting practices of Korean parents, expectations for children’s 

academic success, and their concerns as immigrants who were new to the American 

schooling context (Yang & McMullen, 2003). As found in previous research, the parents 

in this study shared similar concerns as other immigrants who are new to the American 

educational context and feel their child’s success may be compromised because they 

know little about the curriculum (Anderson & Gunderson, 2000; Li, 2006). In addition, 

the parents who were considering staying in the United States for a longer term were 

concerned that developing literacy appropriate for academic success might be challenging 

for their children. According to the parents, their children had limited opportunities to 
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acquire higher-level literacy in English because the parents did not use the language at 

home.   

Like the children in Ryu’s (2004) study, the children in my study also had to obey 

their parents’ directions about academic work after school. Finishing homework from 

school was a vital part of the daily schedule (Yang & McMullen, 2003). In addition to 

school homework, all four children engaged in extra academic literacy activities. The 

parents believed that extra academic work could support children’s success at school not 

only in the current situation, but also in the future (Hirschman & Wong, 1986; Zhou, 

1997).  

Academic success at school as well as for the future is highly emphasized in 

modern Korean society. Like many parents in Korea, Korean immigrant parents in the 

United States use private academic-support services such as institutes or private tutoring 

with the intent to help their children’s academic survival and success (Lew, 2006). They 

also believe that learning school curricular work in advance will result in academic 

success at school. According to Public Education Crisis (2003) published by a Korean 

educational research institute, 83.1% of elementary school students in Korea receive 

after-school education from a wide range of private tutoring services. These private 

educational services include not only academic tutoring but also extra-curricular tutoring 

services in areas such as lessons for musical instruments, arts, and martial arts (see also 

Lew, 2006).  

Although the four focal children were well-adapted to school literacies, the 

parents drew on their well-established common parenting practices to guide their children 
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in extra academic literacy work. In addition, their status as immigrant and international 

parents who were unfamiliar with the American educational school system and 

curriculum seemed to escalate their concerns about their children’s academic 

achievement, even though they were always positive about the American school system 

and teachers.  

Parents established a language rule at home in order to support children’s 

Korean language development. Regarding language use at home, the parents in this 

study had perspectives that were similar to multilingual and multicultural families 

described in previous studies (Andrews & Yee, 2006; Li, 2006; Worthy et al., 2003). The 

parents highly valued speaking in Korean at home in family conversations. They also 

wanted their children to be able to read and write in Korean in the present and future.   

As a way of encouraging their children to speak Korean, the parents set an 

explicit language rule at home that they should speak only Korean at home. The parents’ 

efforts toward their children’s learning to speak, read, and write in Korean also stemmed 

from their expectations about the future of their families and children. The parents 

considered that children’s learning Korean would contribute to broadening the 

opportunities for family members to continue to develop familial bonds in the future. For 

some parents, children’s Korean language and literacy skills were crucial because the 

families might return to Korea in the future. In addition, the parents perceived that facility 

in using the Korean language as a marker of maintaining one’s cultural identity as Korean 

(Chung, 2003). They acknowledged that they expected their children to learn to speak, 

read, and write Korean because they were Koreans.  
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Nevertheless, it was challenging for families to keep this rule strictly as the 

children’s English language and literacy skills developed faster than their Korean 

language and skills because of the extensive time they spent in learning at school and 

playing with their peers. They seemed to acknowledge the challenges these immigrant 

children who were immersed in an English-speaking environment would have in reaching 

levels of ability reached by children in Korea. Therefore, parents sometimes chose to 

speak in English for better communication with their children. Even though they 

encouraged the children to use Korean at home, they also tolerated the children’s use of 

either language in conversation. The children chose either English or Korean depending 

on whom they were talking with and what they were talking about. Therefore, children’s 

code-switching was also strategic in that they used syntactical features of both languages.  

Parents’ concerns about children’s language use were also generated from the 

moments in which they experienced miscommunication with their children. These 

miscommunications occurred not only because the parents were unfamiliar with English 

but also because the children were developing the Korean language under limited 

exposure conditions. Parents reported that they sometimes failed to comprehend a certain 

word their children had said. The parents were concerned that these moments of 

miscommunication and misunderstanding would negatively affect the communication 

among the family members as the children grew up, became more adapted to English, 

and became less fluent in Korean.  

Parents employed various methods and resources to support children’s 

language and literacy development in Korean. One of parents’ ways to encourage 
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children to continue to use Korean in their lives was to redirect them to use Korean 

during conversation. Parents also taught vocabulary words and expressions on the spot. 

Parents' guidance and teaching seemed to encourage children to express in Korean what 

they wanted to say (Worthy et al., 2003). In addition, the parents also employed a wide 

range of resources and activities to support their children’s Korean language 

development. 

Various Korean literacy resources were available in the focal children’s home 

literacy activities (Purcell-Gates, 1996; Li, 2003). The parents employed these resources 

to support children’s Korean literacy and to experience various aspects of Korean culture 

(Li, 2006). Parents considered that using popular cultural resources as well as children’s 

books helped the family maintain “two cultures” at home while allowing the children to 

have experience building interests in the language and culture.  

Across the families, there was variation in types of literacy materials in each 

child’s home, activities in which each child engaged, and the ways the families used these 

materials. Soyoon and Sejin engaged in a scheduled Korean book reading time in which 

the parents taught skills and strategies in reading Korean text. Their mothers checked the 

children’s comprehension by asking questions about details or by asking children to 

translate what they were reading. Hyunah and Jungwoo had freedom in choosing books 

to read. Sejin’s families employed workbooks or worksheets to support her and her 

brother in learning to read and write in Korean.  

Summary. Parents’ involvement in children’s literacy activities contributed to the 

global-local nexus in children’s literacy activities in at least three ways. First, their two 
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languages were used as resources not only to check children’s understanding of the 

relations in meanings between two languages, but also to support children in developing 

their awareness of associations between two languages (Martínez, 2010). The parents 

often asked the children how to express certain vocabulary words or expressions in the 

other language (Sneddon, 2000). Parents sometimes asked their children to translate 

words in English to Korean to see whether they knew not only the meaning of the words 

but also the equivalent words in Korean (Orellana, 2008). Parents utilized English words 

to help children understand the meaning of Korean words.  

Second, the parents brought children’s experiences from Korean stories and songs 

into their literacy activities around English texts (Pappas, Verales, Barry & Rife, 2004). 

They seemed to engage in these “remindings” in order to have their children gain some 

knowledge of their own experiences in Korea and of the availability of similar texts in 

Korean. The parents emphasized that their children should be aware that there were 

similar texts both in English and Korean. They also talked about the family members’ 

experiences in Korea to remind children about their connection to Korea.  

When helping children with homework or extra academic work, the parents 

emphasized skills and strategies that might be valued in learning literacy in schools in 

Korea (Compton-Lilly, 2007; McCarthey & García, 2005). Most of these skills and 

strategies were related to academic literacy (Volk & de Acosta, 2003). These included 

paying attention to directions, neat handwriting, fluency in reading, focusing on details in 

a book, and trying to think before asking questions.  
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PURSUING INTERESTS THROUGH LITERACY ACTIVITIES  

The children in this study engaged in activities driven by their own interests. 

Within children’s self-chosen literacy activities, global and local literacies were also 

interwoven through their incorporations of various literacy resources that they had 

encountered previously. The children’s self-chosen literacy activities were based on their 

historical interests and experiences in their social and cultural worlds in their literacy 

activities in which they participated in imaginative worlds or their own imagined future 

(Engestrӧm, 1996). The children employed various resources from their social and 

cultural worlds when they engaged in these activities. In the section below, I discuss 

ways in which the focal children’s self-chosen literacy activities were locally and 

globally connected. 

Children used various literacy resources to explore imaginative worlds. 

Children engaged in activities in which they explored imaginative worlds through various 

material tools such as books, video games, and other popular media (e.g., TV shows, 

cartoons, movies, etc.; Marsh, 2002). Just as the first and second graders in Dyson’s 

(1997) study chose different popular media resources for their writing to represent their 

affinity with their friends, the focal children’s engagement in activities involving popular 

media was related to their past, current, and future participation in their social worlds. 

Their choices of materials or tools for their literacy activities were often based on their 

interests. In addition, they continued engaging in these activities to extend their 

knowledge about an imaginative world not only to pursue their interests but also to 

strengthen their interactions with others in their social worlds.  
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Hyunah read books that might be higher than her school-defined reading level not 

only to pursue her interests but also to participate in her affinity group with her friends 

who were older than she was. She also watched TV shows about older children and 

listened to pop music to pursue her interests shared with her friends. Jungoo read Korean 

comic books not only because he enjoyed the comic books but also because he might 

want to show affiliation with his mother who recommended the Korean comic books. 

Sejin also played certain kinds of computer games not only because these games enabled 

her to continue what she usually liked to do in virtual spaces but also because she could 

share her experiences in these games with her friends at school.  

Children’s revisitation of imaginative worlds reflected their interpretation of 

the original sources. The focal children often revisited and recreated part of an 

imaginative world in their favorite activities. The children borrowed certain elements 

from their popular culture and recontextualized them in their activities (Dyson, 2003, 

Wohlwend, 2009). They tried to capture the distinctive features of the characters and 

scenes in their drawing, writing, acting, and retelling. They acted out certain actions or 

dialogue of the characters from animations or video games in their play, drew their 

favorite characters or movie scenes in pictures, and narrated to others the story lines or 

significant scenes that were related to their drawing and writing. Although the children 

appeared to imitate pictures and actions in original sources, their revisiting and recreating 

involved their own interpretation of the original resources. They personalized and 

instantiated what they thought interesting in popular cultural resources through various 

modes such as actions, sounds, drawings, and their talk. 
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Hyunah’s revisitng the imaginative worlds occurred through her storytelling about 

the books that she had read or through the conversations with her mother. Jungwoo 

revisited his favorite cartoons and comics by drawing his favorite characters. His drawing 

allowed him to revisit the episodes, scenes, and dialogues that he found interesting when 

he read comic books and watched cartoons. Soyoon and her younger brother often acted 

out songs and dances from their favorite cartoons. The focal children’s retelling, drawing, 

and acting out was not simply mimicking the original sources, but it showed their own 

interpretation through mode changes: between two languages, from animation to gestures, 

from sounds to language, from cartoons to one dimensional sketch, and so on. 

Children engaged in creating through their play and writing using various 

elements from their social and imaginative worlds. The children in this study recreated 

their own stories in play and in writing using various elements from their social and 

cultural worlds (Lensmire, 1994). These elements came from popular cultural resources 

that they often used for their self-chosen activities. The children also drew from familiar 

social and cultural worlds around themselves such as their families, schools, and friends. 

The children’s self-chosen literacy activities were sometimes inspired by what they did at 

school. When the children found that school activities were interesting to them, they 

imported these activities into their play or activities with their family members. In their 

writing and play, they wove these elements to create story lines, characters, and events. 

Using characters, storylines, songs, and singers, Hyunah wrote fanfiction through 

collaboration with her brother and her friends. Jungwoo, like Hyunah, was inspired by 
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popular culture to create a game, and invented crafts and weapons for characters of his 

favorite cartoons.  

Children enacted their imagined future. The children had their own wishes to 

be a certain person and to do what they want to do in the future (Norton, 2002; Schallert 

et al., 2009). Acting as the person that they wish to be was a critical part of their literacy 

experiences. Children also engaged in activities because they had a specific and clear 

goal that they would like to achieve in a near future. When they acted as the person, they 

integrated actions and practices that they thought were relevant to the person whom they 

wished to be. Their actions and practices may be from their observations of the worlds.  

Two of the children in this study had a clear idea about what they would like to do 

in the future. Jungwoo wanted to be an artist and Lego designer. He often engaged in 

drawing pictures and designing Lego structures. He got ideas for his practice from 

popular cultural resources. As an artist, he distributed his drawings to friends and 

teachers with whom he felt close. As a Lego designer, he designed weapons, 

transportation crafts, and tools for his favorite characters from animation and video 

games. Sejin also had an idea of what she wished to be when she grew up: a baker and a 

cook. She owned an imaginary restaurant, for which she developed a menu and 

specialties and advertised them on the poster that she created. She also created special 

products for her restaurant using paper and craft products to shape them.  

Although Soyoon and Hyunah did not clearly represent in their activities what 

they wished to be in the future, they sometimes had imagined their future as they engaged 
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in activities. Their projected goals were situated in the relatively near future or in an 

imagined world compared to Jungwoo’s and Sejin’s.  

BUILDING AND STRENGTHENING A COMMUNITY THROUGH NEW TECHNOLOGIES  

As digital technologies were pervasive in the focal children’s homes, the 

communicative use of digital technologies was also common to the focal children. The 

children’s literacy activities were situated in a global space through online 

communication. Their products from local literacy activities were transmitted globally 

(Marsh, 2005). However, each child’s experiences with digital technologies for 

communication were quite different from the other children’s. In addition, the types of 

tools and their ways of engagement varied across the families.  

For some children, online communication was one of the parent-guided literacy 

activities, but for others, it was a child self-chosen activity. In either situation, the parents 

were an important part of the children’s online communication although their reasons for 

involvement were different across the families. Soyoon’s family had conversation time 

with Soyoon’s grandparents and aunt who were living in Korea. The parents guided their 

children in how to interact with their extended family members. For Hyunah, 

communicating with their friends through new technologies was a favorite activity. In 

such cases, her mother participated in Hyunah’s online communication activities by 

monitoring her interactions with others in the online context. For Jungwoo, online 

communication was one of his mother’s prompted activity, as she frequently asked him to 

send an email to his friends for communicating about his life.  
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Although each child engaged in online communication differently from the other 

focal children in terms of types of tools and purposes, online communication contributed 

to broadening all the children’s social worlds by providing an opportunity for them to 

connect with their extended family members and their friends. Parents’ involvement 

supported children to build and strengthen social relationships with people who were 

close to them and to the families.  

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES ACROSS CASES 

In sum, the families in this study shared several similarities in guiding their 

children. All of the families employed extra academic work with a belief and expectation 

that advanced study could support children’s academic success. In addition, the parents 

valued using Korean in family conversations and learning to read and write in Korean. In 

terms of academic literacy activities, the families shared similarities in terms of structure 

of an activity. Children studied assigned pages of commercial workbook by themselves, 

and the parents checked whether their answers were correct. However, regarding 

activities to support children’s language and literacy development in Korean, each family 

employed different ways of interacting around the activities as well as types of activities.  

Hyunah’s family valued conversations around books, expressions in both 

languages and hands-on activities. By engaging in these activities, Hyunah seemed to 

learn Korean in authentic contexts through talk and interaction. Like Hyunah’s family, 

Jungwoo’s family also valued the ways that Jungwoo could learn Korean language and 

literacy through authentic and enjoyable activities. Therefore, his mother introduced 
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comic books to Jungwoo as a way of motivating him to read Korean texts. She also 

invited Jungwoo to join in cooking with her or watching DVDs about Korea together.  

However, Soyoon’s and Sejin’s parents employed school-type literacy activities to guide 

their children to learn to read and write in Korean. Soyoon attended Korean school every 

Saturday. She was also asked to read aloud two to three books per week, which was 

followed by her mother’s questioning about the books. Like Soyoon, Sejin was also 

asked to read Korean children’s books. She also studied assigned pages of Korean 

language arts workbook, which was followed by a dictation test on the section that she 

had studied.  

Whereas parents-guided activities had similarities, children’s self-chosen literacy 

activities widely varied. Because each child’s self-chosen literacy activities were driven 

by his/her personal interests, each child engaged in differently types of activities using 

different kinds of tools. In addition, each child’s past experiences with her/his 

socialcultural worlds guided them to choose tools and kinds of activities.  

Hyunah often engaged in watching popular TV shows, listening to pop music, and 

reading popular books that might be above her grade level because reading these books 

allowed her to establish her affiliation with her brother and their friends. She also enjoyed 

talking about books and stories with her family members. Furthermore, Hyunah engaged 

hands-on activities such as folding origami and cooking. Communication with her friends 

through online chatting tools was an essential part of her self-chosen activities.  

Jungwoo, unlike Hyunah, engaged often in designing and building crafts with 

blocks. He also enjoyed drawing pictures of characters from his favorite cartoons and 
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books. Redesigning and reconfiguring elements from popular cultural resources in his 

play was his way of engaging with popular culture. In his activities, he acted like a 

cartoonist and Lego designer that he wished to be in the future. Although Jungwoo 

showed strong interests in playing video games, his engagement was limited by his 

parents who were concerned about Jungwoo’s tendency to play computer games for an 

extended time.  

Soyoon often engaged in pretend play with her younger brother and her friend 

from the neighborhood. In pretend play, she used various types of toys to create a 

storyline with collaboration with her younger brother and her friend. She enjoyed acting 

songs and dances from her favorite cartoons and retelling the storyline with drawing. 

Unlike Hyunah and Jungwoo, she often collaborated with her younger brother in their 

self-chosen activities.  

Playing computer games through an online website was an important part of 

Sejin’s literacy activities. Sejin also engaged in writing and drawing for various purposes. 

In particular, she loved writing fictional stories about her virtual pets in the online gam 

website. In writing she drew on knowledge from her social and cultural worlds to create 

storylines. Her imagined future guided her to act as a cook and a baker. By drawing 

social practices with which she was familiar, she enacted her future by cooking in her 

imaginary kitchen and by inventing her own menu and advertisement for her restaurant.  
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this study was to understand the nature of four Korean bilingual 

children’s out-of-school literacy practices by examining the ways in which they engaged 

in literacy activities at home, their uses of two languages, and their ways of using tools in 

their literacy activities. The findings of this study revealed that the four Korean bilingual 

children engaged both in parent-guided literacy activities and self-chosen literacy 

activities. Parents’ beliefs and expectations guided children’s engagement in literacy 

practices at home. In addition, children’s personal interests and their history of using 

literacy resources guided their choice of activities. In this section, I will discuss my 

findings in light of the theories that influenced this study and the contribution of the study 

to the theoretical perspectives and previous research.  

Discussison 

COMPLEXITIES IN KOREAN BILINGUAL CHILDREN’S LITERACY ACTIVITIES AT HOME 

Whereas activity theory allowed for a better understanding of the nature of four 

Korean bilingual children’s out-of-school literacy experiences, the findings of this study 

may contribute to expanding the use of the theory by complicating some of the constructs 

of activity system including participants and social/cultural mediations. The complication 

of activity systems represented how literacy experiences of Korean bilingual children in 

this study were locally and globally interconnected across the constructs of activity 

theory. As Cole and Engeström (1993) indicated, the Korean bilingual children in this 
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study engaged in activities that would allow them to reach back into their past and to 

project into their future. The complex networks between the present, past, and future 

made the Korean bilingual children’s local literacy activities interconnected and also 

connected to several global contexts, as Latour (1993) indicated. Therefore, the activities 

in which the Korean bilingual children in this study engaged were complexly 

interconnected with local and global aspects in several dimensions.  

The participants in children’s home literacy activities were not only those present 

at the moment but also those who are related to the activities through their communities. 

Therefore, participants included children’s family members and extended family 

members who geographically lived far from the focal families. Although their family 

members were sometimes present at the moment of a certain activity, they nevertheless 

participated in different times and contexts with important roles in children’s activities, 

not only by guiding children directly but also possibly by providing implicit influences 

on children’s motivation and interests.  

Tools used in Korean bilingual children’s literacy activities included material, 

cultural, and psychological tools that children and parents drew on from their previous 

experiences. Material tools were those used by the focal children and their family 

members for an activity. As the ways of using tools were guided not only by the teacher 

but also by a larger society as in Bomer’s (2003) study, the families’ utilization of tools 

for literacy activities was sanctioned not only by the parents’ beliefs and values shaped 

through their experiences but also by a larger society to which they belonged. For 

example, parents employed commercial academic workbooks to support children’s 
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academic development. The workbooks have historically been used in various learning 

contexts as well as at home to support students’ academic improvement in Korea. 

Teachers in different institutions and parents use these books to support children’s grade 

level academic achievement. In addition, these workbooks are often used to prepare 

children for advanced grade level work. Because they were based on standardized school 

curriculum in Korea, parents used them as a curricular guideline for advanced grade 

levels. The parents in this study also used commercial workbooks in order to prepare 

their children for advanced grade level academic work. These workbooks were also used 

to understand American school curriculum with which they might be unfamiliar. In 

guiding children’s academic literacy and Korean literacy, the parents taught 

psychological tools such as skills and strategies that they had acquired from their past 

experiences. These psychological tools were mostly related to academic skills.  

Cultural tools sometimes came from the families’ past engagement with various 

resources such as popular cultural media, various types of reading materials, and 

directions. As children drew upon these resources in their self-chosen activities, they used 

these resources creatively and playfully for their own goals. Just as the kindergarteners in 

Wohlwend’s (2011) study as well as children in Dyson’s studies (1997, 2003) did, the 

Korean bilingual children in this study conjoined literacy resources in their literacy 

activities. Whereas Dyson’s studies focused on children’s incorporation of resources 

from popular culture and their own social world in their writing, the findings in this study 

were more aligned with Wohlwends’s study in that children recontextualized and 
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reconfigured various resources from popular culture and sociocultural worlds in their 

various activities such as play, multimodal creations, drawing, and writing. 

The Korean bilingual children’s literacy activities were connected to their future 

through their goals. In terms of parent-initiated activities, the four families shared similar 

goals that enabled the families to project into the future by drawing upon their past 

experiences. Parents’ beliefs and values that had been shaped through their lived 

experiences before and after immigration guided the parents to select, arrange, and 

configure activities for their children. The idea of extra academic work at an advanced 

level was based on the parents’ beliefs and expectations about their children’s academic 

success at school. Parents also wished for their children to develop bilingual and biliterate 

skills because they believed that children’s facility with Korean would contribute to 

familial bonding in the future.  

In their self-chosen activities, children had three distinctive goals. By engaging in 

these activities, the children pursued their interests in exploring imaginative worlds 

depicted in books and popular cultural materials. They also revisited and recreated these 

worlds through various activities. Children engaged in creative activities by integrating 

various resources that they borrowed from books, popular culture, and their previous 

experiences in various literate environments (e.g., school, home). Children also had a 

goal for the future and enacted their goals in their current activities.  

Different rules and norms were present for different kinds of activities. Parents 

had established rules about doing extra academic work after school homework was 

finished. Parents also had a rule about the use of languages at home. However, these rules 
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were flexible. Parents were clearly trying to accommodate their children’s propensities. 

They also understood that children engaged with English-centered texts and contexts not 

only at home but also outside the home. Although children chose to do certain activities, 

their activities were still guided by their parents’ rules about using tools and time for 

doing activities.  

The communities involved in activities were multiple. Community was formed 

though family members’ interactions. It allowed the family members to share their 

experiences. At times, this community was both locally and globally located. For 

example, parents’ beliefs and values were based on the larger communities in which the 

parents had participated through their jobs or other social and cultural activities before 

they immigrated. The children’s activities were shared with their extended family 

members and friends through online communication as the children in Marsh’s (2005) 

study did.  

In sum, the bilingual children’s literacy activities were not only locally situated 

but also globally connected in several ways. Children’s present literacy activities were 

influenced by their parents’ past and their own experiences. In addition, the tools that 

they used in their literacy activities in which historical meanings had accumulated 

mediated their home literacy activities. Children’s home literacy activities again had the 

potential to reshape parents’ beliefs and values as well as their own experiences. In 

addition, parents’ wishes for their children in the future formed a basis for their choice of 

activities and tools for children’s present literacy activities. Likewise, children’ 

imagination and imagined future contributed to their engagement in their activities and 
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how they used certain tools, just as the graduate students in Schallert et al’s (2009) study 

expressed their engagement in an imagined future community through their messages in 

online discussions. Children also drew on various resources in their self-chosen literacy 

activities. These resources often came from their previous experiences with popular 

culture as well as their social and cultural worlds. Although a few research studies have 

discussed how adult participants in a certain learning context projected themselves to the 

future discourse communities to which they would like to belong (Norton, 2002; 

Schallert et al. 2009), this study may contribute to this discussion by extending the idea 

of imagined future to an understanding of children’s ways of conceptualizing and 

enacting their future.  

MULTIPLE AND MULTIMODAL LITERACY ACTIVITIES ACROSS KOREAN BILINGUAL 

CHILDREN’S FAMILIES 

The findings of this study supported the perspectives of New Literacy Studies 

especially in that there were multiple ways of using literacies in social practices (Barton, 

Hamilton, & Ivanič, 2000; Heath, 1983). Although the number of participants in this 

study was small, the findings illuminated a multiplicity of literacy practices across the 

families. The focal children and their family members shared similarities in types of 

activities and in ways of using tools as the children’s parents shared similar experiences 

as immigrants and social and cultural experiences in their country of origin, Korea. 

However, each child’s styles of engaging in literacy activities as well as each family’s 

ways of using literacies in guiding children were different from the others. These 
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differences in using literacies reflected each family’s unique experiences from their 

socioeconomic situations, immigrant status, and the parents’ unique beliefs and values in 

guiding children through literacy practices.  

Furthermore, the findings of this study contributed to the multimodal literacy 

perspective in literacy practices by providing examples in which children and their family 

members made meaning in their various activities without directly using written texts or 

language. The four focal Korean bilingual children’s literacy activities at home were 

often multimodal. Although written texts and language did take a crucial role in the focal 

children’s literacy experiences, their activities sometimes did not include written texts. 

Instead, there were several indications in activities that the children and the family 

members often referred to written texts or texts based on written language as they 

conversed. Furthermore, children often drew upon resources from written texts and their 

experiences in contexts in which written language was used.   

GLOBAL-LOCAL CONNECTIONS IN KOREAN BILINGUAL CHILDREN’S LITERACY 

ACTIVITIES AT HOME 

The findings of this study expanded the notion of global-local connections in 

literacy practices in the following ways: 1) The findings pointed to the families’ 

recontextualization of literacy practices in a new social and cultural context as they 

brought their ways of using literacies to a new context and tried to adopt new ways of 

life; and 2) the findings indicated that the bilingual children’s local literacy activities 

were connected to their and their parents’ past experiences as well as to their future 
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through their goals and projected future. The four bilingual children’s literacy activities 

situated in the current contexts were also globally connected to different times and places. 

The parent-guided academic literacy activities were recontextualized as they immigrated 

to a different society that may value different styles of parenting practice in guiding 

children’s academic literacy at home. In addition, parents’ literacy activities in Korean 

were resituated in an English-centric context in which most of literacy practices were 

around texts written or spoken in English. The digital technologies also allowed the 

families’ literacy activities to be globally contextualized through the families’ 

communication with extended families and friends. Therefore, the Korean bilingual 

children in this study had similar experiences with other cultural and linguistic groups in 

other studies. As the adolescents in Sarroub (2009)’s study did, the Korean bilingual 

children in this study engaged in both family- and culture-valued literacy activities. Like 

the families in Gregory’s (2001, 2005) studies, the parents in this study employed 

culture-valued literacy activities in order to support children’s academic literacy 

development in a context with which the parents were not familiar.  

In relation to children’s academic literacy practices at home, parents’ ways of 

using literacies in relation to guiding their children were influenced by other parents in 

Korea. Parents employed the parenting practices that were familiar to them through their 

historical participation in Korean society and through interactions with other Korean 

families in the United States. The parents’ expectations for their children’s academic 

success in a culturally and linguistically new context also guided the parents’ 

involvement in their children’s academic literacy practice at home.  
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The parents’ concerns about the family’s future communication influenced their 

intended choice of language in conversation with their children and their support for 

children’s literacy development in Korean. The parents explicitly emphasized the 

importance of learning Korean to their children. Thus, they organized tools and activities 

for children’s learning to speak, to read, and to write in Korean. These tools and activities 

enabled the families to share similar linguistic and cultural experiences.  

In addition, the findings about children’s self-chosen literacy activities extended 

the idea of local-global connections by addressing the ways children drew upon texts and 

literate experiences that they had previously had and by discussing the ways in which 

children’s current literacy activities were projected to the future through their goals and 

imagination. Therefore, children’s self-chosen literacy activities were locally and 

globally situated along several dimensions. Children’s literacy activities were 

interconnected to the previous texts that the children had experienced. They drew on 

various resources for creating meaning in their literacy activities. In addition, children’s 

historical engagement and interests guided their choice of tools, their ways of using tools, 

and types of activities. In addition, children used various modes to create meaning in their 

activities. Furthermore, children’s meaning making in a local situation was also globally 

connected to another world or their future through their imagination.  

Multiple levels of interconnections of various texts, as well as the family 

members’ past and future, in Korean bilingual children’s home literacy activities 

suggested that the bilingual children’s home literacy experiences were locally situated but 

also were under various global influences. Their personal interests and historical 
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engagement with social cultural worlds also influenced their current literacy experience 

as critically as their parents’ beliefs, values, and experience did. Therefore, the children’s 

out-of-school literacy experience became unique not only due to the influence of their 

parents but also their individual interests and engagement with literacy practices.  

FLEXIBLE BILINGUAL AND BILITERATE EXPERIENCES  

Although this study lasted for a relatively short period of time in its observation of 

the Korean bilingual children’s bilingual and biliteracy development, it did provide a 

glimpse of the ways Korean bilingual children used their two languages at home as they 

interacted with their parents. The two languages were also important tools in interactions 

among family members. The children and parents used these two languages fluidly. 

Code-switching was pervasive across the conversations among family members. Some 

children playfully alternated two languages at the word and sentence level. They also 

code-switched for effective communication. They sometimes chose to use an English 

word or two in a Korean sentence when they were not familiar with certain terms or when 

they found that using English was appropriate for their audience. During their self-chosen 

activities, children had more frequent access to English than in Korean.   

In relation to bilingual and biliteracy experiences, the children and the family 

members strategically used two languages in their interactions in literacy activities that 

used texts in English and in Korean. Two languages were used as resources to check 

children’s understanding of written texts and their knowledge of Korean words and 

expressions, like the Spanish-English speaking middle school students in Martinez’s 
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(2010) study. As the parent in Chung’s (2002) stdudy did, the parents used English to 

help their children’s understanding. The children used English words in conversation 

with their parents to communicate their meanings better. In addition, family interactions 

around English texts often occurred in Korean, thus involving implicit translation of the 

texts in English. As Orellena’s (2008) study showed, the family members in this study 

frequently translated from one language to the other without seeming to be aware in their 

everyday conversations. Therefore, there was no compartmentalization in using two 

languages in home literacy practices. Instead, these Korean bilingual children used two 

language very flexibly, illustrating what Garcia (2010) called “translanguaging” that 

allowed the children to access linguistic features in their conversation to extend 

communicative potential. 

The Korean bilingual children’s flexible use of two languages in their literacy 

practices that involved texts in both languages may provide a glimpse of their bilingual 

and biliterate development. The children in this study seemed to participate easily in 

complex bilingual and biliterate experiences as Hornberger (1988, 2002) suggested. One 

language mediated children’s understanding in the other language. Children’s 

experiences with written texts in one language were often transferred to the oral mode in 

the other language. The social context that valued English influenced children’s 

experience with various sociocultural resources including books and popular media while 

expanding more opportunities for children to experience English. However, their parents’ 

rule of using Korean at home, though flexibly applied, and their efforts to maintain 

Korean in family conversations enabled children to access to both languages.  
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From a Hallidayan linguistics perspective, children and their family members’ 

translanguaging represented their flexible and even skillful mode changes. Children and 

their family often changed from written texts in English to oral language in Korean. 

Kenner and Kress (2003) reported on the ways that children used two different writing 

systems in their writing not only to address their audience but also to achieve their 

communicative purposes. Similarly, the Korean bilingual children in this study used these 

two languages in a similar way but in their oral conversations with their family members.  

The findings of this study may contribute to the existing body of literature on 

bilingual children’s home literacy practice not only by confirming some of the findings 

from previous research but also by adding different aspects about bilingual children’s 

out-of-school literacy experiences. This study addressed not only bilingual children’s 

literacy activities in relation to their parents but also the individual child’s literacy 

activities at home. In addition, focusing on children’s uses and creations of artifacts in 

home literacy activities, this study discussed children’s creative use of various 

social/cultural resources and modes in their activities to create meaning. In this way, this 

study contributes to the current changing perspectives on literacy. Finally, this study adds 

to discussions of complexities of literacy practices that bilingual children experience. 

Bilingual children’s local literacy practices are not simply situated in present time and 

local spaces but also are influenced by global factors through mediation of their parents, 

tools, and their future.  
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Limitations 

There are several limitations of this study. The first limitation of this study is that, 

although Korean immigrant families are diverse and complex in terms of socioeconomic 

status and immigrant status in the United States, the participants in this study included 

only professional families and academic families. By including more participants in 

different socioeconomic backgrounds and at different immigration stages, further study 

could extend understandings of diverse perspectives and experiences of the Korean 

immigrant families. In addition, even within professional families or academic families, 

each family has a unique way of utilizing literacies and unique beliefs about interacting 

with their children. Therefore, the findings of this study should not be considered to 

represent the experiences of all Korean immigrant families. Rather, the findings of this 

study should be seen as instantiations that may be similar to other people’s experiences.  

 The second limitation of this study is the limited number of participants. 

Because this study included only four children from similar socioeconomic status and 

background, the perspectives and experience of Korean bilingual families represented in 

this study were limited. In addition, the children in this study had lived in the United 

States since they were very young. All of the parents in this study also acknowledged that 

they had been quite accustomed to the new contexts although they still felt that 

communicating in English was not fully comfortable. Therefore, newcomers’ experiences 

might be different from those participating in this study.   

In addition, although this study provided insights of bilingual children and their 

families’ literacy practices, a longitudinal study could provide more aspects of bilingual 
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children’s literacy experience. Because this study lasted for a rather short period, I was 

able to observe some activities only in a limited way and in limited times. Longer 

engagement with families would provide a deeper understanding of their literacy 

experiences. 

This study implicitly addressed the role of schools in children’s home literacy 

experiences. The children’s school experiences were reflected in conversations among 

the family members, in children’s play, and in homework sessions. However, this study 

has a limitation in understanding children’s schooling experiences because it focused 

only on the children’s literacy experience at home. Future studies including bilingual 

children’s school experiences in depth and interviews with their teachers would deepen 

an understanding of the home-school relations in children’s out-of-school literacy 

practices.  

Implications for Educators 

The findings from this study provide ideas for implications not only for 

educational policy and curriculum but also for classroom situations. In the first part of 

this section, I will start by discussing implications for curriculum and educational policy. 

The second part will address practical implications for classroom teachers.  

IMPLICATIONS FOR CURRICULUM AND EDUCATIONAL POLICY 

It is necessary for educators to understand the nature of children’s use of language 

outside the classroom. Bilingual children’s language experiences outside the classroom 

walls are varied. They use two languages fluidly (García, 2009). They interact with their 
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family members who are advanced in their first language but limited in English. Children 

interact around written English texts using their first language. In other words, they learn 

from their parents how two different languages are interconnected in meanings. Because 

they know meanings in English, they can also understand what their parents are saying in 

Korean. In addition, the parents use English to scaffold children’s understanding. In these 

families, two languages are used as resources for understanding meanings (Martínez, 

2010).  

In addition, it is crucial for educational policy makers to be aware that bilingual 

children’s parents strongly expect their children to develop literacy skills in their heritage 

language (Hornberger, 2003; Wong-Fillmore, 2000). Bilingual parents’ global experience 

through their immigration and their perspectives enable them to be aware of the 

importance of being bilingual and biliterate. Schools often emphasize literacy 

development of the hegemonic language in the society as a norm. However, bilingual and 

biliteracy is a norm in various other social, economic, and political contexts as 

globalization increases hybridity (García, 2009). The school curriculum should reflect 

these changes in global contexts to value developing language and literacy skills, not only 

in the socially dominant language but also in children’s heritage language (García, 2009).  

Developing global citizenship and a global mindset of students should be a 

concern for educators and educational policy makers (Banks, 2009). Immigrant parents’ 

international and transnational experiences lead them to have belongingness in their 

country of origin and their new country. They also expect and wish their children to have 

this cultural identity by building connectedness to their extended family members in their 
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country of origin. For immigrant students, developing global citizenship and global 

minds could mean contributing to strengthening their bonding with their family members. 

For other all students, such an approach is a way of developing respect for cultural 

differences and diversity.   

Furthermore, diversity and hybridity could be addressed in the school curriculum 

as an important part of literacy education. Bilingual families often bring cultural ways of 

using literacies that differ from the ways of the local context. Bilingual children, 

therefore, grow up using different ways of using hybridized literacies as they interact 

with their parents, and as they interact at school. Schools should recognize and value 

bilingual children’s diverse and hybrid literacy experiences (Gutiérrez, 2003).  

In tems of early childhood education settings, policy makers and curriculum 

designers should be aware that children are meaning makers who use various modalities. 

Using various modes becomes more and more crucial in society as digital technology 

becomes pervasive. Using multiple modes strategically in order to deliver intended 

meanings and messages becomes a critical skill. Although children are natural and 

creative users of multiple modes, school curriculum tends to downgrade their skills and 

strategies while emphasizing learning the written language. Policy makers and 

curriculum designers should consider ways of incorporating multimodality as an integral 

part of literacy education. The school curriculum can be built to encourage students to 

question and think about how images and texts are related and used and how other modes 

can be used in order to create meanings (Bomer, 2009). 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHERS 

It is essential for teachers to understand the nature of biliteracy development. 

Biliteracy development occurs at the same time when two languages are used in learning 

contexts (Sneddon, 2000). Children who have stronger facility in one language transfer 

their skills and strategies in one language to learning to read and write in another 

language. With this understanding, teachers may allow students to use their two 

languages in a classroom learning situation. Teachers can also encourage bilingual 

students to be aware of their use of skills and strategies by having conversations with 

them on the skills and strategies that they use to make meaning in their reading and 

writing.  

In addition, teachers could recognize and value bilingual children and their 

parents’ use of their heritage language. One of the mothers in my study shared that she 

was encouraged and motivated to teach her child the Korean language when she heard 

from her child’s teacher about the importance of keeping a heritage language in the home 

context. In the conferences with parents, teachers who work with bilingual children and 

their families could validate the families’ efforts to keep their heritage language in their 

conferences with the parents.  

Students bring a wide range of experiences not only with their parents but also 

with popular cultural resources. Children are able to use their experience and resources in 

creative ways in their play and other activities in order to create meanings. They also 

employ various modes of making meaning. Children’s creative ways of using these 

resources reflect their understanding and interpretation of the resources, and they may 
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make meaning unrecognizable to adults on occation. However, asking their intentions can 

help classroom teachers to understand students’ engagement with various resources and 

their interests. Having conversations with students could help teachers learn about their 

students’ out-of school literacy experience and their interests that often contribute to 

students’ leaning to read and write in a classroom situation.  

Teachers could incorporate various modes in literacy instruction to support 

children’s meaning making as they guide their student to learn to read and write. 

Teachers could ask students how images and texts relate, how they deliver meanings 

differently, and how pictures can deliver meanings. Students also create meanings from 

images, objects, and their actions. Therefore, teachers could recognize students’ use of 

nonverbal modes such as images, texts, objects, songs, and actions to create meanings 

and to express their understandings. In order to support children to learn the language and 

acquire literacy, teachers could respond with rich language to help students see the 

connections between what they express in non-verbal modes and oral or written 

language. In this way, teachers could help students learn vocabulary, expression, and 

linguistic structures. 

Finally, paying attention to what children say could allow teachers to expand and 

deepen their understanding of children’s rich experiences with literacies outside the 

school. Children’s talk will provide information about which resources they encounter 

and utilize and how creatively and complexly they use literacies. Each child takes a 

different path to acquiring school sanctioned literacy and to learning academic skills and 

strategies. In addition, each child has unique experiences with literacies due to his/her 
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interests and interactions with family members. Listening to what children bring to the 

classroom could be a stepping stone to understand each child’s unique learning trajectory. 

Then, teachers may be able to consider how to embrace children’s personal interests and 

creativity in order to support them in acquiring school sanctioned literacies.  
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APPENDIX A 

INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 

 

The entry interview with parents will include the following questions. 

 

Basic Info 

Name:  

Age:   

Job:  

Status in the United States:  

Purpose of the stay in the United States:  

Duration of the stay in the United States: 

Expected stay in the United States: 

 

Tour of the house – tools that the family uses  

 

I will also ask the child to give me a tour of her/his house later. 

 

Could you give me a tour of your house?  

 

Could explain what resources and tools your child uses for activities at home?  

 

Family’s history in the United States 

Could you tell me about why the family came to the United States?  

 

What are your experiences in the United States like so far? Was it hard to adjust the life 

here? What are the challenges you feel that you have?  

 

Could you tell your experiences as your child started schooling? Did you experience any 

challenges or difficulties in relation to the school system and interactions with teachers?  

 

Family’s use of two languages 

What languages do you usually use with your children? 

 

How do you use your two languages? When do you use Korean/English?  

  

Do you feel differently when you interact with your child in Korean from when you do in 

English? 

 

Parents’ perspectives of language and literacies 

Which language do you emphasize or value in interactions within the family?  
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What do you value in reading and writing? What do you think is important in reading?  

What do you think is important in writing?  

 

Why do you think your child’s learning to read and write in Korean is important? 

 

What do you think of other activities such as watching animated movies or Korean TV 

shows, video games, and using the Internet?  

 

Parents’ engagement with the child in literacy practices 

What kinds of activities do you do with your child? [Prompts: Do you read and write with 

your child? Do you watch TV or DVDs with your child? Do you help your child do the 

homework? Do you use the Internet with your child?] 

 

How do you interact with your child during the activities?  

 

How do you support your child’s learning to read and write in both languages?  

 

How do you respond to your child’s achievement or mistakes in reading, writing, and 

other activities?  

 

When do you do the activities with your child? When do you read books with your child? 

When do you write with your child? When do you watch TV or DVDs with your child?  

 

Could you tell me where those activities usually take place?  

 

Parents’ views of child’s dispositions 

 

How do you describe your child’s interactions with family members, teachers, and 

friends? How do you think your child acts? 

 

How do you describe your child’s attitudes to reading and writing in Korean/English?  

 

Parents’ expectations of the child’s future 

 

Do you talk about the future with your child? What does she/he want to become? What 

do you think of that? How do you share your expectations? 

 

How do you support your child for her/his dream?  

 

Regarding languages, how do you think using two languages affects your child’s future?  
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APPENDIX B 

VIDEO PROJECT PROTOCOL 

Each child will be given a digital video camera and a notebook with the following 

description of activities.  

 

Activities for the Video Project 

 

“Over the next few weeks, I would like you to video-record your activities in the home. 

They can be activities that you do by yourself or with your family members. Let’s talk 

about what activities that you do at home, and make a list of them. (We will generate the 

list of activities that they want to video record). Do you think that you could video record 

these activities? If you need, you could ask your parents and siblings to help you video 

record.” 

 

Follow-up discussions on video recordings 

 

Participants will meet with me to discuss the video recordings they take. The discussion 

will include the following questions, but more questions will arise as we watch the video 

clips together.  

 

 Is there any video clip that you want to share with me first? Is there anything that you want to 

talk about the video clip? 

 

 Tell me why you chose this video clip to share first. 

 
 What else do you want to share with me? 

 

 Could you show me your writings and drawing that you created shown in thses video clips?  

 

Potential activities that children do in the home 

 

- reading books 

- writing  

- drawing 

- play (with objects or with siblings) 

- watching TVshows, movies, animated films and others 

- playing video games 

- doing homework 

- making crafts  

- activities involving the Internet  
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APPENDIX C 

AN EXAMPLE OF FIELD NOTES 

Date: 12/23/2010 

Place: JM’s house 

Time: 1:54-4:42 

 

1:54 

JM and JH are playing when I arrived. JH was holding a basket filled with stuffed animal 

and JM was holding a Hello Kitty and a blanket on her head. They are playing “pretend” 

play. It seemed that one of the characters in their play felt cold. They move to their 

rooms. As JH entered JM’s room, JH says “Pretend I will go to your room with Hello 

Kitty and TinTin okay?” After JH enters the room he put the basket on JM’s bed. JM put 

a bear on her pillow and a blanket on the bear, saying “I, In the fire place, we put some 

hot, we put something…” Then, JH added, “hot? Like fire?” Then, they talked about their 

characters can drink hot chocolate. The conversation goes on JS’s allergy to milk. JH 

questions that JS is allergic to milk because he drinks milk. JM questions JH’s 

assumption by suggesting that she is not allergic to milk even thought she drinks milk a 

lot. Then, JH again claims that JM is old enough to be okay even though she drinks a lot 

of milk.  

 

MN: JM and JH do not seem to notice me and the camera. They do not even look at 

me at all.  

 

1:56 

JM then suggests pretend to go somewhere. But JH continues to talk about being allergic 

to milk. JM changes the subject again by suggesting that mommy needs to wear a jacket 

to go somewhere. Then, she points to her shirt and JH suggesting pretend that her shirt is 

her jacket and JH’s shirt is his jacket.  Then, she walks toward the door. JH suggests that 

TinTin has to say at home. Then, JM grabs her razor (scooter), responding to JH that it is 

okay because they are going to be on their razors. JH challenges JM’s idea about being 

on the scooter without socks. Then, JM says okay. Then, JH calls out the mom (in 

Korean). Before JH starts to talk, JM goes first to the mom and asks whether it is okay to 

get on the scooter without socks inside the house.  But the mom urges her to put her 

socks on. Then, the mom tells JH and JM to go to their room play because JS needs to 

sleep. JM screams a little, but she goes to her room.  JH finds a chalk. After JM comes 

back to her room, she keeps touching her teeth and looks at the mirror to check while JH 

runs around the room and gets on the clothes rack.  

 

TN: The discourse about their brother’s diet and their observation of events at 

home seem to be resources for their play. It reminds me of the children in Dyson’s 

study and Lansmire’s study who used their interactions with their friends and 
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events occurring in their classroom as resources for their writing. For JM and JH, 

however, it is play. Can play be also a composing process? 

 

2:00  

JM tries to pull JH from the rack. Then, JH finally gets down, hugging JM. Then, JM 

asks about my burnt mark on the arm. JM and JH hang upside down on the rack. I tell 

them that hanging upside down is dangerous and it would be better to stop falling from 

the rack. Then, JM starts to talk about an accident in which she bumped her head in the 

bathroom, fell from the stroller and at school. JH adds that it happened when she was in 

the first grade and that he learned from JM how to hang upside down. While they talk to 

me, they speak in Korean except a couple of words (first grade, learn). But they quickly 

changes to English when they talk to each other.  

 

MN: JM and JH were not hesitant to initiate the conversation with me.  

PN: JM and JH speak to me in Korean except a couple of words.  

 

2:02 

They continue to play with the rack hanging upside down. JH laughed at JM. Then, JM 

suggests pretend to play on the playground at school. Then, JH says that he was going to 

suggest that he pretend like a baby. But JM rejects the idea. Then, they sit on the floor 

and talk about Christmas. JH seems to want to have a computer as a Christmas present. 

JM takes out each item from her jewelry box. JM finds sunglasses. She puts them on and 

pretends to dance. JH is so curious about the camera so he plays in front of it and JM 

joins to play in front of the camera later. JM wants to show Hello Kitty wallet to JH. 

After JH looks at the wallet, he comes back to the camera to play. Then, they stop playing 

as soon as they hear their dad’s voice.  

 

MN: Although I sit very closely with JM and JH, it is hard to listen to their 

conversations. I could only get the gist. 

  

2:04 

JM wants to check with her mom that the dad bought Christmas lights.  

JM comes back to her room. JH later joins JM and tells her about what he saw on the 

cartoon that JS is watching – The professor turns into a frog. JM took her necklaces out 

of the jewelry box to untangle. JH is interested in looking at one of JM’s hair band with 

black ball. He puts one of the necklaces on his neck and hair band on his hair. Then, JM 

puts the jewelry back to the little drawer. Then, she shows each drawer to JH.  

 

2:06 

JM takes out her sunglasses out to put it on upside down. JH wants to try the sunglasses 

upside down, but JM does not let him do so. Then, JH opens one of the drawers full of 

stuffed animals. JM soon lets JH try the sunglasses upside down.  
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Then, JH takes out a fox and says that he pretends the fox is his baby fox. But JM tells 

him to return to the drawer. As JH claims that the fox is actually his, JM takes the fox and 

puts into the toy box. Then she claims that they are her best toy dolls. Then, JH says that 

Woody is his best toy ever, which JM rejects. She says that Woody is not his toy. Then, 

JH says that TinTin is his best toys. JM says that all of her best toys are in her desk. 

Then, she says that her favorite toy is in the drawer. Then, JH says that he is going to 

clean it.  

 

2:08 

As JH wants to say something, JH suggests play basketball with a big plastic ball. Then, 

she leaves the room, throwing and catching the ball. JH follows. Then, JH reminds her to 

put her 양말 on. JM says to his mom that the room is not that cold. While JM was 

talking to her mom, JH wants to play with the camera again. Then, JM and JH make 

funny faces by stretching their lips with their hands.  

 

2:10 

They move to the living room to watch the cartoon that JS was watching. They start to 

watch the cartoon, sitting on the sofa. The caption is on and the words glow as the 

characters say. Then, JH starts to sing a song, “Pa pa pa punctuation…” JM also sings the 

song “Pa pa pa punctuation” She also dances. Then, JM suggests JH watch the show in 

the 안방. She runs to 안방 and calls JH. Then, I can hear JM singing the song again. 

Then, JH comes out saying that he wants to see it in the cartoon and tells JM that the song 

is about to be on the cartoon. As JM comes out of the room, the song starts.  

 

PN: It seems that JM and JH have seen this video several times. They know certain 

parts of the song that were repeated. Although they are not sure about the lyrics, 

they seem to know the dances from the video very well.  

 

TN: It seems to show that JM and JH read and interpreted the movements 

represented in the cartoons. They again represent their interpretation through their 

imitation of dances. Because the lyrics are part of the representation of meaning in 

this cartoon, they also try to capture this in their play.  

 

2:12 

JM and JH are standing on the sofa, singing the song and dancing. The song sounds like a 

rock music. “Pun, pun, pun, punctuation!” Then, JH says that he is a professor. Then, JM 

says that she wants to be a professor. Then, they negotiate that they can be whomever 

they want among the several characters. They both copy the dances and song. They sing 

where the lyric is really clear. The song is about punctuations – comma, period, question 

mark, and exclamation point. As the song ends, JM says that she wants to see the part 

again. So she walks over to rewind the DVD. JH in the meantime asks JS to give some 
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ramen that he has been eating. While waiting for the DVD, JM and JH sing the song 

together and dance.   

 

PN: The family seems to use these educational videos so that the children can enjoy 

while learning. It also seems to reflect JM’s mother’s beliefs.  

 

TN: As they interpret the meaning represented in the cartoon, JM and JH also try 

to enact the characters. Their choice of characters seems to reflect their 

understanding of higherarchy among the characters. In addition, JM and JH use 

the materials around them and their bodies for their play: Sofa was the stage; and 

their hands were not only for used to imitate the dances but also for microphone.   

 

*** 
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